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water Kit InventorL
Earth's Bright Future Activity Book (27)
> Source: National Association of Conservation Districts
408 E. Main, P.O. Box 855
League City, TX 77574-0855
1-800-825-5547
http://www.nacdnet.ord
Save Water with the Conservation Kids Coloring / Activity Book (1)
> Source: National Association of Conservation Districts
408 E. Main, P.O. Box 855
League City, TX 77574-0855
1-800-825-5547
http://www.nacdnet.ord
Share the Water Activity Book (1)
> Source: National Association of Conservation Districts
408 E. Main, P.O. Box 855
League City, TX 77574-0855
1-800-825-5547
http://www.nacdnet.orgl
The Water Connection Activity Book (1)
> Source: National Association of Conservation Districts
408 E. Main, P.O. Box 855
League City, TX 77574-0855
http://www.nacdnet.ord
1-800-825-5547
Your Hometown Clean Water Tour Game (1)
> Source: USDA
Washington, D.C. 20250
1-8 00-245-6340 http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usdahome
Exploring the Illinois River Activity / Coloring Book (1)
> Source: Fox Tales International
P.O. Box 10800
Peoria, IL 61612-0800
309-689-8000
http://~~~.foxtalesint.coml

Groundwater Model Demonstrations (1)
> Source: Unknown

Water Quality.. .Potential Sources of Pollution (1)
P Source: U.S. Department of the Interior / USGS
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington DC 20240
202-208-3 100
http://www.doi.gov/
Water: The Resource that Gets Used & Used & Used for Everything! (1)
P Source: U.S. Department of the Interior / USGS
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington DC 20240
202-208-3 100
http://www.doi.qov/
Hazardous Waste: Cleanup and Prevention (1)
9 Source: U.S. Department of the Interior / USGS
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washngton DC 20240
202-208-3 100
http://www.doi.gov/

Project WET (1)
P Source: Project WET
Culbertson Hall, Montana State University
Bozeman, MT 59717-0570
http://www.montana.edulwwwwet
406-994-5392
Project WILD Aquatic (1)
9 Source: Council for Environmental Education
5555 Morningside Drive, Suite 2 12
Houston, TX 77005
713-520-1936
http://www.projectwild.org
WOW! The Wonders of Wetlands (1)
P Source: The Watercourse
201 Culbertson Hall
Montana State University
Bozeman, MT 597 17-0057
1-866-337-5486
http://www.montana.edu/wwwwater/

Water Issues: Commonly Asked Questions about Water & Crop Protection (1)
> Source: Mid America Crop Protection Association
P.O. Box 2125, Northside Station
Sioux City, IA 5 1104-0125
7 12-277-7380
http://www.doi.gov/
The Living Waters: Celebrating Soil & Water Stewardship (1)
> Source: National Association of Conservation Districts
408 East Main
League City, TX 77573
1-800-825-5547
http://www.nacdnet.orgl
Crop Residue Systems for Conservation and Profit (1)
> Source: USDA
Washington, D.C. 20250
http://www.usda.g;ov/wps/portal/usdahorne
1-800-245-6340

\

Ground Water and Surface Water: A Single Resource (1)
> Source: U.S. Department of the Interior / USGS
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington DC 20240
202-208-3 100
http://www.doi.g;ovl
Water Quality Protection: Frank Answers to the 20 Most Frequently Asked Questions (1)
> Source: The Alliance for a Clean Rural Environment
P.O. Box 413708
Kansas City, MO 64 179-0386
800-545-5410
http://www.doi.govI
Soybeans Are Everywhere! (1)
> Source: Ohio Soybean Council
4625 Morse Road, Suite 101
Columbus, OH 43230-8355
http://www.soyohio.or@
614-249-2492
Watershed Management on your Farm: A Producers Guide to Clean Water and
Profitable Farming (1)
9 Source: Illinois Corn Growers Association
P.O. Box 1623
Bloomington, IL 61702
309-557-3257
http://~~~.ilcom.orgl

DeYonge, Sandra
Summary:

Spring Waters Gathering Places, 2000
Early people thought that springs were a gift fiom the earth. Beautifully illustrated
stories and myths chronicle the use of spring waters through time. Games and
investigations lead readers to an understanding of ground water, springs, and the
importance of healthy water for healthy people everywhere.

Silver, Donald M.
Summary:

One Small Square Pond, 1994.
Fish and fungi, plants and protists, mammals and monera all seem to get along
swimmingly in and around the peaceful-looking pond environment. But a closer
look at a small square reveals an ever-changing world. Home to a larger variety of
creatures and goings-on than you'd ever imagine, even in just a drop of its water!
This beautifully illustrated "you are there" science book--part of the critically
acclaimed One Small Square series--is brimming over with fun-to-do experiments
and activities for children ages 7 and up. Includes a pond field guide, a glossaryindex, and a resource list. Grades Preschool - 2.

Dorros, Arthur.
Summary:

Follow the Water from Brook to Ocean, 1993.
An excellent presentation of introductory material about water. Addressing readers
in the second-person "you," it clearly explains such terms as "brook," "stream,"
"river," and "delta," and illustrates such basic concepts as where water comes fi-om,
how it travels, and where it goes. The illustrations are simple, almost childlike, in
soft colors. In a few cases, however, it is difficult to distinguish between water and
land because the contrast in tone is subtle; otherwise, the artwork is pleasant and
effective. Grades K-4.

Everts, Tammy &
Kalman, Bobbie
Summary:

Frogs & Toads, 1994.

\I

"Locker, Thomas
Summary:

What is the difference between a fiog and a toad? Does touching a toad cause
warts? Frogs and Toads answers chldren's questions using amazing natural
photographs that leap right off the page. Ages 4-8.
Water Dance, 1997.
How does water dance? From rain, to river, to lake, to sea, to cloud, with half a
dozen more sidesteps in the circle. Each step is dramatized here with one of
Locker's romantic Catskills wilderness landscape or seascape paintings. Changes in
season, atmosphere, time of day, or weather alter the light and the palette, which is
fairly subdued until the final crimson sunset. Each facing page has a haiku-like text
describing the specific phenomenon ("In thousands of shapes I reappearhigh above
the earth in the blue sky.11 float.11 drift.") followed by an italicized identification ("I
am the clouds"). This riddle-like format could spark reader interaction. The
paintings reappear, twice postage-stamp size, on the final three pages, each
accompanied by a scientist's brief explanation of the water cycle's stages. This book
is a happy marriage of art and science, although there is never a doubt as to the
dominant partner. Grades 1-6.

*Not included in Water Ki6

McKinney, Barb
Summary:

A Drop Around the World, 1998.
Children will never view rain in the same way after reading this book. Ages 9-12.

Morrison, Gordon Pond, 2002.
Summary:
Morrison observes and describes ths habitat through the seasons. There are pages
with a few short sentences accompanied by a small watercolor vignette as well as
double-page scenes with a few paragraphs of text. Notes set in tiny type relate facts
about the creatures, plants, or natural processes. Lovely, realistic watercolor
paintings illustrate the text; small, detailed pencil drawings and diagrams
accompany each note. Diagrams show how some ponds were formed by glacier
movement and melting; the life cycles of the fi-og and caddisfly; how air moisture
and mist form; and how a pond gets and loses its water. This lovingly crafted
sketchbook has the potential to awaken in readers an awareness of the workings of
nature. Read aloud at home or in the classroom, this title will be helpful in
preparing for a trip to a pond or as an introduction to a discussion on preservation
of the natural world. Ages 4-8.
National Wildlife
Federation
Summary:

1

Wading Into Wetlands, 1997.

Kids and teachers wade into bags, swamps, and marshes to show firsthand why
wetlands are so important to wildlife and people. Kids in grades K-8 learn about the
characteristics of fi-esh and saltwater wetlands and how to protect them, while
joining in 20 thrilling indoor activities that reveal such wonders as gator holes,
meat-eating plants, and quakin' and shakin' bogs.

Parker, Steve
Summary:

Pond & River, 2003.
The sharp color photographs of a myriad of plant and animal specimens will
entrance young naturalists; however, the small print of extended picture captions
will detract fi-om their appeal. This loosely organized, general introduction consists
of 28 chapters (most are two pages long). In each, a paragraph of text provides an
overview of a particular aspect of pond or river ecology. The remaining space is
crammed with clear photographs of flora or fauna, accompanied by a caption of one
or two sentences identifying them and describing their basic characteristics.
Included are descriptions of seasonal pond life as well as short surveys of the kinds
of fish, waterfowl, birds, reptiles, mammals, insects, mollusks, and plants that are
commonly found in these environments. The majority of plants and animals
depicted are common to Europe; most are also found in North America. Grades
68.

Paul, Tessa
Summary:

Animal Trackers: Bv Lakes & Rivers, 1997.
Lavish illustrations show each animal, its tracks, home, and environment simple
text includes interesting facts about how each animal lives gives children all the
clues they need to track their favorite animals in North America and around the
world. Animals include: otter, beaver, fi-og. mink, trout, heron, swan, loon, salmon
and more. Ages 4-8.

Pfeffer, Wendy
Summary:

From Tadpole to Frog, 1994.
An introduction to the life cycle of frogs, with additional facts about individual
species on the last two pages. Sentences are simple, with questions and
exclamations to help break up the informative text. Keller's clean, clear watercolor
illustrations, similar in style to those of Nancy Tafuri, show a variety of pond
animals and plant life through the seasons. Other books on this topic are generally
geared to older readers, making this attractive picture book a good starting point for
beginning readers interested in nature. K-2.

Wick, Walter
Summary:

A Drop of Water, 1997
Wick's striking color photographs of water in various states and stages of
movement capture moments of change in beautiful patterns that cannot be observed
without the advantages of stop action and magnification. These pictures present
water drops; soap bubbles; water condensing and evaporating; snowflakes, fiost,
and dew; and water as a prism. The paragraphs of text that accompany the images
read like extended captions; they describe what is being pictured and briefly
comment on the phenomenon talung place. A set of short directions for doing the
observations and experiments included appears at the end. The photographs are the
outstanding feature here; they do stimulate wonder. Perhaps the book succeeds
more as an exploration of their use to enhance scientific observation than as a
description of the characteristics of water. Wick clearly shows that science and art
both offer ways to observe the world around us. Grades 3-6.

WATER
EDUCATIONWEB
RESOURCES

Water Education Resources on the Web
K-4
-

http://www.epa.~ov/safewater/kids
http://www.waterconserve.info/
http://www.kidzone.ws/water/
http://www.aiswcd.orq/
http://www.teachersdomain.orq/resources/ess05/sci/ess/earthsvs/conserve/index.html
http://www.healthqoods.com/Education/Healthv Home InformationIWater Conservation/conser
v i n ~water home.htm
www.aeolony.com/teacher/water
www,proteacher.com water

http://www.americanwater.com/49wavs savintips.htm
http://s~rc.cas.psu.edu/LessonPlans/Water/Conservation.htmI
http://www.learninato~five.orq/lessons/unit124/lesson1.
html
http://www.learninntoaive.orq/lessons/unit370/lesson1.html
http://www2.scholastic.com
http://piercecountvwa.orq
http://www.theteacherscorner.net/thematic~~nits/~oster.
htm
http://www.kidzone.ws/WATER/
http://teacher.net/lessons/posts/400.html

http://en.wikipedia.orq/wikiIVlahomet Aquifer
http://www.sws.uiuc.edu/qws/mahornet.asp
http://www.sws.uiuc.edu/qws/images/mahometb.gif
http:llwww.epa.govlsafewaterlkids/grades k-3 thirstin builds an aquifer.html
http://ga.water.usgs.qov/edu/waterc~clesummary.
html
http://www.epa.qov/OGWDW/kids/flashlflash matching.html
http://www.mahometaquiferconsortium.orq
http://www.wellowner.orq
http:l/www.epa.govlWaterSense/quiz/index. html

htt~://ksaqclassroom.orq/Lessons/waterl3-4/importance of water.pdf
htt~://www.e~a.gov/regionO1
/students/pdfs/wetch4.~df
htt~://www.wmr~.uiuc.edu/about/SeminarPresentations/2008-01-16-Wehrman~.~df
http:I/www.ksa~classroom.or~/PDF%27s/Lessons/Water%20lessons/Middle%20Schoo1%20wat
er%20lesson.pdf
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/wateruse.html
http://www.nrcs.usda.qov
http:llwww.nrcs.usda.qovlfeat~~~relbackvard/pestmat.html
htt~://illinoisissues.uis.edularchives12008/07/h20.
html
http://www.groundwater.org/gi/contaminationconcerns.html
http://www.qroundwater.orq/gi/sourcesofgwcontarn.html
htt~:llwww.nroundwater.orq/gi/depend.html
'i htt~://www.four-h.purdue.edu/staff.home/natalielResourceslWAT-lIPollutionSources.do~
http:llwww.livescience.com/environment/O6O619 ap ethanol water.html
http://www.livescience.com/environment/O6O126 ethanol better.html
http://www.lumpkinfoundation.orq/ppt/2 Dave%20Larson.ppt
http://www.tnfarmbureau.orq/images/Aq%201n%20The%20Classroom/6-8%20Health.~df
htt~:llwww.epa.qovlowow/npslwhatudo.html
http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps/abc.html
http://www.uniich.edu/-as265/societv/waterpollution.htm
htt~://www.units.muohio.edu/draqonFlv/water/h2oindex.sht~1l
http://www.lenntech.com/Water-Pollution-FAQ.htm
http://www.aeocities.com/RainForest/5l61Iwaterl .htm
http://water.usqs.gov/outreach/Posters/hazardous waste/hazwaste bw.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/kids/flashlflash aquifer.htmI
http://nsidc.orqlqlaciers/quickfacts. html
htt~://qa.water.usqs.qov/edu/earthqlacier.
html
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http://www.em.doe.qov/soda/
http://mbqnet.mobot.orqlfresh/index.htm
http://sciencespot.net/Paqes/kdzbiopond.html
http:l/www.microsco~y-uk-orq
.uklindex.html
http://www.microscopv-uk.orq.uklmaCl/wimsmall/x small. html
http://~~mmtechIab.msu.edu/sites/dIc-me/zoo/
http://www.ento.csiro.au/Ecowatch/l nvertebrates.htm
http://www.uen.org/utahlinklpond/
http:Ilwww.funsci.com/fun3 en/protists/entrance.htm

http://w.dec.state.ny.us/website/dow/stream/orderpaneone. htm
http://ebiornedia.com/qaIl/drop/dropmain.html

http://www.thirteen.orq/h2o/print/~educators lesson4.html

9-12
-

www.nrdc.orq
www.epa.gov
www.sustainabletable.orq
http:llwww.courses.dsu.edu/eled320-360/Spring%2O2002/Gottschall/Works
http://www.mcwa.com/kids.htm
http://www.niawwa.or~/kidsweb/treatment/treatment-distri
b-to-home.htm

htm
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LAND USE &
WATER
QUALITY

Land Use & Water Quality
Jane Frankenberger, Extension Agricultural Engineer

Introduction
Indiana's increasing population and expanding economy are placing unprecedented
pressure on its land. Urban sprawl? particularly the paving of large segments of the
landscape? can have sigruficant and usually negative impacts on water resources.
Although growth and land use change may be inevitable in many communities, the
way in which growth takes place affects its impact on water quality. With careful
planning and a commitment to protect streams, rivers, and ground water, land use
practices can be implemented that balance the need for jobs and economic development
with protection of the natural environment. Development that takes place without such
considerations, however, can lead to sigruficant degradation of streams and ground
water, and loss of aquatic life.

I

All land uses have an effect on water quality, whether positive or negative. In forests
and other areas with good vegetation cover and little disturbance from humans, most
rainfall soaks into the soil rather than running off the ground, stream flows are fairly
steady, and water quality is good. In built-up areas with pavement and buildings, little
rainfall soaks into the soil, causing high runoff, stream flows with high peaks and low
flows in between, and poorer water quality. In fact, land use and practices are probably
the most important factor in determining water quality in most Indiana landscapes.
Most people realize that development affects water quality and are raising questions
like the following when communities are making land use decisions.
How will increased development affect the quality of our streams?
How do the water quality impacts of proposed land use changes compare to impacts
of current land use?
How can we make decisions that will allow our community to grow yet protect our
streams?
This publication addresses such questions by discussing land use effects on runoff,
water quality impacts from specific land uses, and strategies for reducing the negative
impacts of development on water quality while accommodating growth.

Rainfall, Runoff, & Land Use
(\.

The fate of rain that falls on the land is strongly affected by land use. In a forest or
grassed area, most rain soaks into the soil (infiltrates),where it eventually is used by
growing plants or percolates to ground water. Ground water flows slowly into streams,
usually over a period of months, providing steady base flow (flow in streams in times
without rainfall) that fish and other aquatic life need.
By contrast, most rain that falls on a parking lot runs off immediately, often draining
into storm sewers that transport it to a stream or ditch. The most common land use in
Indiana is agriculture, which lies somewhere between these two extremes. On
agricultural land, some rainfall runs off, while some infiltrates into the ground, where it
can be used by plants or provide base flow for streams.
Table 1shows typical runoff amounts for four land uses. The first column shows runoff
from a 4-inch rainfall. (On average in Indiana, this amount of rain falls in one day every
10 years.) On forest, meadow, or good-quality turf grass, less than 1inch (out of that 4inch rainfall) becomes runoff. These land uses have little soil disturbance, and the
vegetative cover is good year round. On a cropped field (corn or soybeans are
considered the same in this type of analysis), the runoff is 2 inches, representing about
half the rainfall. On roofs or pavement, the runoff is 3.9 inches, which represents about
97% of the rainfall. (The other 3% gets caught in puddles or depressions and
evaporates.) The second column shows the estimated runoff volume in gallons from a 1acre area, to illustrate the differences in runoff volume among these land uses.
I

/ Table 1. Runoff
Expected
-- from Four
- Types of Land Use
-

--

Runoff from a

Runoff Volume
from 4-inch

4-Inch Rainfall

Rainfall on IAcre

(inches)

(gallons)

t

Average
Runoff
Land Uses

Yearly
(Central

Forest

0.5 inch

13,600

0.3 inches

/ ~ r a s (meadow,
s

0.8 inches

21,700

0.4 inches

1.7 inches

46,200

1.1 inch

105,900

I.9 inches

a

11

lawns, parks )
Icornlsoybeans

I
/~oofs/~avement 3.9 inches

I

Note: NRCS "Curve Number" method of estimation; Hydrologic soil group B; Cornlsoybeans have

I

~

30% residue coverage; Curve numbers are 55 (forest), 61 (grass), 75 (cornlsoybeans), and 98
(roofslpavement). Soil moisture before storm is average. Average yearly runoff values from
Purdue University EPA web site.

I
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The third column in Table 1shows the average runoff for that land use
over many years from typical precipitation amounts (which average 39.4
inches per year) in central Indiana. These amounts would be slightly
higher towards the South, where annual precipitation is higher, and
lower towards the Northeast, where precipitation is lower.
Roofs, pavement, and other hard surfaces that generate such high runoff
amounts are often referred to as impervious areas. Impervious areas
include both buildings (such as houses, factories, and stores) and
transport-related areas (such as roads, driveways, and parking lots).
Although the area occupied by both is increasing, transport-related areas
are increasing at a faster rate. Transport-related areas now often comprise
more than half the impervious area in residential and commercial areas.
The sharp rise over the last 20 years in vehicle ownership and miles
traveled, both total and on a per capita basis, has caused planners to
increase the size of the transport component, and this increase usually
affects water resources.
Most land uses represent a combination of pervious and impervious surfaces.
Residential areas, which combine roofs, sidewalks, driveways, and roads with grassed
areas, represent a typical combination. Table 2 shows the predicted runoff for two types
of residential areas (1-acre lots and l/dacre lots), commercial development, and
industrial development, using the same assumptions as above. Most people are
surprised to find that the runoff predicted in residential areas using this method is
about the same as the runoff from the cropped field. Although the runoff from the
roofs, driveways, and roads is much higher than the cropped field, the runoff from the
grassed area is lower, and the weighted average typically used to perform such
calculations results in the same total runoff. The industrial and commercial land uses
represent higher percentages of impervious areas and do result in higher runoff.
The long-term simulations in Tables 1and 2 show that over the course of many years
the runoff is more than 20 times as great for commercial developments as forest land.
Besides total runoff, the peak flow increases with increasing impervious areas, not only
because the total volume of flow is greater but because in most cases runoff can reach
the stream much more quickly. The objective of providing good drainage in most
communities has resulted in construction of storm sewers that provide a direct and easy
pathway for runoff to be carried to the stream. Runoff that may take several hours from

a grassy meadow can reach a stream from a parking lot connected by storm sewers in a
matter of minutes. This increase in the speed of runoff, in combination with increased
runoff volume, is a major cause of flooding problems.
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I Table 2. Runoff Expected from Four Land Use Combinations

and Uses
Residential
(I
-acre lots)
i~esidential

Runoff
(inches)
I.2 inches

Runoff Volume
from 1 Acre
(gallons)
32,600

"

-

%

"

Average
YearlyIRunoff
(Central Indiana)
0.2 inches

1.7 inches

46,200

1.1 inch

2.7 inches

73,350

4.1 inches

3.7 inches

100,520

(114-acre lots)

I

l ndustrial

/Commercial
I

"-- -

-

*"

" -"

7.3 inches
" "

""""

""*

*

-

Note: Curve numbers are 68 (1 acre lots), 75 (l/4 acre lots), 88 (industrial), 92 (commercial).

Effects of Runoff
Some people might assert (correctly) that the total volume of water
remains the same under the different land use scenariosait is simply the
pathway that the rain follows that changes. More or less rainfall runs off
the surface rather than infiltrating into the ground. Although this is true,
the pathway followed makes a major difference in stream characteristics
and health. Some of the results of increased runoff are described below.
Increased frequency and severity of flooding. If the runoff from a storm
is greater, the chance of the flow
exceeding the stream capacity and causing flooding increases.
Reduced ground water recharge. Water that runs off, particularly if it is
channeled through storm sewers, never
has a chance to recharge ground water. This could be cause for
concern, because 60% of drinking water in
Indiana is provided from ground water, and ground water provides
base flow to streams throughout the year.
Decreased base flow in streams. Base flow is the water that flows even
during dry periods. Aesthetically, most

I

I
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people prefer to look at a stream that has water throughout the year
rather than one that is periodically dry.
More important, continuous base flow is vital to the health of aquatic
life in the stream.
Increased erosion. Stream channel erosion is an important source of
sediment in channels. Erosion is very
dependent on flow. Doubling of the flow may cause the streambank
erosion to increase by a factor of 4 or
more.
Reduced natural filtration of the water. The process of passing through
the soil is one of the most
important purifiers of water. Many pollutants are filtered, attached to
soil particles, or eaten by microbes as
water passes through the soil. Bypassing this route has a severe
negative effect on water quality.
Negative impact on stream health. Streamflow varies even under
natural conditions, and most aquatic life is
adapted to this. But increased streambank erosion due to higher peak
flows and periods of very low flow due
to the decreased base flow add stress for many organisms.
Pollution Sources & Land Use
Besides the effect on flow, land use directly affects water quality in
many other ways. To understand these effects, it helps to understand the
difference between point source pollution and nonpoint source
pollution.
Point Source & Nonpoint Source Pollution
Point source pollution refers to contaminants that enter the water
directly, usually through a pipe. The specific location where the
pollutant enters a stream can be identified, because it is usually at the
end of a pipe. Examples of point source pollution are sewage treatment
plants (which treat wastewater but still release a regulated amount of
pollution in their discharge) and industrial sources. Point sources are
easier to regulate than nonpoint sources and were the original target of
the 1972 Clean Water Act that has dramatically improved the quality of
many U.S. rivers and streams. Although point sources were formerly the
worst culprits in impairing water quality, most point sources have

greatly reduced the pollution they discharge as a requirement of the
permits they must obtain.
Nonpoint source pollution, also known as polluted runoff, is different. The exact
location where this type of pollution enters a stream cannot be identified, because it
comes from entire landscape areas, anywhere that rain falls and carries pollutants as it
runs off. Your driveway and the road near your house may be sources of pollution if
spilled oil, leaves, or other contaminants flow from them to a stream. Agricultural areas,
because they occupy so much of the Indiana landscape, are important sources of
pollution when rainfall carries sediment, nutrients, or chemicals to streams. Urban areas
also are the source of important, but sometimes different, nonpoint source pollutants.
Nonpoint source pollution is currently the major water quality problem in the U.S and
nonpoint source pollution is directly related to land use.

Common Nonpoint Source Pollutants
Common nonpoint source pollutants in agricultural areas are sediment,
pathogens, nutrients, and pesticides. Common nonpoint source
pollutants in urban areas are sediment, pathogens, nutrients, oxygendemanding substances, heavy metals, oil and other petroleum products,
and road salt.

I

Sediment is the largest pollutant in Indiana by volume. It affects aquatic life, shortens
reservoir life, and complicates water treatment. Its sources are cropland erosion,
construction sites, washoff from streets and other impervious areas, and streambank
erosion. Streambank erosion in particular is increased by the added runoff due to
development. Pathogens include E. coli (a bacteria used to indicate the presence of
fecal waste) and other viruses, bacteria, and protozoa. The source of most pathogens is
fecal material from any warm-blooded animal. In agricultural areas, sources include
wildlife, livestock manure, and malfunctioning septic systems. In urban areas the major
sources are pet wastes, wildlife that may be present in high numbers (such as birds),
septic systems in unsewered areas, and sewage treatment plant discharges (which are
considered a point source). A particularly sigruficant source is the outfall from
combined sewers, where raw sewage in combination with urban runoff is allowed to
bypass the treatment plant during storms. Although combined sewer overflows are an
urban source, they are rarely a concern related to current development, because new
areas have separate sanitary and storm sewers.
Nutrients of concern are primarily nitrogen and phosphorus. High concentrations of
nitrate in drinking water are toxic to infants and may be harmful to pregnant women.
Nitrate in the Mississippi River is one cause of hypoxia-in the Gulf of Mexico. Hypoxia
is a zone of low oxygen where fish cannot live. Phosphorus leads to overproduction of
algae that clog lakes and reservoirs. Sources of nutrients in agricultural areas include
fertilizer, livestock manure, and septic systems. Sources of nutrients in urban areas are
fertilizer used on lawns, gardens, and golf courses; pet waste runoff; and discharge
from sewage treatment plants or industry.

Pesticides can be a concern in drinking water supplies that use surface water. Pesticide
concentrations in most Indiana streams in agricultural areas rise above drinking water
standards after application in the spring, but these elevated concentrations do not
typically last long enough to be a violation of drinking water standards. Sources of
pesticides are simpler to identify than sources of pathogens or nutrients. They are
limited to pesticide application, either in agri-cultural or urban areas. Studies by the US
Geological Survey in the White River Basin found that concentrations of primarily
agricultural pesticides such as atrazine are much higher than concentrations of any
pesticide used primarily in urban areas. However, concentrations of certain pesticides,
such as diazinon, an insecticide for lawns and gardens, were higher in urban areas.
Oxygen-demanding substances consist of organic matter that depletes dissolved
oxygen when decomposed by microorganisms. Dissolved oxygen is critical to
maintaining water quality and aquatic life. Studies have shown that urban runoff with
high concentrations of decaying organic matter (such as leaves, grass clippings, and
other organic debris) can severely depress dissolved oxygen levels after storm events.
Metals include lead, copper, cadmium, zinc, mercury, and chromium. They can
accumulate in fish tissues and affect sensitive animal and plant species. One of the
major causes of fish consumption advisories in Indiana is mercury. Sources of metals
are automobiles (copper lost from brake pads, for example), industrial activities, illicit
sewage connections, and atmospheric deposition (for example, mercury that is released
into the air from combustion and then falls to earth in rainfall at another location).
Oil and other petroleum products degrade the appearance of water surfaces, impair
fish habitats, and may be toxic to sensitive species. Sources are oil leaks; auto emissions
coming off parking lots, roads, and driveways; and improper disposal of waste oil.
Concentrations of petroleum-based hydrocarbons are often high enough to cause
mortalities in aquatic organisms.
Road salt increases levels of sodium and chlorides in surface and ground water. Snow
runoff produces high salt/chlorine concentrations at the bottom of ponds and lakes,
which is toxic to certain organisms.

Imperviousness & Water Quality
The nonpoint source pollutants described in the previous section are
deposited on the land through normal application of fertilizer,
pesticides, and road salt; atmospheric deposition; poor disposal practices;
automobile emissions; and litter. In urban areas, these pollutants are
usually deposited on impervious surfaces such as parking lots and roads.
Impervious surfaces that are connected to streams through a pipe (typically a storm
sewer) more directly affect water quality than do pervious areas, even if equivalent
amounts of a pollutant are present. This is because filtration through soil, which is
completely absent in sewered areas, is an important factor in reducing many pollutants.
Storms quicltly wash off pollutants from impervious areas and deliver them to streams
I

and lakes, in many cases without any chance for infiltration and the purifying effectsof
the soil.
The most important factor determining the negative impact of development on water
quality appears to be the number and extent of impervious areas directly connected to
the drainage network by storm sewers or other piping systems. Impervious areas
drained by storm sewers form the major part of many developments, where the goal is
to remove water as quickly as possible. Yet we now realize that removing water
quickly can have sigruficant negative impacts.
How much impervious area is too much? Many people have suggested that water
quality deterioration begins when 10%to 20% of the watershed area is impervious.
Studies in many areas of the country have found that concentrations of various
contaminants increase with increasing impervious cover, while stream biodiversity
decreases.
It should be noted that many of these studies are in areas where the dominant land use
outside of urban areas is forest, rather than agriculture, as is the case in Indiana. The
effectsof impervious cover are probably less pronounced on land that was previously
agricultural. Because stream water quality and biodiversity depend on such a wide
range of factors, including management practices that are implemented, it is unlikely
that specific details of relationships found in one area can be assumed to be true in
another area. Research is underway to identify other methods of relating development
and water quality impacts.
\
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What Can Be Done?
Strategies such as the following can minimize the effects of development
on water quality.
Minimize impervious areas.
Slow stormwater that comes from the impervious areas.
Reduce pollutant sources on all surfaces.
Protect critical areas such as buffer areas around streams.
Plan development on a watershed basis.
The last strategy is an approach that involves thinking beyond the boundaries of one or
two developments in question to establish a more comprehensive view of the
cumulative impacts of all the development on a stream or watershed. These strategies
are discussed below.

I

Minimize Impervious Areas
Impervious areas can be reduced by incorporating open spaces into
urban areas, reducing road width, planning subdivisions so that
driveways are smaller, reducing parking requirements, and using
permeable alternatives to pavement such as gravel or porous pavement.
These approaches are sometimes called conservation design. Some of

these techniques may require changes in zoning before they can be
implemented.
Slow Stormwater
Avoiding direct connections from impervious areas to streams has an
important effect on runoff. Examples of eliminating direct connections
include spreading rooftop runoff over pervious areas and routing road or
parking lot runoff to grassy swales rather than to storm sewers. The most
common way stormwater is slowed, however, is by requiring stormwater
basins.

,
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Stormwater basins are a response to the increased flow due to impervious areas.
Stormwater basins hold back the peak stormflow, releasing it at pre-development
release rates. No Indiana state law requires stormwater basins, but many county
ordinances do. A typical requirement is that peak runoff from a 100-year storm (a storm
that occurs, on average, every 100 years) after development must be less than the peak
runoff from a 10-year storm (one that occurs, on average, every 10 years) before
development. The outlet of the basin is usually a pipe sized small enough to allow only
the pre-development flow rate. The basin is large enough to hold the flow that arrives
from the developed areas, allowing it to discharge at the allowable rate. The release
time for stormwater basins is usually 24 hours or less, so stormwater basins do not
replace base flow in streams.
Figure 1shows the effect of a stormwater basin on runoff amounts over time. The peak
runoff rate is reduced, but the total runoff amount remains at a much higher level than
before development. Thus, stormwater basins are an important tool for reducing peak
flows, but by themselves they do not solve the problem of increased flow due to
development.
Stormwater basins can be either dry (detention ponds) or wet (retentionponds). In
some cases constructed wetlands are also used for stormwater management. Dry
detention basins are grass or stone-lined depressions that can potentially be used as
recreation areas during dry periods, but often they are not designed to be aesthetically
pleasing. Although they lower peak flows, they provide minimal water quality
treatment. Wet basins are permanent pools of water, designed to store drainage above
the normal pool elevation during storm events. They are often used in current
subdivisions, because many people enjoy living near water. They also have the benefit
of a longer storage time (if the stormwater mixes with the permanent pool), which often
results in better water quality treatment. In addition, a certain amount of water can
infiltrate between storms and filter out contaminants.
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Figpie 1. Effect of development and ccolstlllction
of stmvmterbaslns onstom d
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Reduce Pollution Sources
It is generally less expensive to prevent contaminants from entering
stormwater than to treat contaminated water. Many contaminants can be
prevented from getting into stormwater through good management
practices such as encouraging proper disposal of pet wastes; reducing
fertilizer and pesticide use on lawns, gardens, cemeteries, and golf
courses; and properly managing community hazardous waste and waste
oil recycling centers.
Regular street and parking lot cleaning can reduce the transport of sediment-bound
pollutants. New street sweeping machines pick up much finer materials than older
models. Disposal of street sweeping wastes may pose a problem because of possible
high levels of lead, copper, zinc, and other wastes from automobile traffic, but this
clearly shows the importance of removing them before they enter streams.
In areas where salt is used, alternative practices such as relying first on plowing rather
than salting, anti-icing (preventative salting before a storm), or using sand, cinders, or
chemicals such as calcium magnesium acetate (CMA) instead of salt will reduce
pollution of area water bodies.

/

Establishing Protected Areas Such as Stream Buffers
Although all land use affects water quality, areas along the edges of
streams and waterways (referred to as riparian areas) have a particularly
important effect. Buffer zones or green belts along streams can improve
water quality while providing recreational areas for residents. Buffer
zones are particularly effective at reducing streambank erosion, filtering
out sediment and sediment-bound contaminants, and promoting healthy
aquatic life in the stream. They also promote infiltration, and if the
primary pathway followed by runoff water is over land (rather than
through pipes), they will reduce dissolved contaminants. Stream buffers

can be protected by regulations, purchase of the land, or easements to
prevent development on the critical riparian areas. Protecting these areas
usually has a disproportionately large effect on water quality and should
be a priority in any development planning.
Plan Development on a Watershed Basis
Subdivisions usually require approval by the local or area plan
commission, and a detailed drainage or water management plan for the
proposed development is often part of the approval process. In most
cases a drainage plan for the site itself is all that is considered, rather
than how the development affects the entire watershed. In order to
protect streams and watersheds, a broader approach is needed.

J

A watershed approach would require an analysis of the watershed in which the
proposed development is located and of how the proposed development fits into the
cumulative impacts of all development planned in the watershed. The advantage of
planning on a watershed basis is that it may be most beneficial to the stream as a whole
if development is concentrated in certain high-density areas, while other areas are left
as open space. Another aspect of watershed-based planning is preparing an inventory
of important natural resources throughout the watershed, and implementing setback
distances from critical resources. Development should be concentrated in areas that are
not classified as critical resources. Geographic Information Systems (GIs) can make the
analysis of larger areas more feasible.

The Future
Stormwater runoff is one of the leading remaining causes of water
quality problems in the United States. Cities of over 100,000 people have
already been required to respond to stormwater runoff rules which
required that they obtain Clean Water Act (NPDES) discharge permits.
Phase I1 stormwater regulations expand controls of storm water runoff to
cover smaller cities (with populations under 100,000) and small
construction sites (under five acres). The proposed stormwater
regulation, which will be finalized in 1999, promotes public education
and outreach on stormwater impacts, public involvement and
participation in stormwater planning, and the use of best management
practices to minimize stormwater impacts as part of a municipal
stormwater program.
There is no doubt that it is easier to plan for good stormwater management before
development takes place rather than retrofitting existing development to reduce
stormwater impacts. Balancing the needs of growth and protection of the environment
(particularly streams, rivers, and lakes) requires planning and commitment, but it is
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Groundwater Sustainability
" . . .development and use of groundwater in a
manner that can be maintained for an
indefinite time without causing unacceptable
environmental, economic, or social
consequences."

USGS Circular 1186, 1999
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1 The Mahome Aquifer Region

Bedrock "highn- aquifer absent

Illinois Groundwater Law
Rights are "usufructuary" meaning one has
the right to use the water, as opposed to
"proprietary" meaning rights of ownership.
We can use the water, we do not own the
water.
Riparian Doctrine of Reasonable Use brings
surface water and groundwater use law
together

/

How to Manage Regional Water Supplies?
w Business as usual? Rule of Reasonable Use

Change?
Many pieces to the puzzle: supply, demand,
impacts of withdrawals, surface water &
groundwater interaction, water quality,
conservation, reuse, climate change,
droughts, planning time horizons, economics

WATERCYCLE
BRACELET

Objective: Students will learn or recognize the different elements of the
water cycle while making a colorful bracelet where each bead
stands .for a different part.

Purchase the exact same beads to use for each element per class
to avoid the conflict of shiny vs. dull, etc.! Use a thick enough
bracelet so only one knot is necessary, but thin enough so that
the beads still slip on! Suede lace on-a-cord (1/8" x 25 yards)
works well. Pre-cut the bracelets if time is an issue.

WATER CYCLE OF

THE

EARTH

W154R THE WATED CYCLE tlN YOUR WRIST
Use cording to string together colored beads in any order. Wrap
the cord around your wrist. Voila! You have your Water Cycle
Bracelet. Each color stands for part of the water cycle. Use the
order of your beads to tell a water story. For example, if beads
are in order of puddles, water vapor, and clouds, you can say
"The water in a puddle is heated by the sun and it evaporates
and becomes a cloud."
'The beads stand for:
@ SUN (YELLOW) - The sun is the source of all energy on
earth. It powers the water cycle.

@

WATER VAPOR (CLEAR) - Vapor is water in the gas state.
It can be steam or humidity.

@

CLOUDS (SILVER) - When vapor cools and still hangs in
the air, it makes clouds.

@

RAIN (SPARKLING CLEAR) - rain is water that falls from
clouds. It is a liquid.

@

SNOW (WHITE) - Snow is water that falls from clouds. It is
a solid.

@

EROSION (BLACK) -When water carries away soil, it is
called erosion.

@

OCEANS (DARK BLUE) - The sun evaporates ocean water
and the wind carries it around the world.

@

LAKES (SPARKLING BLUE) - Lakes collect water from
streams. Lake water evaporates into the air too.

@

PUDDLES (BROWN) - When rainwater collects in holes
and on streets, it makes puddles. Puddles evaporate or
flow into storm sewers.

@

PLANTS (GREEN) - Plants "drink" water through their
roots. The water evaporates through the leaves. This
process is called transpiration

\
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Water Dance by Thomas Locker
From School Library Journal
Grade 1-6. How does water dance? From rain, to river, to lake, t o sea, t o cloud, with half a dozen
more sidesteps in the circle. Each step is dramatized here with one of Locker's romantic Catskills
'vilderness landscape or seascape paintings. Changes in season, atmosphere, t i m e of day, o r
weather alter the light and the palette, which is fairly subdued until the final crimson sunset. Each
facing page has a haiku-like text describing the specific phenomenon ("In thousands o f shapes I
reappear/high above the earth in the blue sky./I float./I drift.") followed by a n italicized
identification ( " I a m the clouds"). This riddle-like format could spark reader interaction. 'The
paintings reappear, twice postage-stamp size, on the final three pages, each accompanied by a
scientist's brief explanation of the water cycle's stages. This book is a happy marriage of art and
science, although there is never a doubt as to the dominant partner.
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WATER
RESOURCE KIT
LESSONPLANS

Water Resource Kit- Lesson Plans
K-4
-

Global Warming: Water lssues
Water: Who ~ e e d sIt?
Water
Global Warming: Water lssues
Glaciers
IIIinois/Corn/Soybeans/Water
Lessons on Watersheds
The Water Cycle
4-8
-
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Water Conservation
Save Our Water Supply
Water Conservation Lesson Plans
The lmportance of Water & the Need to Sustain It (8 total lessons)
The lmportance of H20
Central Illinois Wetlands
How Much Water Do You Use?
Pollution's Solutions
Groundwater DependenceIBitter Water Blues
Clean It Up
Water DemandsIEthanol
Pesticides and IPM
Informing the Corr~munityabout Water Pollution
Water Conservation
6-8
-

The Water YOU Drink
Water Availability, Usage & Conservation
Aq uifers
'The Water Cycle
Pond Water Survey
Water lssues and Conservation
Conserving Water
Water Use and Conservation

9-12
i
I
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Environmental Quilt
Water Works

GLOBAL
WARMING:
WATER ISSUES

Earth Partners: ELE 5700-704 Global Warming: Water Issues
BY
Elaine Brandenburg
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Level: Kindergarten

Learning Objective: Students will demonstrate their knowledge of number sense by working with
numbers from 1 to 62,600. Children will also become aware of how valuable water is and how we can
conserve it.
Illinois learning Standards; 6.A.Ka; 6.C.Ka; 6.C.Kb; 6.D.K; 7.A.Ka; 7.A.Kc; 7.B.Ka; 10.B.K;
11.A.Kc; 11.A.Kd; 12.A.Ka; 12.A.Kb; 12.D.K; 13.B.Ka; 13.B.Kc.
Materials Needed:
Gallon jug
Sink
Smart board
Internet

Paper
Pencils
Crayons
Book- Why Should I Save Water!

Introduction: Ask children, "How much is a gallon of water, what size?'(cup, bucket, truck load)
Take a few answers and then fill up one gallon container like a milk jug. Talk about how much time it is
taking to fill the container and then ask the kids "What do we use water for?" (To cook with, bathe, drink,
wash clothes, water plants) Take a few answers. Ask students, "Is water important?" (YES!)
Activity Outline:
I.
Gallons Galore
A.
Using the smart board go to htt~://www.epa.gov/safewater/kids/,
click on Games and Activities, and then click on Interactive Fun
Facts Matching Game.
B.
Explain to the students that the answers are in how many gallons
we use in one day. Read all of the choices and then call quiet
sitters to start making guesses. (I have attached a hard copy.)
C.
After all the answers have been revealed, talk about ways to
conserve water. Read Be Hydro-Logical, to the children which is
an article on http://www.epa.~ov/safewater/kids/. It explains facts
about water usage and what action we can take to conserve it.

II.

Whv Should I Save Water!
Read the story to the class, Why Should I Save Water! by Wendy
Jen Green. Children learn that clean water is one of our most
precious natural resources. In this book, boys and girls are told
about dozens of ways in which they and theirfamilies can avoid
wasting water.

III.

Assessment
Children will demonstrate what they have learned by writing and
drawing a picture of two ways that they can save water. (Copy enclosed)

Resources on the Web

htt~://www.heaIthgoods.com/Education/Health~ Home InformationlWater Conservation/conserving
water home.htm

Bang, Molly.

Common Ground: The Water, Earth and Air We Share, 1997

Summary:

Emoto, Masaru.

The Secret of Water, 2006

Summary:

Fix, Alezandra.

A simple story of our planet's natural resources with jewel-like
paintings by Caldecott Honor author Molly Bang. Through the example
of a shared village green and the growing needs of the townspeople
who share it, Molly Bang presents the challenge of handling our planet's
natural resources. Full color picture book that imagines a village in
which there are too many people consuming shared resources and
discusses the challenge of handling our world's environment safely.

In 2003 the United Nations proclaimed the years 2005 to 2015 as its
International Water for Life Decade, which urges citizens of the world to
take individual responsibility to learn all about water. In a time wrought
with environmental catastrophes and natural disasters, The Secret of
Water shows the necessity of protecting water and offers a message of
hope and empowerment. Help us shift consciousness

Water, 2007

Summary:

Jen Green, Wendy.

Read 'Water' t o learn about the importance of water i n our
lives. Discover how water gets from lakes and rivers t o our
homes, and where water goes once it is poured down the drain.
Learn what happens when water is wasted, and ways t o reduce
your own water waste.

Whv Should I Save Water!, 2005

Summary:

Children learn that clean water is one of our most precious natural
resources. In this book, boys and girls are told about dozens of ways in
which they and their families can avoid wasting water. Part of every

child's development involves asking questions. Today, some of the most
important questions kids ask are related to the natural environment.
Wines, Jacquie.

You Can Save The Planet: 50 Wavs You Can Make A Differnece ,2008

Summary:

This book is a call to action for children everywhere. The effects of
pollution, global warming, and the destruction of our planet have never
been so visible or measurable. The book introduces and explains
massive global problems that need to be addressed now.
It's packed full of 50 useful things kids can do to make their homes,
schools, adn neighborhoods more environmentally friendly.
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Drinking Water & Ground Water Kids' Stuff
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Drinking Water & Ground Water Kids'
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Stuff
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Recent Additions 1 Contact Us I Print Version
EPA Home >

-..

Searc

> Ground Water & Drinkinq Water >

r#!l
dro-Logical

Be Hydro-Logical

Safewater Home
For Kids & Students
Grades K - 3
Grades 4 - 8
Grades 9 - 12

For Teachers
Grades K 3
Grades 4 8
Grades 9 - 12

-

FACT: More water is used in the bathroom than any other place in the home.
ACTION: Turn off the water when you brush your teeth and shave. Install low-flow
toilets, shower heads and faucet aerators and you'll save thousands of
gallonslliters of water a year. It's a savings that should reduce your water bill.
FACT: Today there are many more people using the same amount of water we had
100 years ago.
AC'I-ION: Don't waste water. Use it wisely and cut back wherever you can.

Games & Activities

FACT: A dripping faucet can waste up to 2,000 gallonsl7,600 liters of water a year.
A leaky toilet can waste as much as 200 gallons1260 liters of water a day.
AC'I'ION: Check your plumbing and repair any leaks as soon as possible.

Other Kids' Stuff
Kids' Health

FACT: Lead in household plumbing can get into your water.
ACTION: Find out if your pipes are lead or if lead solder was used to connect the
pipes. If you have lead in your plumbing system,when you turn on the tap for
drinking or cooking, let the water run until it's cold. Never use water from the hot tap
for cooking or drinking.
FACT: What's dumped on the ground, poured down the drain, or tossed in the
trash can pollute the sources of our drinking water.
ACTION: Take used motor oil and other automotive fluids to an automotive service
center that recycles them. Patronize automotive centers and stores that accept
batteries for recycling. Take leftover paint, solvents, and toxic household products
to special collection centers.
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FACT: On average, 50% - 70% of household water is used outdoors for watering
lawns and gardens.
ACTION: Make the most of the water you use outdoors by never watering at the
hottest times of the day or when it's windy. Turnoff your sprinklers when it's raining.
Plant low-water use grasses and shrubs to reduce your lawn watering by 20% 50%.

&\
FACT: Lawn and garden pesticides and fertilizers can pollute the water.
ACTION: Reduce your use of pesticides and fertilizers and look for safer
alternatives to control weeds and bugs. For example, geraniums repel Japanese
beetles; garlic and mint repel aphids; and marigolds repel whiteflies.
FACT: Although most people get their water from regulated community water
supplies, others rely on their own private wells and are responsible for their own
water quality.
ACTION: If you own a well, contact your local health department or Cooperative
Extension Service representative to find out how to test the quality of your well
water.
FACT: Your city government and state officials regularly make decisions that affect
the quality of your drinking water resources.
ACTION: As the population grows and housing and industrial interest expand,

Drinking Water & Ground Water Kids' Stuff
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attend local planning and zoning meetings and ask what's being done to protect
water resources from contamination. Let elected officials know that you expect
them to use their hydro-logic to protect the water.
FACT: Public water utilities regularly test the quality of the drinking water they
provide to customers.
ACTION: Call your water utility and ask for a copy of their latest water quality
report.
Safewater Home I About Our Office I Publications / Calendar I Links I Office of Water I En Espaiiol
EPA Home I Privacv and Securitv Notice I Contact Us
Last updated on Tuesday, February 28th, 2006
URL: http:l/www.epa.govlsafewaterlkids/behyrdologicaI.html

WATER: WHO
NEEDS IT?

WATER: WHO NEEDS IT?
Water Issues
Chris Jaruseski
Gwenna Banks

BACKGROUND FOR UNIT
The students have planted a garden in the school's center courtyard which is located near the
kindergarten pod. Plants include flowers that bloom in spring and some that bloom in the fall when the
students return to school. Prairie grasses were planted,also.
The class has been divided into groups of three and assigned tasks for each week. One group will
water the plants, another will pull weeds and another will record the rainfall in the rain gauge. Task
assignments will rotate on a weekly basis while group assignments will remain the same.

WEBSITES FOR OTHER TNFORMATION

1

geology.com/teacher/water
proteacher.com water

theteacherscorner.net/thematicunits/water
teacherplanet.com~resource/waterday
cloudnet.com

Monday Plan: Plants need water

K-A
Objective: To demonstrate everything needs water. Students will learn a simple water cycle
utilizing visual, verbal and kinesthetic avenues.

Learning Standards : Science 12.A.la, 12.E.la, English 2.B.la

Materials: Book Water Cvcle by Traci Strain Trueit, Song Water Cvcle by Lori-Ann Phelan,
Ag Mag: Water for water on your wrist activity, beads and string, Link a Drink
worksheet from Share the Water booklet

Procedure:
Everyone is seated in a circle on the floor with a dishpan of water in the center
students are asked what is it and where did it come from? Discuss answers.
Teaeh the water cycle song(inc1uded)
Have students discuss the song and what happens to the water. Draw on paper or board.
Read the book and then discuss with children if their cycle is correct.
Complete the water cycle on your wrist activity from third page of Water AG Mag and
give each student the explanation for the beads for them to discuss at home.
Return to desks and have a student pass the worksheet. Do together.
Sing song again
Ask students to explain water cycle.
Ask students to explain water cycle or bracelet or sing song to someone at home that night
Evaluation: Students can explain the water cycle through words or song.
Students participated in activities
Students followed oral directions

Water Cycle
By Lori-Ann Phelan
Ialso sang a cute song with hand motions:

(Sang to the tune of She'll Be Coming Around the Mountain)
Water travels in a cycle, yes it does
(use pointer finger to make a big circle)
Water travels in a cycle, yes it does
(repeat finger circle)
It goes up as evaporation

(moves hands up to the sky
Forms clouds as condensation
(make a cloud overhead with arms)
Then comes down as precipitation, yes it does!
(sprinkle with fingers while bringing arms down in front of you)
The kids loved it!!
Lori-Ann

LOOK AT THE P
PICTURE I SHOWS WATER VAPOR. PICTURE 7 SHOWS WATER FOR DRINKING. NUMBER THE
OTHER PICTURES IN ORDER. THEN DRAW A LINE TO 1-INK THE PICTURES IN ORDER.
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Tuesday Plan: Rainbirds
K-2
Objective: Students will listen to the story of Zuni. Students will work in groups of 2 to create own
rainbirds and explain their creations. Students will discuss ways to conserve water.
Students will learn to measure rainwater.
Learning Standards: Science 11.Alc, 11.B.1b, 12.B.la. Math 9.A. 1a

Materials: Zuni story(included), pencil, glue, construction paper, scissors, triangle templates,pails
rain gauges, map of world

Procedure:
Ask students how they use water and write answers on board. Inquire if they leave water on
while they brush teeth, how long they shower, etc. just accept answers without comment.
Read Zuni story
Let students pick a partner or pair students for cooperative learning project.
Explain to students they will create their own Zuni rainbirds. Students will pick their colors and
size of triangle templates. They will work together to create their birds.
Students will tell about their birds using triangle and circle in their explanation. Collect birds for
display in room or hall bulletin board.
Gather students on floor and discuss amounts of rain areas of the world gets by using a world
map.
Explain that they will be rain scientists and gather rain information fiom the garden they
planted.
Have students take pails and rain gauges out to the garden and set up at varies places in the
garden.
Explain they will watch which areas collect the most and least rain using the pails and what
falls into them. Explain they will recycle the rainwater when they need to water the plants
again.(Save discussing which types of plants need more rain than others and if the plants are
planted in the correct areas of the garden for the amount of rainfall for another lesson)
Return to the classroom. Look at list of water uses. Discuss how to use water more wisely
Explain new vocabulary term: conserve
End lesson with a review of what we did and have each student tell one thing helshe learned.

i

Evaluation: Students followed direction
Students used teamwork to create and explain birds
Students could name ways to use water
Students could name ways to conserve water
Students can relate what they learned, especially use of rain guages
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S&ry of #e Rainbirds

Taken from the book Math Wlzardrv for Kids (pages17 - 19).

7;hempter&us Zuni minbinls & not supposs,odfo kwk /ike a rea/ bird I& a//sham and
fines. 7ik niey 13a mi?ng/e. me head is a a'&. me beak and w - , sare simple am.
Yet tfie rainbid has pawer as a symbol tbr fie Zunipeo;ole. The Zunis are one f n ' k of
fhe P&
p @ e s of ffrew m United States. m y five r n d y in a very dry a m of&
MemLV.
P . p s k u s e ihe people are oftenin n& of min, Uie minbrlid/jassurvived Br
cenluti& as one ofthe?hvon& gwll'efy des@ns.
Them y -of the rainbird d e n /ies 1;7 ttfe biangk of ffie body. As the t%?ng/e&ks
various hms, b?e bird it h'ifed a t di&rent angles.
.4 tilt ofthe M y mangie can mean #at Lhe bird ILc m//&g hr /sin, or that a Lfrhty bid
lies s ~ irom
k rQck of min. I..can mean &at a Mppy bird issaaked through vvitti rain. Oms h
the desgn rrpresent fsr-off rain, l,tkng Me stripes &om tfie sky.

Day 3 - Weather Forecasting

Objective: Children will learn how to predict and graph the weather for 5 days in order
to determine proper watering for their plants.
Learning: Standards: 1C.la, 1C.1f, 4.A.lc, 10B.l a
Materials: graphs, watering cans, crayons, The Kids Book o f Weather Forecastin~by
Kathleen, Mark & Friestad Breen.
Procedure: Children will listen to The Kids Book o f Weather Forecasting by Kathleen,
Mark & Friestad Breen. A group discussion on weather forecasting will
follow.
The children will be encouraged to watch weather forecasting on an
assigned T.V. Channel.
* Children will be divided in groups of 3 or 4 and assigned to watch a certain
T.V. News channel at night to see the weather forecast for the following
day.
Some groups will watch Channel 15 and some will watch Channel 3.
Children will watch their assigned news channel for a period of 5 days,
Children will first predict what the weatherman's forecast will be for the day
by placing the correct symbol on the attached graph for the day.
After all groups have made their predictions, a group discussion can take
place comparing everyone's thoughts.
The children will then watch their assigned news channel, find out the
correct forecast and place it on their graph the following day.
A discussion will then take place the following day, to determine if any
group's predictions matched the actual pattern that occurred.
Children will determine weather they will need to water our courtyard
flower garden, based on watching the forecast.

A follow-up activity might include a visit to Channel 15 or Channel 3 News
Station to see how the weather is predicted and the equipment used.

Evaluation: Class participation
FolIowing directions
Willingness to work in groups

Day 4 - Water and Your Body

Obiective: Children will learn the importance of water to ensure survival of the human
race.
Learning Standards: 4.A.la, 4.A.lb, 4.A.lc, 4.A.ld, 1.C.la. l.C.lf, 4.B.1 lb, 12.A.3~
Materials: Butcher paper, Crayons, Scissors, W h y Do We Need to Drink Water? By
Agela Royston
Procedure: Children will first discuss the importance of water to their bodies. We will
brainstorm and place ideas on chart paper. For example: Good for your
heart, lungs, etc.
Children will listen to Why Do We Need to Drink Water? By Agela
Royston
A group discussion will follow on the importance of water for our bodies.
Brainstorm sources of water for our bodies. For example: Drinking water,
Grapes, Watermelon, etc.
Children will then predict the amount of water our bodies are composed of.
place predictions on paper and place in a jar.
Students will work cooperatively in pairs within small groups to complete
this activity.
With one student lying on butcher paper spread on the floor, the other
student outlines hisher complete body with a crayon.
The partners reverse this procedure to complete activity.
Children then cut out the outlines of their bodies.
Children will then fold their outline body in half vertically.
Next they fold them horizontally into fifths, creating ten symmetrical parts
(see attached example).
Finally they color with blue any seven of the ten parts, representing the
7/10 of the human body that is made up of water.

Check predictions in jar to see if anyone came close to the correct amount.
Display bodies in hallway.
After group discussion of man's basic need for abundant, pure water, a
Field Trip to Aqua Illinois Water Treatment Facility would enhance their
learning and respect for water conservation and pollution control.
Evaluation: Cooperation in groups
Class participation

Dav 5 - Water Treatment Plant

Obiective: Children will be exposed to a water treatment facility to lean how drinking
Water is processed.

-

Learning Standard: Science 12E.1a, 22.C. 1,24.B.I
Language Arts - 3.B.lq 3.C.la
Materials: Sack Lunches, Water to Drink, Grapes to eat, Drinkinn Water by Mari C .
Schuh
i

Procedure: Children will begin their field trip with a picnic lunch near Lake Vermilion,
since Danville's drinking water originates fiom this source. Children will
have water and grapes to eat, since these are composed of water.
At the lake, discuss water sources and the importance to all living
organisms.
Travel to Aqua Illinois Water Treatment Center in Danville at 1300 W.
Fairchild Street.
Return to school and review the components of the tour.
Read Drinking Water by Mari C . Schuh. Direct a class discussion on the
similarities of the book, compared to the field trip.
Brainstorm ways to conserve water to improve and protect our water
sources,
Evaluation: Children will write a Thank You note to Aqua Illinois for providing the
tour.
Children will create a poster of ways to conserve water using a 3 or 4
person team approach.

WATER

Betty Dunn
ELE 5700-704
Global Wanning: Water Issues
Summer 2008

Water
Learning Objective: Students will demonstrate knowledge about water use, water waste, and water
conservation.
Illinois Kindergarten Learning standards: 1.B.U; 1.B.Kb; 5.A.K; 5.C.K; 6.B.Kb; 6.C.Ka; 6.C.Kb;
6.D.K; 7.A.Ka; 7.A.Kc; 7.B.Ka; 7.B.Kb; 7.C.K; 10. A.Ka; 10.A.Kb; 10. A.Kc; 10.B.K, 11.A.Ka; 1l.A.Kc;
11.A.Kd; 1l.B.Ka; 12.A.Ka; 12.B.K; 12.C.K
Grade Level: Kindergarten
Introduction: Many people in the United States don't realize how much water they use. Our modem
lifestyle makes it so easy to get. Most of us use at least 50 gallons per day. This includes only direct uses
that you do yourself, such as flushing the toilet, showering, bathing, drinking, washing dishes, and watering
the lawn. This number does not include indirect uses of water, such as water needed to make the energy you
use or the clothes you wear. If we added all those indirect uses, people in the United States use about 370
gallons of water per person per day.
A little less than 100 years ago people in our country had to cany all the water they used into their
houses or apartments. In the days before indoor plumbing, the average American used only about 5 gallons
of water per day. That's about the same as one toilet flush today. They were able to get by with so little
water by not dumping out water until it was too dirty to be used for anything else. A person might save their
laundry water to clean their floors. Sometimes a whole family would take turns using the same bathwater!
Many people around the world still have to carry their water into their houses every day.
Materials needed:
Props to demonstrate ways we use water
Water questions
Daily water use tally sheets and reflection questions (included at the end of the lesson plan)
Save Water 49 ways list for water conservation (included at the end of the lesson plan)
Pencil
Paper
I. Water Use Habits
a. Share the introduction information with the students and discuss the ways we use water, and
Use props to act out ways we use water.
b. Have students draw or write to answer the question: What are five ways you use water at home?
c. Divide students in small groups to share answers to the questions.
d. Have students draw or write the answer to the question: what are three ways you use water that
you could easily give up if you had to carry all of your water?
E. Have students draw or write the answer to the question: what are three water uses you would
least like to give up if you had to carry in all of your water?
f. Through the discussion students will become more aware of their water use habits and how
these habits might change ifthey had to carry all the water they used.

II. Water Use Tallv
a. With the help of an adult, have students use the daily water use tally sheets to keep track of their
water use for three days including one weekend day .
b. Include all water used for the three days: at school, at a friend's house or at a restaurant.
c. Students probably won't perform every task on the charts every day.
d. Have an adult help answer the reflection questions after completing the charts.
e. This activity is a great way to get the whole family involved in thinking about their water use,
and was adapted fiom Water Wise: Lessons in Water resources, 1989, by E.C. Moran and
M.E. Krasny.

III. Be Water -Wise Indoors and Outdoors
a. Brainstorm ways students may already be saving water.
b. Talk about the checklist and how it will help them learn lots of new ways to save water.
c. Students can start by making one of the Water-Wise ways a part of their daily routine.
d. They can then slowly begin to use more water saving tips by using the checklist.
e. Remind students that the birds, fish and other animals depend on us to take care of their water.
f It will make the students feel good to know they are helping the planet by doing their part to
conserve water.
Resources on the Web

Kerley, Barbara. A Cool Drink of Water, 2006

Synopsis
An Italian boy sips from a fountain in the town square. A hiker takes a refreshing drink
from a mountain stream. Black-robed women in India stride gracefully through a field
with brass water jugs balanced on their heads. Whether they squeeze it out of a burlap
bag, haul it home from a c o m m d tap, or get it out of their kitchen faucet, people all
around the world are unified by their common need for water. Barbara Kerley brings
home this point simply and eloquently in this beautiful and educational picture book that
combines striking National Geographic photographs with a poetic text to show how
people in various cultures use and conserve the world's most vital resource.
Locker, Thomas. Water Dance, 2002

Synopsis
Every page is breathtaking, worthy of framing, in this collection of oil paintings, thick
with color and mood. Tranquil and poetic, the narration consists of brief passages that

celebrate each body of water, flowing smoothly as a current over the pages. Seascapes
and landscapes appear dressed in rainbow and mist. At the conclusion of this treasure,
detailed information on the water cycle appears next to a miniature of each painting.
Wick, Walter. A Drop of Water, 1997

Synopsis
The most spectacular photographs ever created on the subject of water appear in this
unique science book by Walter Wick. The camera stops the action and magnifies it so that
all the amazing states of water can be observed - water as ice, rainbow, stream, frost, dew.
Readers can examine a drop of water as it falls from a faucet, see a drop of water as it
splashes on a hard surface, count the points of an actual snowflake, and contemplate how
drops of water form clouds.

Awrage Daily Wter Use Tally
Day 2:

(Day of the Week)

Total Times on Day 2

Kun faucet for 1 minute

, (waiting for water to get
hot or cold)
FilI a bathtub (about

5 inches of water)
Shower (5 minutes)

. . . ....................... . . . ... . ... ....... . ...... ...........

......................

................ ...

Run dishwasher
Wash a load of dishes by
hand (in a basin or plugged
sink without water running)
Wash a load of dishes by
hand (with watcr running)
Wash a car (water off while
soaping)
Wash a car (water on while
soaping)

1 Brush teeth with water running 1
Brush teeth with water off

I Wash hands
Drink water

/ Water lawn (20 minutes)
Total Day 2

Average Daily Water Use Tally
(Day of the Week)

Day 3:

Total Times on Day 3
Times on (add all your marks

(column C x

Gallons Used

I

i hand (in a basin or plugged
I

sink without water running)

1

11

Wash a load of dishes by

I

I

hand (with water running)

I

i

4

II
I
1

30

ii

I

Wash a car (water off while

1i

i

j

1

I

soaping)

1 Wdsh 1 large load of clothing j
1 Wash 1 small load of clothing
1 Brush teeth with water running 1

!

~

1 Brush teeth with water off

I

I

I Drink water
( Water lawn (20 minutes)

I

'

I

i

1

I

1
I

II

150

1

i

Total Day 3

Average Daib Water Use TallyReflection Questions

4. What water uses in your house were not
included in your water use tally?

1. Calculate your average daily water use
for the three days. (Add the three daily
totals together and divide by 3.)

2. Which activity required the most water?

5. How much does the water you use every
day weigh? (A gallon of water weighs 8
pounds, so multiply the answer from question 1 by 8.)

How would you like to have to carry that
much water into the house every day?

3. In which room of the house was the
most water used?

6. Was your average water use more or less
than the national average of 50 gallons per
person per day?
3 More

Less

If it was lower, congratulations! You already
practice some water-wise ways. If it was
higher, you'll learn sorne simple ways to
start conserving water in the third section
of this booklet. But first we're going to
learn more about sorne ways that people
waste water.
Adapted from "Water Wisr: Lessons in Water' Resources, "by E. C.
Moran and N ; k,'. Krasr~,y,published by Cor'nell Cooperative
Extension, 1989.

Save Water 49 Wavs / Indoors / Outdoors 1 Savin Tips

Create an awareness of the need for water conservation among your
children. Avoid the purchase of recreational water toys which require a
constant stream of water.
Be aware of and follow all water conservation and water shortage rules and
restrictions which may be in effect in your area.
Encourage your employer to promote water conservation at the workplace.
Suggest that water conservation be put in the employee orientation
manual and training program.
Patronize businesses which practice and promote water conservation.
Report all significant water losses (broken pipes, open hydrants, errant
sprinklers, abandoned fi-ee-flowingwells, etc.) to the property owner,
local authorities or your Water Management District.
Encourage your school system and local government to help develop and
promote a water conservation ethic among children and adults.
Support projects that will lead to an increased use of reclaimed waste water
for irrigation and other uses.
Support efforts and programs to create a concern for water conservation
among tourists and visitors to our state. Make sure your visitors
understand the need for, and benefits of, water conservation.
Encourage your fi-iendsand neighbors to be part of a water conscious
community. Promote water conservation in community newsletters, on
bulletin boards and by example.
Conserve water because it is the right thing to do. Don't waste water just
because someone else is footing the bill such as when you are staying at
a hotel.
Try to do one thing each day that will result in a savings of water. Don't
worry if the savings is minimal. Every drop counts. And every person
can make a difference. So tell your fiiends, neighbors and co-workers to
" T m it Off' and "Keep it Off '.

Never put water down the drain when there may be another use for it
such as watering a plant or garden, or cleaning.
Verify that your home is leak-free, because many homes have hidden
water leaks. Read your water meter before and after a two-hour
period when no water is being used. If the meter does not read
exactly the same, there is a leak.
Repair dripping faucets by replacing washers. If your faucet is
dripping at the rate of one drop per second, you can expect to
waste 2,700 gallons per year which will add to the cost of water
and sewer utilities, or strain your septic system.
Check for toilet tank leaks by adding food coloring to the tank. If the
toilet is leaking, color will appear within 30 minutes. Check the
toilet for worn out, corroded or bent parts. Most replacement
parts are inexpensive, readily available and easily installed.
(Flush as soon as test is done, since food coloring may stain

tank-)
Avoid flushing the toilet unnecessarily. Dispose of tissues, insects
and other such waste in the trash rather than the toilet.
Take shorter showers. Replace you showerhead with an ultra-lowflow version. Some units are available that allow you to cut off
the flow without adjusting the water temperature knobs.
Use the minimum amount of water needed for a bath by closing the
drain first and filling the tub only 113 full. Stopper tub before
turning water. The initial burst of cold water can be warmed by
adding hot water later.
Don't let water run while shaving or washing your face. Brush your
teeth first while waiting for water to get hot, then wash or shave
after filling the basin.
Retrofit all wasteful household faucets by installing aerators with
flow restrictors.
Operate automatic dishwashers and clothes washers only when they
-are fully loaded or properly set the water level for the size of load
you are using.
When washing dishes by hand, fill one sink or basin with soapy
water. Quickly rinse under a slow-moving stream fiom the
faucet.
Store drinking water in the refrigerator rather than letting the tap run
every time you want a cool glass of water.
Do not use running water to thaw meat or other frozen foods. Defrost
food overnight in the refrigerator or by using the defrost setting
on your microwave.
Kitchen sink disposals require lots of water to operate properly. Start
a compost pile as an alternate method of disposing food waste
instead of using a garbage disposal. Garbage disposals also can
add 50% to the volume of solids in a septic tank which can lead
to malhctions and maintenance problems.
Consider installing an instant water heater on your kitchen sink so
vnii

dnn't have tn let the water nin while it heat9 im Thic will

Don't over water your lawn. As a general rule, lawns only need watering every 5
to 7 days in the summer and every 10 to 14 days in the winter. A hearty rain
eliminates the need for watering for as long as two weeks. Plant it smart,
Xeriscape. Xeriscape landscaping is a great way to design, install and
maintain both your plantings and irrigation system that will save you time,
money and water. For your free copy of "Plant it Smart," an easy-to-use guide
to Xeriscape landscaping, contact your Water Management District.
Water lawns during the early morning hours when temperatures and wind speed
are the lowest. This reduces losses from evaporation.
Don't water your street, driveway or sidewalk. Position your sprinklers so that
your water lands on the lawn and shrubs ...not the paved areas.
Install sprinklers that are the most water-efficient for each use. Micro and drip
irrigation and soaker hoses are examples of water-efficient methods of
irrigation.
Regularly check sprinkler systems and timing devices to be sure they are
operating properly. It is now the law that "anyone who purchases and installs
an automatic lawn sprinkler system MUST install a rain sensor device or
switch which will override the irrigation cycle of the sprinkler system when
adequate rainfall has occurred." To retrofit your existing system, contact an
irrigation professional for more information.
Raise the lawn mower blade to at least three inches. A lawn cut higher
encourages grass roots to grow deeper, shades the root system and holds soil
moisture better than a closely-clipped lawn.
Avoid over fertilizing your lawn. The application of fertilizers increases the need
for water. Apply fertilizers which contain slow-release, water-insoluble
forms of nitrogen.
Mulch to retain moisture in the soil. Mulching also helps to control weeds that
compete with pants for water.
Plant native andfordrought-tolerant grasses, ground covers, shrubs and trees.
Once established, they do not need to be watered as frequently and they
usually will survive a dry period without any watering. Group plans together
based on similar water needs.
Do not hose down your driveway or sidewalk. Use a broom to clean leaves and
other debris from these areas. Using a hose to clean a driveway can waste
hundreds of gallons of water.
Outfit your hose with a shut-off nozzle which can be adjusted down to fine spray
so that water flows only as needed. When finished, "Turn it Off at the faucet
instead of at the nozzle to avoid leaks.
Use hose washers between spigots and water hoses to eliminate leaks.
Do not leave sprinklers or hoses unattended. Your garden hoses can pour out 600
gallons or more in only a few hours, so don't leave the sprinkler miming all
day. Use a kitchen timer to remind yourself to turn it off.
Check all hoses, connectors and spigots regularly.
Consider using a commercial car wash that recycles water. If you wash your own
car, park on the grass to do so.
Avoid the installation of ornamental water features (such as fountains) d e s s the
water is recycled. Locate where there are mineral losses due to evaporation
nnd wind drift

I

GLOBAL
WARMING:
WATER ISSUES

I

Lesson Plan - Water Uses and Conservation
Grade Level - Kindergarten - 2ndgrade
Jennifer Hunt
Earth Partners Class - ELE 5700-704 - Global Warming: Water Issues
Learning Objective: Students will explore the ways in which they use water, how much water
they use in a day and the importance of conserving water in their every day lives.
Illinois learn in^ Standards: 1 .B.Ka, 1.B.Kb, 1.C.Ka, 1.C.Kb, 3.C.K, 4.A.Ka, 4.A.Kb, 4.A.Kc,
5.A.K, 5.B.K, 5.C.K, 6.D.K, 8.B.K, lO.A.Ka, lO.A.Kb, lO.A.Kc, 10.B.K, ll.A.Kb, ll.A.Kc,
ll.A.Kd, 12.B.K, 12.E.Kc, 13.B.Ka, 13.B.Kc, 13.B.Ke
Materials Needed:
1 clear cup
water
objects to demonstrate the uses of water
For example:
a glass
bathing suit
toothbrush
a dish
bar of soap
a toy fish
chart paper
marker

box to hold the objects
plastic 1 gallon milk jug
water surveys
pencils
crayons
conservation recording sheets
water uses and amounts sheet
Why Should I Save Water? book

j

Introduction: Water is an essential resource to all living things. Living things need water to
survive. We use water every day in a variety of ways, such as drinking and cleaning. Many
people in our country consume water on average at the rate of at least 50 gallons a day. There are
many, easy ways people can decrease their water usage and therefore conserve our water supply.
Activitv Outline (Procedure):
I. Day 1: Water Uses:
a. Hold up a glass of water for the students to observe. Ask them what they
believe is in the glass. The students will announce that it is water in the glass.
Ask them what they know about water. For example, what does it look like?,
taste like?, feel like? Why is water important to all living things? It is
important because our bodies need it to live. It is also important to us because
we use water in many parts of our lives. Tell the students that today we will
be learning about all the ways we use water.
b. Get out the box of objects that show various ways to use water. Hang up the
chart paper on the board. Label the chart paper Water Uses with the marker.
During this part of the lesson, the students will come up and get the various
objects out of the box. They will hold up the object and guess what use of
water the object is demonstrating. If they feel comfortable they will act out
that use of water. If they do not feel comfortable, you will act out the use of
water for the students. After each object is taken out of the box, lay it on the

floor or table for the students to see. Write that use of water on the chart
paper on the board. When all the objects are taken out of the box, have the
students look back at the objects and the list of water uses on the chart paper.
Go through the list of water uses with the students. Ask students if they have
a water use that is not on our list. If they do, add their water use to the list.
Tell the students that as they can see we use water in many ways and therefore
it is really important to us.
c. Next, you will pass out the water surveys to the students. You will tell the
students that today they learned about all the ways they can use water and now
they will take home the water surveys to keep track of the ways they use water
at their homes. Explain to them that their parents will help them to complete
the surveys. They will be putting a tally mark on their sheets each time they
use water at home. Let them know that they will keep track of their water
usage that evening in five different areas and return the surveys the next day.
II. Dav 2: Water Suwevs
a. Review with the students the different ways we use water fiom yesterday.
b. Ask the students to get their water surveys that they completed last night.
c. Review with the students how to count the tally marks on their sheets.
d. Next, discuss with the students their surveys. Which kind of water usage did
their families do the most and the least? How many tally marks did students
have for each kind of water use? What would make certain students have
more tally marks than other students?(bigger family, etc.).
e. Tell the students that they can see fi-om the surveys how many times in one
evening a family uses water. Can you think of how many times in one whole
day a family would use water? Have the students begin thinking about their
water usage.
f. Explain that each time a member of their family uses water a certain amount
of water is being used. People measure the amount of water consumed using
gallons. This is a gallon. Show the students the plastic milk jug. Let's look
at how much water is used in the activities on our water surveys. Get the
water uses and amounts sheet. Go through the activities on the surveys
telling the students how many gallons (jugs) of water is consumed for each
activity.
Discuss
with the students that as they could see fiom the lesson today that
g.
people use a lot of water each day. Explain to them that tomorrow they will
learn about ways in which they can use less water every day.
111. Dav 3: Consewation of Water
a. Tell the students that yesterday we saw how much water each of us uses in
one day. Today we are going to learn about ways in which we can conserve
or not waste the water we have. Let them know that there is a limited supply
of clean water in the world and that it is our responsibility to take care to not
waste the water we have.
b. Read the book Whv Should I Save Water? to the students to get them
thinking about ways that they can save water.
c. After reading the story, have the students brainstorm ideas fiom the story

d.
e.
f.
g.

and fiom their own ideas about ways to save water. Write down on chart
paper their ideas.
Next, give each student a piece of paper with the words I can save water by
. at the bottom. Have each student draw
and
and write about two ways they are going to try to save water at home.
After the students have finished their pictures, have the students share their
ideas with the class.
Tell the students that they have come up with wonderful ideas on saving
water. Explain to them that they can start saving water tonight.
Put the pictures into a class book on conserving water. This book the
students will be able to look at throughout the year and remember how they
can save water in their lives.

Evaluation: Students actively participated in three discussions on water uses and usage and on
the conservation of water. They were able to identifl at least two ways in which they use and
conserve water in their lives. They demonstrated a better understanding about the significance of
water in their lives and the importance of conserving.
Resources on the Web:

Base, Graeme.

Summary:

Burnham, Kay.

Water Hole, 2004

In the tradition of his best-selling alphabet book, Animalia, author and
illustrator Graeme Base takes young readers on an exhilaratingjourney of
discovery with an ingenious fusion of counting book, puzzle book,
storybook, and art book. From the plains of Africa and the jungles of the
Amazon to the woodlands of North America and the deserts of outback
Australia, the animals come together to drink fiom the water hole. But
their water supply is diminishing. What's going on? Each sumptuous
landscape illustration conceals hidden animal pictures for readers to find
as they count the animals that visit the water hole and try to solve the
mystery: will the animals come back or is their water source gone forever?
Save Water, 2007

Summw:
In many parts of the world, the supply of clean, safe drinking water is

running low. This important book explores where the water we use comes
from, how water can become polluted, and why we should save water. Tips
on saving water at home and at school encourage kids to think about
conservation and caring for our environment.

Fix, Alexandra.

'-q:

Water 2007

-9

Read 'Water' to learn about the importance of water in our lives. Discover
how water gets from lakes and rivers to our homes, and where water goes
once it is poured down the drain. Learn what happens when water is
wasted, and ways to reduce your own water waste.

Jen Green, Wendy. Whv Should I Save Water?, 2005
'-ary:

Nelson, Robin.
Summary:

Wines, Jacquie.

'-w:

Children learn that clean water is one of our most precious natural
resources. In this book, boys and girls are told about dozens of ways in
which they and their families can avoid wasting water. Part of every child's
development involves asking questions. Today, some of the most
important questions kids ask are related to the natural environment. The
enlightening and entertaining four-book Why Should I?series
demonstrates the importance of protecting nature. Books present brief,
entertaining stories that answer children's questions and feature amusing
color illustrations on every page. A note at the back of each book is for
parents and teachers, suggesting ways to use these books most effectively.
We Use Water, 2003
Summarizes different uses of water. Color photographs reflect the short,
easy-to-understand sentences that improve vocabulary and comprehension.
You Can Save The Planet: 50 Wavs You Can Make A Difference,
2008

This book is a call to action for children everywhere. The effects of
pollution, global warming, and the destruction of our planet have never
been so visible or measurable. The book introduces and explains massive
global problems that need to be addressed now.
It's packed full of 50 useful things kids can do to make their homes,
schools, and neighborhoods more environmentally friendly.

A Water Survey 1 Scholastic.com

A Water Survey

E

very day, people in the United States use an average of 70 gallons of water each. Ask
students to find out how much water each person in their family uses?Students should
think of a way t o measure each kind of water use listed and have family members complete
the chart to show water use. (Use the back of the paper for more space.) When students
bring in their completed charts, start a discussion about ways they can think of to conserve
water for each category.

TM @J & O 2008-1996Scholastic Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Unit 300 1 Lesson 1 [ Handout 1

Lesson I: Water--Where Has It Gone?: EaPeh Day (6th)
Handout 1
Water Uses and Amounk

Water Uses and Amounts
Directions: Use this list to get a reasonable estimate of the amount of water used
for each of the following activities.

'114 gallon per minute
Washing Hands
30 gallons per 10 minutes
Showering
40 gallons
Bath
1-2 gallons
Brushing teeth
20 gallons
Washing a car
3.5 to 5 gallonsluse, (low flow toilets I.6 gallons)
Flushing a toilet
Washing dishes w l water running 20 gallons
10 gallons
Washing dishes W
dishwasher
I
30 gallons per load
Laundry
112 gallon per day
Drinking Water
240 gallons (30 minutes)
Watering lawn

How Much Water Does It Bake?
1. It takes 4,000 gallons of water to generate enough electricity to light a 100-watt light
bulb for 10 hours.

2. To produce the newsprint that newspapers use each day, it takes 300 million gallons
of water.
3. To produce one gallon of milk, a cow must consume four gallons of water.
4. Eight gallons of water are needed to grow one tomato.

i

Please note: The above examples are used to illustrate the amount of water needed to
produce some everyday things.

GLACIERS

Overall Objectives: Explain how glaciers formed and
changed the earth. Explain how glaciers moved in the
past and how i t affects u s today. Explore soil's benefits
depending on what it is comprised of and how it was
formed. Demonstrate how we are dependent on good
quality soil and water. Demonstrate the water cycle.
Become more aware of various methods to conserve soil
and water.

GLAClERS
Timeframe: Three t o four days
Activities: In this set of lessons we will explore glaciers,
soil and water, as well as the relationship among them. 1
will have the students d o an experiment involving the
movement of a glaciers and t h e method it uses to
scratch and move rocks, as well as show the .flow of a
glacier.

Representing the glaciers in t h e first exploration, there
will be two "ice cubes". One is made out of water and
sand, and the other is a regular ice cube. Both cubes
will be rubbed over a piece of foil, as well as a piece of
wood. Observations will be made and recorded.
In the second exploration the glacier will be made out
of a cornstarch mixture. They will use this mixture t o
demonstrate how the flow of a glacier will move. What
it can move and what it can leave behind.

\

The students will eventually attempt to come u p with
the definition of glacial ice flow. 1 will introduce
vocabulary that is pertinent t o glaciers (erratic,
outwashed plains, terminus, etc.). We would then get
into a discussion of glaciations during the ice Age, where
it took place and how it affects us in Champaign County.

Materials: Regular ice cube, sand ice cube, aluminum
foil, cornstarch mixture, waxed paper, spoon, ruler,
mixture of sand, soil and clay, goggles.
Additional activities (optional) to be used with the Social
Studies teacher when teaching Illinois: Make a sand
model of the state of illinois, plot out where the
Mahomet Aquifer ends up. Discuss and show on sand

map how long ago it was that ancient Mississippi was a
part of Illinois landscape, and what made i t change
locations. Discuss and show on sand m a p how the state
of Illinois is the headwaters for five rivers.
Possible fieldtrip: Go to Moraine View State Park and
observe the glacial features.
hssessment: In a written paragraph each student
should be able to explain how a mass of ice moving
across the land would change it and why, give examples.
In a second ~ a r a g r a p hdescribe what would happen
when a real glacier moves over rocks and boulders and
why, give examples and use new vocabulary terms.

Next w e will move into a discussion of the composition
of soil, including the five important ingredients that
make i t up. The students will learn that there are as
many a s 650 different kinds of soil in Illinois. They will
also be told that the state soil is called Drummond. W e
also will examine t h e more generic samples that are
found around o u r school (clay, sand, backyard). This
(

1

will lead into an activity that demonstrates the
properties of the samples of soil. In another
exploration, we will also find out if water has a different
affect on each type of soil by doing a flow test.
Timeframe: Three t o four days

Activities: Using three different samples of soil, describe

properties using a magnifying glass. Sort the samples by
pieces of rock and pieces of plant and animal material,
color, size, etc. Place the 15 drops of water on each
sample. Which sample absorbed the most water, the
least?
\

Then the next exploration would use two of the previous
samples (clay and sand). Put the same amount of soil in
each funnel, the bottom will be protected by a piece of
screen. Pour the same amount of water in each one and
time how long i t takes for the water t o flow through.

This would lead into a discussion of why soil is
important, and why we need t o protect it. Flowing from
that discussion would be the ways soil can be managed
by farmers, runoff, fertilizer, etc. with a demonstration

of the way water flows during a flood, heavy rain, etc. 1
would then show the video "Lines of the Land".

Additional discussion topics: The article in "NewsGazette" July 21, 2008 on floodwaters t o widen dead
zone in gulf.
Materials: Three types of soils, newspaper, magnifying
glass, water, eye dropper, two top third of a 2 liter
bottle, screen, timer, two measuring cups. Video "Lines
of the Land", two cut open one quart wax milk cartons
with the sides cut OK two trays with sides, , 1 liter of
water, equal amounts of sand and regular backyard soil,
a copy of News-Gazette article, as well as the wetlands
video from last year.
Assessment: Worksheet-choice for either basic o r
advanced learners. Other choice is t o make a bar graph
that shows the amount of water that travels through the
two kinds of soilltime. Relate the graph t o size of
particles and permeability. Extrapolate which kind of
soil would be best t o grow plants. Think back t o the
floods of the summer. What kind of soil would work
best in rainy areas? How would runoff during a flood,
or overuse of fertilizers have an effect on the soil?
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ASSESMENT WORKSHEET
SOlL

1. What is the main reason a farmer would use a

buffer strip?
2. What kinds of things can

be lost if buffer strips are

not used?

3. How do buffer strips work?

4. What are some of the ways a farmer can till his soil
to prevent erosion? Draw a picture of three
different ways.

5. What kinds of plants can a farmer use in his buffer
strip?

WATER
Start the discussion with the topic of fresh water.
Relate how much is available as fresh water and why
we call i t a renewable, limited resource. Remind
students of the information on glaciers. (The
glaciers have twice as much water stored in them as
opposed to the soil and groundwater. But as of now
they are in the frozen state and the water is
unavailable for use). Then go into the discussion of
groundwater includiilg facts such as: h here is 20
times more groundwater than all of the water in
lakes and rivers. 117 million people in this country
use groundwater for drinking water. How long it
takes for the Mahomet Aquifer t o recharge (ln/year).
We could be dewatering the Mahomet Aquifer very
soon). Continue by discussing the water cycle and
watersheds. Finally discuss how to conserve water:
(Turn off water when brushing your teeth, quick
showers, t u r n off water as you are lathering u p your
hands, flush toilet only when you need to, tell
parents about any leaky faucets, collect rainwater for
plants).

~ i m e f r a m e Five
:
t o six days
Materials: 2 liter

bottle with t o p cut

different
sediments such as fine sand, coarse sand, and small
gravel, modeling clay, spray bottle, p u m p dispenser
from a soap bottle, coffee filter, firm straw, food
coloring, sponge cake cut in layers about one inch
thick, M&M's, peanut brittle, dark chocolate frosting,
green frosting, gummy worms, pipe cleaners, various
colored beads (yellow, clear, silver, sparkling clear,
white, black, dark blue, sparkling blue, brown,
green).
0%

Activities: Make a groundwater model to

demonstrate how groundwater can change
depending on conditions. Relate it back t o the
various types of soil/rocks. Also make an edible
groundwater model. Make a watercycle bead
bracelet. Color and fill out the watershed
worksheet. Possible guest speaker form the Soil and
Water District.

Assesment: Relate to a younger student the
watercycle, using your bracelet. Answer the
question about what happens in the watercycle on a
quiz using your watercycle bracelet, taking each
bead off and transferring it t o another bracelet.
Write a paragraph explaining how the watershed
can affect any other water that is used in t h e
community. Discuss in another paragraph how
erosion/deposition can affect the shape of the land
and the shape of the watershed over time.
Resources: T h e Water Connection", "Share the
Water", 'The Living Waters", National Association of
Conservation Districts. "Discover Groundwater and
Springs", Perrier Group of America, "Buffer Strips
for Water Quality", University of lllinois Cooperative
Extension Service., McGraw-Hill Science 4thGrade
Science book.

ILLINOIS1
CORN/
SOYBEANS1
WATER

Lesson Plan for Water Issues and Conservation Measures
Earth Partners
2ndGrade
St. Matthew School
Illinois/Com/Soybeans/Water

State Goals
State Goal 1 Read with understanding and fluency.
1.B.l a Establish purposes for reading, make predictions, connect important
ideas, and link text to previous experiences and knowledge.
1.B. l b Identify genres of fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and electronic literary
forms.
1.B. 1c Continuously check and clarify for understanding.
1.B 1.d Read age appropriate material aloud with fluency and accuracy.
State Goal 2: Read and understand literature representative of various
societies, eras, and ideas.
2.A. 1a Identify the literary elements of theme, setting, plot, and character
within literary works.
State Goal 4: Listen and speak effectively in a variety of situations.
4.A. l a Listen attentively by facing the speaker, making eye contact and
paraphrasing what is said.
4.B. l a Present brief oral reports, using language and vocabulary appropriate
to the message and audience.
State Goal 11 Understand the process of scientific inquiry and technological
design to investigate questions, conduct experiments and solve problems.
11.A. 1.a Describe an observed event
11.A. 1.c Collect data for investigations using measuring instruments and
technologies.
11.A. 1.e Arrange data into logical patterns and describe the patterns
State Goal 12: Understand the fundamental concepts, principles and
interconnections of the life, physical and earthlspace sciences.

12.E.1a Identifl components and describe diverse features of the Earth's
land, water, and atmospheric systems.
State Goal 13: Understand the relationships among science, technology and
society in historical and contemporary contexts.
13.A. 1a Use basic safety practices.
13.A. 1c Explain how knowledge can be gained by carehl observations.
State Goal 15: Understand economic systems, with an emphasis on the
United States.
15.A. 1a Identify advantages and disadvantages of different ways to
distribute goods and services.
15.B. 1b Describe how wageslsalaries can be earned in exchange for work.
15.C.la Describe how human, natural and capital resources are used to
produce goods and services.

Materials:
Poster of soybean plant
For Beanie Babies:
Soil moist
Soy Beans
Ground Water Poster
AG Mag Soybean
AG Mag Corn
AG Mag Illinois
Tootsie Rolls/Nutrition Labels
Pipe Cleaners/yellow/green/dark bluelsparkling bluelsilverlclearlsparkling
clear/white/black/brown beads for water cycle bracelet
Materials for a Tassel to Table Chain www,a~intheclassroom.org
Blue cellophane, cotton balls, brown paper bags, and markers for Water
Cycle Poster
Various Nutrition Labels from a variety of products
Tootsie Rolls and Tootsie Roll Nutrition Label

Books: Enough copies of each for a small group
McGraw HillIThe World's Plants Are In Danger
Oh, Say Can you Seed by Bonnie Worth
Water Dance by Thomas Locker
From Corn to Cereal by Roberta Base1
Plant Plumbing: A Book about Roots and Stems by Susan Blackaby
The Super Soybean by Raymond Bial
L is for Lincoln: An Illinois Alphabet by Kathy-jo Wargin

Websites to be used:
http://ww.theteacherscomer.net/thematicunits/poster.htm

http://ww. kidzone.ws/WATERI

This lessonlunit will take approximately two weeks to complete. It will
combine the St. Matthew reading, science, and social studies curriculum.
At the beginning of the year the St. Matthew Second grade studies the State
of Illinois/producers/consumers/farmto factory activity and my objective is
to combine the study of Illinois with a unit on water fi-om our science
curriculum. I will also combine elements of reading into our study of water
and Illinois.
Day One:
Introduce parts of plant using Plant Plumbing
Plant Beanie Babies-the children will spend a few minutes each
day illustrating how or if their plant has changed. The Beanie Babies will be
put in various parts of our classroom, some will be given water, some will
not.

Day Two: Record any changes in our Beanie Babies
Read Water Dance by Thomas Locker and explore and discuss the
benefits of water, properties of water, quality of water etc.
Key Vocabulary
Water cycle
Evaporation
Condensation
Precipitation

Day Three: Continuation of Day 2
Water Cycle Activity from
http://teachingtoday.p;lencoe.com/lessonplans/the-water-c~cle
-

Day Four: Planting of corn seedsltour of the St. Matthew garden
The corn seeds are for next week's discussion of Illinois.

During the course of the school year, I divide my classroom into four groups
of all varying levels and these are the groups I use for reading instruction.
The activities in the group are written for that child's particular level. An
effort is made to have the activities look alike or at least similar. In addition
to a brief lecture time I am going to try incorporating this concept during our
Science/Social Studies times. I am hoping that by doing this that the
activities each child will be working on will be more on hisker reading level
and perhaps reduce hstration with activities that might be too difficult.
Groups will be rotated throughout the week and each group will have an
opportunity to complete each activity.
**Group A-This group will be working on making a water cycle poster
using various art mediums.
http://www.theteacherscomer.net/thematicunits/poster.htm
Group B-This group will be making a water cycle bracelet using beads and
pipe cleaners. Using the beads the children will later be expected to retell
the story of the water cycle.
Group C-Reading Book Reports. With the assistance of the classroom aide
this group will be listening and following along to a book entitled Oh, Say
Can You Seed. They will then be assigned a particular portion of that book
to illustrate and write about. Each group will receive a different book fiom
the above book list and by the end of the time we will have four different
books published and in our classroom reading center.
For Example:
Author/Illustrator will design a new cover for this book.
Another child will draw and label all the different parts of a plant found in
this book.
Another child will draw a picture of the problem and solution in this story.
Helshe will also write a complete sentence about the problem and solution.
Another child will write a d.iff:erentending to the story and write several
sentences about hisker story.
/

Another child will draw a picture of hislher favorite part of the book and
write about why it is hisker favorite.

**Group D-Reader's Theater Script-Water Cycle Reader's Theater
http://teachers.net/lessons/posts/400.html
The children will be assigned a part for the play and they will practice
reading their part with expression. They may come up with some arm
movements, etc. and simple scenery found in the classroom. They will also
be highlighting any facts they might find in the story. At the end of our
session-these children will perform their play for the rest of the class. Parts
will be assigned according to each child's reading ability.
These groups will be rotated throughout the week until each child has had a
chance to accomplish each task. **I will divide my time between these two
groups while my aide is responsible for keeping the other two groups on
task.

During the second week of this unit, we will begin the study of the State of
Illinois while continuing to monitor the growth of our corn seeds. The
children will be working on a coloring book of the various symbols of the
state of Illinois. We will also be learning the following vocabulary words in
the context of a farm:
Producer
Consumer
Goods
Services
Needs
Wants
Using our Social Studies textbooklthe Corn to Cereal book, photoslpictures,
etc. We will follow the corn seed from planting to the factory. Nutrition
LabelsITootsie Rolls/Tootsie Roll Nutrition Label
Group A This group will be working on the Tassel to Factory Activity
www.agintheclassroom.org

Group B. This group will be working on their Illinois Symbol Coloring
Book
Group C. This group will be working on an Illinois Alphabet Book. Each
child will be given a letter of the alphabet. The child will then choose
something that begins with that letter from Illinois/illustrate itlwrite a
sentence about it. After the entries are completed we will bind the book and
it will be used for our Traveling Book Bag program. This bag and book
goes home each evening with a different child. After reading the book the
child and the parent write about their reaction to this book in a notebo'ok that
is provided. The child then reads his reaction along with his parent's
reaction during our Second Grade Meeting time.

Group D. Writing Prompt Again this will vary according to the child but
may include:
Why are farming and /or farmers important to us? Be sure to give examples.
Or
Describe one thing in farming that you learnedlenjoyed Be sure to give
many details about what you learned or enjoyed.
Or
A Poem
Farmers
I love farmers.
Farmers feel
Farmers smell
Farmers taste
Farmers see

I love farmers.

CULMINATING ACTIVITY:
After we complete our unit on Illinois, the children will be asked to design
their own cereal box. They will be expected to include a nutrition label of
their cereal. Each cereal box will be expected to include a catchy slogan,
clever name, and a gimmick to capture our interest-prize game, nutrional
item, etc. After the children present their boxes to the class the cereal boxes
will be on display for the entire school to see. Rubric for grading attached.

Rubric Made Using:
RubiStar ( http:llrubistar.4teachers.org )

Designing A New Cereal Box
Teacher Name: Meade
Student Name:

game, puzzle, prize

LESSONS ON
WATERSHEDS

Kris Kennedy
Sangamon Elementary

LESSON ON WATERSI-IEDS
Grade level: 2
Objectives:
Teachers will:
Help students understand what a water shed is
Perform a simple watershed experiment
Explain what it means to examine your surroundings
Show students a relief map, a river map, an elevation map and a map of the watersheds of Illinois
Identifjr the local watersheds in Central Illinois
Ask students to identify 3 different watersheds on a handout.
Students will:
Examine their surroundings,
Define what a watershed is,
Using a relief map, locate a watershed
Perform an experiment showing how watersheds work
Discuss what local, regional, and national watersheds are
Illinois Learning Standards: 3.C. la; 4.A. la; 5.A. lb; 11.Ala; 11.Alf;, 12.D.lb; 12.E.la; 12.E.lb;
13.Alc; 15.C.lb; 16.E.l(US); 17.A.la; 17.B.lb; 17.C.lb
Introduction or Background:
Today we are going to talk about Watersheds. The simple definition: It's the area of land that catches
rain and snow and drains or seeps into a marsh, stream, river, lake or groundwater. Most small
watersheds contribute to larger watersheds. Water moves through the watershed as part of the water
cycle. To keep water clean or to make sure there is plenty to drink, we need to understand where water
comes &om and how and where it flows. A healthy watershed is no accident; we need to protect these
resources carefully. One way to know if a watershed is healthy is by the amount of plants and animals.
Teacher will explain "You're sitting in a watershed now. Homes, farms, ranches, forests, small towns,
big cities and more can make up water sheds. Some cross country, state, and even international borders.
Watersheds come in all shapes and sizes. Some are millions of square miles, while others are just a few
acres. Just as creeks drain into rivers, watersheds are nearly always part of a larger watershed. Large
watersheds are often called basins and contain many smaller watersheds. " Using the maps teacher will
show class the highest point in Illinois and the rivers and watersheds in the state of Illinois.

A WATERSHED IS LAND WHERE WATER DRAINS TO THE S A M E PLACE.
WHEN RAIN FALLS, IT M O V E S THROUGH A WATERSHED.

DRAIN INTO E V E N BIGGER BODIES OF WATER LIKE LAKES AND OCEANS.

THIS PICTURE SHOWS THREE WATERSHEDS OF DIFFERENT SIZES. THE SMALLER WATERSHEDS
ARE PART OF THE LARGER ONES. THEY ARE ALL CONNECTED. FIND THE THREE WATERSHEDS
IN THIS PICTURE. WHICH ONE IS SMALLEST? WHICH ONE I S BIGGEST? COLOR THE PICTURE.

IN A WATERSHED THAT I

Using a small map, teacher will show the students a high point or "divide7' of the watershed. A
watershed divide is the ridgeline that separates watersheds. Teacher will explain to the students which
way the water travels. Teacher will also explain that a watershed can be large, for example, the
Mississippi River drainage base, or very small, such as the 40 acres that drain to a farm pond.
Materials:
Relief map
Water container (10 gallon aquarium would allow most students to view)
Spray bottle with water
Newspaper
Plastic sheet
* waterproof magic markers
Monopoly or small houses
Handout for students to identifl watersheds
Activity 1:
Today we are going to do an experiment of what a water shed is and then I want you to go home and see

if you can identifl a watershed.
Procedure:

1. Teacher will ask several students to crumple 3 sheets of newspaper and place them in the aquarium.
Teacher will drape the plastic sheet over the paper, fitting it between the three pieces to form two valleys
with a ridge in the middle. Next tape the plastic to the walls of the aquarium to prevent water from
running down the sides. Teacher needs to make sure that water will generally flow towards the valleys
\,
\

and the front side of the aquarium. The model should have 3 hills and two valleys.

2. Teacher will ask the students what they think will happen when it "rains". Teacher will then ask
some of the students to draw a river channel with the waterproof markers through the valleys on the
plastic sheet. Teacher will also ask some students to place a few houses alongside the river and to color
in a lake where they think the water will pool.
3. Teacher will ask a student to spray water into one half of the aquarium so that only one of the two

watersheds gets wet. Teacher will point out how the water runs off the high points and forms a stream
in the valley. This is how rain and melted snow run off the land. All of the land that drains into a
stream is called a watershed. Teacher will ask students to think of a steam in town and talk about where
the water comes fkom that feeds that stream.
4. Teacher will point out how rapidly the water travels over the plastic surface. Ask students what they

think the plastic would represent in real life (sidewalks, roads, and parking lots - covered by
impenetrable materials such as asphalt, concrete, brick, and stone. These materials seal surfaces, repel
water and prevent precipitation and meltwater &om infiltrating soils). Can also do this activity showing
the students what other kinds of surfaces exist where land is not paved over (grass, forest, dirt, rock,
\J

marshes etc.)
Activity 2:
Materials:
Aquarium
spray bottle
a few apple size rocks
sand, gravel, soil
plasticene or clay
Procedure:
1. Using the same aquarium teacher will ask students to place the rocks in a heap at both ends of the

aquarium. Put gravel around the rocks, and spread them out so that they slope down hill toward the
middle of the tank. Place a layer of sand over the gravel, also sloping toward the middle. On one side
of the tank, pack soil on top of the sand. On the other side, cover some of the sand with a thin layer of
clay or plasticene.
!
'
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2. Teacher will ask students what they think will happen when it rains. How will rain affect this

landscape compared to the experiment before where the water was on pavement such as sidewalks,

driveways or parking lots that are covered with concrete or asphalt? Teacher will ask a student to spray
water into the tank and the class will watch how some of the water will run over the surface and some of
it will sink in. The teacher will explain that the water that stays on top is called surface water and that is
what forms steams, rivers, ponds, oceans and lakes.
3. As the student continues to spray the water, the teacher will explain that and it accumulates (fills in)

the air spaces between the gravel and sand at the bottom of the tank, this body of water is called an
aquifer. Teacher will explain that they will learn about the Mahomet Aquifer next week.

Activity 3:
Discussion:
1. Think about what kinds of things you do that use water? Two examples would be: watering the grass or

having a school car wash.
What kinds of activities do you think create wastewater?
Do you think you are doing anything at home or at school to conserve or protect water?

2. Sometime this weekend I want you to go outside and look at your surroundings. You can start
anywhere - at home, school, or even downtown. With an adult, go to the highest point you can see

: within easy walking distance. Ifpossible, go to the highest point in your community.
3. Look over the land and the way the ground slopes down £iom this high point. If it rained where do

you think the water would flow? You will be able to see a watershed or several watersheds. A watershed
is the area of land where all water drains or "sheds" to the same body of water.
4. Try and notice if anything you see looks like a possible water quality concern?

,

Illinois Rivers Map - Illinois Lake Map
This map shows the major streams and rivers of Illinois and some of the larger lakes. Most of Illinois is
in the Mississippi River Watershed and drainage leaves the state through the Green, Edwards, Illinois,
Kaskaskia, Wabash, Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. A small portion of the state is in the St. Lawrence
Watershed, where drainage enters Lake Michigan.

This Illinois map page features a relief map of Illinois. Illinois's highest elevation is Charles
Mound, which rises to 1,235 feet above sea level. The largest lake in Illinois is Carlyle Lake.

Illinois Elevation Map -This is a generalize
elevation trends across the state. See o u r
Mound at '1,235 feet the highest point in B
less than 114 of a mile from the Wisconsin
at 279 feet.
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THE
WATERCYCLE

Rachel Stuizrt
Lesson Plan for ELE 5700-704:
Water Issues and Conservation Measures:
Lessons for Teaching Math, Science, & Reading
Gaals/Objectives for the Lesson:

* Goal One- The eighth grade students will follow directions in order to create a
thunderstorm experience in the classroom.
* Goal Two- The eighth grade students will accurately recreate a visual representation of
the water cycle as a group.

* Goal Three-The eighth grade students will present the water cycle representation
to the class in a presentation format.

* Goal Four- The eighth grade students will complete a quiz over the water cycle to check
for understanding and comprehension.
Illinois Learning Standards:
1.C.3f Interpret tables that display textual information and data in visual formats.
4.B.3a Deliver planned oral presentations, using language and vocabulary appropriate to
the purpose, message and audience; provide details and supporting information that
clarifjr main ideas; and use visual aids and contemporary technology as support.
12.E.2a Identify natural cycles of the Earth's land, water and atmospheric systems
(e.g., rock cycle, water cycle, weather patterns).

Materials:

* Poster Board
* CrayonsMarkers
* Water Cycle Example Diagram
* Water Cycle Quiz
* Computer
* Projector
Time Frame for Lesson:

* For Goal One- The thunderstorm experience will take approximately 15 to 20
minutes to construct the thunderstorm, and follow with a short discussion.

* For Goal Two- The students should have two 40 minute class periods to work on
their water cycle visual aid and presentation.

* For Goal Tbree- The presentations will talk approximately 30 minutes.
* For Goal Four- The students would need 10 to 15 minutes to take the water cycle quiz.
Procedures:
Goal One:
1. Have all students stand in a circle with the teacher standing in the middle of the circle.
2. The students should begin modeling what the action the teacher is doing as the teacher
nods hislher head at the student. The teacher should explain this process to the students
and show an example.
3. The teacher begins actions that the students must follow when nodded at. The teacher
goes around in a circle, and when he or she gets back to the starting student the teacher
changes the action. The following actions should be used in this order:
A. Rubbing hands together
B. Snapping fingers
C. Clapping hands
D. Stomping feet
E. Slapping hands on lcnees while stomping feet

* At this point the teacher can choose to flash lights on and off to
stimulate a storm with lightning.
F. Stomping feet
G. Clapping hands
H. Snapping fingers
I. Rubbing hands together
J. Open up hands- no noise
4. Discuss the thunderstorm experience with the students:
A. What did the storm sound like at the beginning?
B. Why?
C. How did the storm change and develop?

5. Ask the question how often it storms and why. Make the connection of rain to the
water cycle.

Goal Two:
6. Show the water cycle diagram.
A. Talk about the fact that the water cycle is a never ending process and it

continues to go in a circle.
7. Have the students pick group members. No more than three in a group. Give
students class time to work on a visual aid, brochure, power point, etc .about the water
cycle.

8. Walk around the room monitoring their progress. Give assistance and manage
behavior as needed.
Goal Three:
9. Students will present as a group their water cycle representation.

Goal Four:
10, Students can take notes over the presentation if desired. Students will then take a quiz
over the water cycle.

Evaluation:

* Students will receive a group grade for visual representation and presentation wing the
attached checklist.

* Water Cycle Quiz will be graded.

Name:

Water Cycle Quiz
1. Draw the water cycle. Show the following components in your drawing and please label each
part. (1 5 points)
A. precipitation
B. condensation
C. evaporation

2. Explain the water cycle process. (1 5 points)

Name of Group Members:
I

Rubric for Water Cycle Representation and Presentation
5 pts 0 pts 2pts.
1. Is visual aid accurate?

Yes

No

Somewhat

2. Is all required information presented?

3. Is the visual representation visually appealing?

4. Did all group members help present?

5. Was the presentation rehearsed and polished?
6. Did the group use class time wisely?
Total

1 30

WATER
CONSERVATION

i
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Kimberly Spohn

Standards Aligned UniVZesson
Science1 5thGrade/ Water Conservation

Standard
11 A - Know and apply the concepts, principles and processes of scientific inquiry.

-

13 B Know and apply concepts that describe the interaction between science, technology and
society.
Benchmark(s)
l l . A . 2 ~- Collect data for investigations using scientific process skills including observing, estimating
and measuring.
11. A. 2d - Use data to produce reasonable explanations.
13.B.2d - Compare the relative effectiveness of reducing, reusing, and recycling in actual situations.
Performance Task(s) What do students do to demonstrate knowledge and skills?
The students will be actively involved in the class investigation by helping conduct the
demonstration about the percentage of water that is able to be consumed. They will also do a survey in
their own homes of the water usage that will allow them to see how much water is used in their own
homes on a daily basis.

Scoring Criteria On what traits will students responses be evaluated?
The teacher will be able to evaluate the students on their verbal comments during the class
demonstration. She will be to hear what the students are learning by listening to the comments and
responses they are providing during the class discussion.
For the home survey the students will perform, the teacher will be able to look and the survey the
students completed to evaluate them. She can see how well the students conducted the home survey and to
what conclusions they came to during the investigation.

Other Assessments
The students will also be assessed by writing a short response about what they learned from this
investigation. They will also be able to tell what the teacher what habits they can change that would
reduce their wasting of water and become more conservative with it.

Kimberly Spohn

Instruction
What activities will students engage in to help them perform well on the assessments?
This lesson will be taught in two parts 1) "All the Water in the World" 2) "How Much Water Do You
Use?"

1

I will use this lesson as part of my "Go Green" Week lessons during Earth Day.

A. Introduce the lesson
1. The students will be asked what is the special unit we are focusing on this week? Earth Day
2. Then I will inform them how an important resource we have is water and how important it is
that we are aware of how we are using it.
B. Begin the lesson
Materials needed for "All the Water in the World"
a. 5 gallons of water
b. 5 gallon aquarium
c. measuring cup (24 - ounces)
d. green food coloring
e. ice cube tray
f. ice pack
g. dropper
h. 6 ounce - see through container
i. sand
1. Show the students the 5 gallon aquarium filled with the water. Tell them to imagine that the
container represents all the water in the world.
2. Ask the students to name the different ways water can be found in the natural form in the
world. ( ocean, ground water, rivers, ice capslglaciers, inland seas1 salt lakes, atmosphere).
3. Remove 18 oz. of water from the aquarium with a measuring cup. Using green food coloring,
color the remaining water in the aquarium. Tell the students that this water represents all the water on
earth held in oceans. The water in the measuring cup represents all the water in the world that is not
ocean water.
4. Pour 15 ounces of the water from the measuring cup into an ice cube tray. This water
represents all the water held in glaciers and ice caps. This water is not readily available for our use. Then
place the ice pack in the aquarium to represent the ice caps and glaciers.
5. The remaining 3 ounces represent the world's available fresh water. Of this amount, a fraction
of an ounce is held in the world's fresh water lakes and rivers. Place this water ( about one dropper of
water) into a student's hand.
6. The remaining water (about 2.5 ounces) is ground water. Pour the remaining water into the cup
of sand, explain that this is what is referred to as ground water and that this water is held in pore spaces of
soil and fractures of bedrock.

I Wrap up the lesson

Discuss with the students how it is important that we use the water that comes through our faucets
I sparingly because there is little of this water available to us in the world. Refer back to the water in the
cup of sand. The students can also be informed that there are ways to take the salt out of the salt water but
those methods are very expensive.
Lesson 2 How Much Water Do You Use?

-

Kimberly S ~ o h n

Introduce the lesson- Relate back to the first lesson by asking students how much ground water is
available from the earth? Then tell the students that today's lesson is designed to make them aware of
how much water individuals and families use on a weekly basis.
Begin the lesson:
1. Distribute the copies of the story, "The Case of the Mysterious Renters". Read the story as a
class. Then have the students answer the questions in partners.
2. Then hand out the surveys and read the instructions. The students will need to keep a survey of
the water usage used in their homes for a week. Before the students begin collecting the data we will
have a class discussion about what they hypothesis will be the outcome of the water usage in their homes.
3. After one week of collection, the students will bring in their water surveys. Once the students
have answered the questions that are based on the survey then will tell about the water usage activity in
their homes.
4. After everyone has shared their results, we will then discuss ways to conserve water, i.e.- turn
off the faucet when you brush your teeth, take shorter showers, reuse shower towels, use the dishwasher
instead to doing dishes by hand, etc.
Wrap up the lessonThe students will be asked to write a paragraph about what they learned from these two lessons. How
have they become more aware of the amount of water available to us to use for human consumption use.

Resources: Water Conservation Lesson Ideas:
http://www.epa.gov/regionO 1/students/pdfs/gndw-7 12.pdf

The Case o f the Mysterious
Mrs. Jackson has called the water detectives to help her solve a serious problem. She
has heard that the detectives have an excellent record for solving mysteries.
"What seems to be the problem?" asked one of the water detectives.
"Well," said Mrs. Jackson, "as you know, I rent out several apartments to college
students. I never allow more than four students to stay in one apartment. But, in
Apartment 319, I just know that there are more than four people. I just can't prove it."
One of the water detectives interrupted her with a question, "Have you ever tried
making surprise visits? "
"Yes," she answered, "but every time I go there, four people or less are at home.
Those college students come and go at all hours of the day and night. There is no way
for me to keep track of how many students actually share the apartment."
"Very interesting," said one of the detectives. "I think we can help you, but first
we'll need to see last month's water bill for the apartment."
"How will that help?" asked Mrs. Jackson.
"We'll be able to see how many gallons of water were used last month," said
another water detective.
Mrs. Jackson found the bill. It revealed that last month the occupants used
15,000 gallons.
"Let's see," said one of the detectives. "Last month was September, which has 30
days. If we divide 15,000 gallons by 30 days, we know that they used 500 gallons a
day. "
"Yes," said Mrs. Jackson, "but is that a little or a lot?"
"We'll have to investigate and get back to you. We'll do a survey to find out how
much the average person uses," said the detective.
With that, the water detectives left Mrs. Jackson with a promise to return soon
with an estimate of how many people were sharing the apartment. The water detectives
decided that they needed to do some research to determine how much water people use
in one day. In order to come up with an estimate, they decided to find out how much
water their own families use in one day. Here's how:

,
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ACTIVITY HANDOUT: HOW MUCH WATER DO YOU USE?

v
1. Record the facts of the case.
a. The people in the apartment used
in September.
b. September has

gallons of water

days.

c. The average number of gallons of water used per day was
gallons.

2. Form a hypothesis.
a. How many gallons of water a day do you think a person uses?
gallons

3. Fill out the water survey

4. Record your conclusions.
a. How many total gallons of water did your family use in one day?
gallons
b. What is the average number of gallons of water used per person per

day in your family?
gallons
c. Based on your results, how many people do you think are living in
Mrs. Jackson's apartment?

d. Compare your answer with the answers of others in your class.

ACTIVITY HANDOUT: HOW MUCH WATER DO YOU USE?

v

SURVEY:

How Much Water
Do You Use?
b DIRECTIONS
This is a survey to find how much water you use in your home during one full week. Place a tally mark in the Times Per Day column every time someone
in your family does the activity.

--

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri

r

Sat

n
n
n
n
n
n

Toilet Flushing

Short Shower
(5-10minutes)
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Long Shower
(>I0minutes)
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t
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=
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=

x 35 gallons =

u
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u
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Tub Bath
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Teeth Brushing

WashingDisheswith
RunningWater
Washing Dishes
Filling a Basin
Using Dishwasher
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x 20 gallons =

u
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Washing Clothes

+ 1 ( 1 + 1 ) 1 t t =

x 40 gallons =

u
u
u
u
u
u
GRANDTOTAL

=

NOTE: Another significant seasonal water use is lawn and garden watering. This survey deals
with daily water use in the home, but most o f us use additional amounts o f water at school, at
work, and other places throughout the day

* These are estimated values.

I

ACTIVITY HANDOUT; HOW MUCH WATER DO YOU US?

To find average use per person in your family, divide the grand total by the
number of people in your family.
The answer is:

b FOLLOW-UP
QUESTIONS
1. In your home, which activity happened most often?

2. Which activities use the most water each time they occur?

3. What other activities at home
consume large amounts of
water?

D
SHOWER

TOILET

7

4. Why might your answer differ from that of your classmates?

0,1993,1994, National Energy Foundation. All Rights Reserved.
Used by Permission.

SAVE OUR
WATER SUPPLY

S.O.

w.

Save our Water SUDDIV

Learning Objective: Students will demonstrate knowledge of the Mahomet Aquifer and how it is
important to their community and family. The students will understand why it is important to conserve
and take care of the local water supply.

Illinois Learning Standards: 1.A.le; 1.C.lh.; 1.C.li; 11.A.la.
Materials Needed:
Handouts: Mahomet Aquifer (Illinois State Water Survey)
Mahomet Aquifer (Wikipedia Article)
Questions (for above articles)
Build your own Aquifer (instructions)
Writing Assignment (Assessment)
I. Using the handouts about the Mahomet Aquifer, discuss the importance of a good community water
supply and conservation efforts that should be implemented to protect the water source for the EastCentral Illinois area. Include in the discussion, the need for water conservation throughout the United

States. Following the discussion, assign the question handout to the students to complete on their own.

II. Review the assignment from the previous class period. Go over the handout, emphasizingthe
importance of water conservation.

Ill. Build your own Aquifer activity. Following the directions on the handout, have each studerit build his
or her own mini-aquifer.

IV. Assessment - assign a one page (typed) essay on the importance of water conservation as it applies
to students in East Central Illinois.

Internet Resources
http://en.wikipedia.orp/wikiMahomet

Aquifer

http://www.sws.uiuc.edu/gws/mahomet.asp

http://www.sws.uiuc.edu/~ws/ima~es/mahometb.gif
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/kids/grades

k-3 thirstin builds an aquifer.html

Water Conservation
Mahomet Aquifer
Writing Assignment

We know that water is essential to our existence. We have learned how fortunate we are to live in an
area that is supported by a wonderful water supply known as the Mahornet Aquifer. This water source
is not unlimited. Conservation of this great water supply is necessary for everyone who uses it.

In a well developed essay, explain why conservation of the Mahomet Aquifer is crucial to the population
of East Central Illinois. Include what you and your family can do to help make sure the Mahomet
Aquifer is available for years to come.

Your essay should be no more than one page in length. Please type your essay (double spaced).

Mahomet Aquifer Questions

Answer each of the following questions based on the reading and discussion of the Mahomet ~quifer.
1.What is an aquifer?

How was it formed?
Where did it come from?

2. Where is the Mahomet Aquifer located?

3, Why is the Mahomet Aquifer important to the Champaign Urbana area?

4. How much water is taken from the Mahomet Aquifer each day?

How many people use water from the aquifer?
How is the water from the aquifer used (give %for each type of use)?
I

What is the projected use of the Mahomet Aquifer?

5. Is there anything that affects the quality of the water from the Mahomet Aquifer?

Describe the contaminants found in the water that do not pose a human health risk.
What contaminant found in the water is a concern?
How is it removed?

6. Who oversees the management of the Mahomet Aquifer?
Who is represented in this group?
Why is it important that this organization exist?

mahometb.gif (GIF Image, 660x389 pixels)

http://www.sws.uiuc.edu/gws/irnages/mahom.

http://www.sws.uiuc.edu/gws/mahome

IWS - Center for Groundwater Science - Mahomet Aquifer

lllinois Water Survey
Address IPhone lnforrnat~on

Mahomet Aquifer
General lnformation
The Mahornet aquifer is the major groundwater resource
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for east-central Illinois. Many communities, industries, and
irrigators depend on the aquifer for their supply;
withdrawals in 1995 for municipal use are estimated at
over 30 mgd. Withdrawals for irrigation, principally in
Mason and Tazewell Counties (the Havana Lowlands
area), puts usage well over 100 mgd.
A long-term hydrograph at Champaign shows a decline in
artesian head of nearly 50 feet since 1950, as a result of .j
increasing water demand in the Champaign-Urbana area.
The elevation of the top of the aquifer in this region is at
Of the Mahornet Aquifer ('lick to
approximately 525 feet, so additional development of the
aquifer can continue in the Champaign area for quite some time. Similar, perhaps greater, declines can be
expected in other areas of development as use of the aquifer increases.

\

Groundwater Quality Water within the Mahomet aquifer is generally of excellent quality, although areas of
high ammonia and total organic carbon are known. Arsenic has also been found in some wells, approaching or
even exceeding drinking standards. An area northeast of Decatur has been found to contain elevated
concentrations of dissolved minerals, possibly as a result of upwelling from the underlying bedrock. The
potential for agricultural chemical and nutrient contamination of groundwater is also of concern in the sandy
areas of Mason and Tazewell Counties.
Increasing Demands Population projections suggest that by 2020, the Mahomet aquifer region may increase
by 100,000 people to a total of 900,000. Additional demands for water may result as several central lllinois
communities currently using surface water reservoirs look to the Mahomet to alleviate reservoir capacity and
water quality problems. The additional demands of Springfield, Decatur, Bloomington, and Danville could
potentially increase groundwater demands on the Mahomet aquifer by 80 mgd.
Science for Water Resources Management While the sustained yield of the Mahomet aquifer has been
estimated to be in excess of 400 mgd, overdevelopment of the aquifer can occur in localized areas. New field
data coupled with computer modeling of the aquifer system is needed to examine development alternatives for
community planners. With respect to arsenic, a more detailed description of the distribution of contaminated
and uncontaminated areas is needed and effective water treatment methods should be developed for
communities in the affected areas. Field sampling, laboratory experiments, and modeling should be done to
predict the effects of large-scale withdrawals on the transport of arsenic in the aquifer.
Invitation to apply for membership to a regional water sup~lvplanning group
Please follow these links to find out more about our: Recent Proiects
Or you can contact our Center Director

( Center for Groundwater Science (

1 Home 1 Highlights I Staff ( Data ( lnformation ( Centers 1 Site Map I
IllinoisWater Survey, Contact lnformation
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
All files and informationO 2008 Illinois Water Survey. Terms of use.
Email the Web Administrator with questions or comments.
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Mahomet Aquifer
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Mahomet Aquifer is the most important aquifer in east-central Illinois. The sand and gravel aquifer is
part of the buried Mahomet Bedrock Valley. It underlies 15 counties and ranges from 50 to 200 feet (15 to
60 m) thick. It supplies over 100 million gallons a day (MGD) of groundwater for public water use,
industrial supply, and irrigation.
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Hydrogeologic setting
\

The Mahomet Aquifer consists of sand and gravel deposited by glacial meltwater flowing westward along
the Mahomet Bedrock Valley during the pre-Illinois glacial episode. This bedrock valley forms the western
part of the Teays-Mahomet Bedrock Valley System that extends into Illinois from Indiana (Larson et al,
2003). Most of the sand and gravel of the Mahomet Aquifer is from the lower half of the Banner Formation
and belongs to the Mahomet Sand Member which is buried 100 to 200 feet (30 to 60 m) below the ground
surface. The aquifer underlies 1.26 million acres (5,100 km2)of land in east-central lllinois and spans 15
counties (Panno and Korab, 2000). The Mahomet ranges from four to fifteen miles wide (6 to 24 km) and 50
to 200 hundred feet thick (15 to 60 m), although the average thickness is 100 feet (30 m). The aquifer is
confined except in Mason, Menard, and Tazewell Counties in the west near the Illinois River.

Groundwater use
The Mahomet Aquifer supplies approximately 850,000 people with water. The Illinois Bureau of the
Budget [l] (http://www.state.il.us/budget/)projects that the population could increase to about 910,000
people by 2020. An estimated 100 million gallons a day (MGD) of groundwater is pumped from the aquifer
to supply municipal, agricultural, commercial, industrial, and rural domestic users (Larson et al, 2003).
Approximately 45% of the water withdrawn is consumed by the public, 29% by industry, and 18% by
commercial users (Panno and Korab, 2000). The remaining percentage is for other uses such as livestock
and irrigation.
,

As the population increases and economic growth occurs in the region, the demand for water also rises.
Concern about additional groundwater withdrawal and the resulting repercussions has encouraged planning,
management, and groundwater studies. The Illinois State Geological Survey [2]
(http://www.isgs.uiuc.edu/) and the Illinois State Water Survey [3] (http://www.sws.uiuc.edu/) have

-
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collected data that indicate declining water levels in certain parts of the Mahomet Aquifer.

Water quality
The water quality in the Mahomet Aquifer is high in dissolved minerals and iron which is typical of the
water quality of all groundwater. Neither of these pose a human health risk. One contaminant that is of
concern is the naturally occurring arsenic. The arsenic leaches from oxidized-pyrite. Concentrations can
range from 20 to 70 parts per billion Oppb) which exceeds the new standard adopted by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency [4] (http://www.epa.gov/) (Panno and Korab, 2000). The new standard
is 10 ppb. Water supply systems must comply with the new standard from January 23,2006 @PA, 2004).
Fortunately, arsenic can be effectively removed with commercially available water-treatment systems.

Mahomet Aquifer Consortium
The Mahomet Aquifer Consortium (MAC)[5] (http://www.mahometaquiferconsortium.org/)was formed
in 1998 with the purpose of developing a study and management plan for the aquifer. The group consists of
70 representatives from the public, water authorities, water companies, professional groups, and local,
county, state, and federal governments. The goal of the MAC is to study the aquifer so that informed
decisions can be made about meeting future water demand as populations increase and extreme weather
events occur (MAC, 2004).
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Thirstin Builds an Aquifer in a Cup (Aquifer
on the Go)
Background
Many communities obtain their
drinking water from
underground sources called
aquifers. Water suppliers or
utility officials often drill wells
through soil and rock into
aquifers for the ground water
contained therein to supply the
public with drinking water.
If
Home owners who cannot
obtain their drinking water from
f"..+%T b'd-5:
a public water supply, will have
km- <Jc3
their own private wells drilled on '4:
K:
5and
their property. Unfortunately,
ground water can become
contaminated by harmful
chemicals, such as lawn care
products and household cleaners that were used or disposed of improperly, and any
number of other pollutants, that can enter the soil and rock, polluting the aquifer and
eventually the well. Such contamination can pose a significant threat to human health.
The measures that must be taken by well owners and water plant operators to either
protect or clean up contaminated aquifers are quite often costly.

~

~

,

~
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Note: This demonstrationshould follow a class discussion on potentialsources
of pollution to drinking water supplies.
Objectives
To illustrate how water is stored in an aquifer, how ground water can become
contaminated, and how this contamination ends up in a drinking water well. Ultimately,
students should get a clear understanding of how careless use and disposal of harmful
contaminants above the ground can potentially end up in the drinking water below the
ground. This particular experiment can be done by each student at their work station.

Materials needed per student
1. 1 clear plastic cup that is 2 314" deep x 3 114" wide for each student
2. Ipiece of modeling clay or floral clay that will allow a 2 flat pancake to be
made by each student for their cup
3. White play sand that will measure 114" in bottom of each student's cup
4. Aquarium gravel (natural color if possible) or small pebbles (approximately 112
cup per student)
(HINT: As many small rocks may have a powdery residue on them, you may
wish to rinse and dry them on a clean towel prior to use. It is best if they do not

Drinking Water & Ground Water Kids' Stuff
add cloudiness to water.)
5. Red food coloring
6. 1 bucket of clean water and small cup to dip water from bucket

Procedure
1. Pour 114" of white sand in the bottom of each cup completely covering the
bottom of the container. Pour water into the sand, wetting it completely ( there
should be no standing water on top of sand). Let students see how the water is
absorbed in the sand, but remains around the sand particles as it is stored in the
ground and ultimately forming part of the aquifer.
2. Have each student flatten the modeling clay (like a pancake) and cover 112 of
the sand with the clay (have each student press the clay to one side of the
container to seal off that side). The clay represents a "confining layer" that keeps
water from passing through it. Pour a small amount of water onto the clay. Let
the students see how the water remains on top of the clay, only flowing into the
sand below in areas not covered by the clay.
3. Use the aquarium rocks to form the next layer of earth. Place the rocks over the
sand and clay, covering the entire container. To one side of the cup, have
students slope the rocks, forming a high hill and a valley (see Thirstin's
illustration). Explain to students that these layers represent some of the many
layers contained in the earth's surface. Now pour water into your aquifer until the
water in the valley is even with your hill. Students will see the water stored
around the rocks. Explain that these rocks are porous, allowing storage of water
within the pours and openings between them. They will also notice a "surface"
supply of water (a small lake) has formed. This will give them a view of both the
ground and surface water supplies which can be used for drinking water
purposes.
4. Use the food coloring and put a few drops on top of the rock hill as close to the
inside wall of the cup as possible. As an example, explain to students that often
old wells are used to dispose of farm chemicals, trash, and used motor oil. This
practice can show up in the ground water and their drinking water. They will see
that the color spreads not only through the rocks, but also to the surface water
and into the white sand at the bottom of their cup. This is one way pollution can
spread throughout the aquifer over time.

Follow up
Discuss with students other activities that could pollute their aquifer. Assign students
the task of locating activities around the school or their own homes that could pollute
their drinking water sources if not properly maintained. Allow students to drain off the
water in their cups and carry home their container to refill with water and show their
parents surface and ground water and how the food coloring illustrates pollution activity
above their aquifer can affect all water. Students should discuss with parents what
steps they can take as a household to prevent water pollution.
Download PDF VERSION: (237 K PDF FILE, 2 pgs) {ALL ABOUT PDF FILES)
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WATER
CONSERVATION
LESSON PLANS

Jen Schickedanz
Water Conserva.lion Lesson Plans
Summer 2008
Week Unit -- Introduction to Water Conservation 45 minutes a day. These
lessons are aimed at special education students in 4th and 5th grade.
Illinois learning standards: 12.E.2a Identify and explain natural cycles of
the Earth's land, water and atmospheric systems (e.g., rock cycle, water
cycle, weather patterns).

Monday- Introduce the water cycle
Use the website:

Using the information found on this website, introduce the main ideas of
the water cycle.
Activity:
Have the students create posters of the water cycle.

Tuesday

Review the water cycle, continue working on posters, students should
complete them.
Wednesday

Go to the computer lab and do the website
htt~://www.e~a.~ov/OGWDW/kids/flash/flash
matchincr.html together.
This is a game on water usage. Students learn how many gallons it takes to
do common daily tasks.
After they have completed the website game, pass out this page to see if
they can answer these questions correctly.

Fun Facts Matching Game
Draw a line matching the items on the left to the amount of water on the right.
1. Taking a shower

A. 30 gallons

2. Watering the lawn

B. 180 gallons

3. Washing the dishes

C. 4-7 gallons

-. D. 1 /2gallon

4. Washing clothes
5. Flushing the toilet

E. 39,090 gallons

6. Brushing teeth

F. 62,600 gallons

7. Drinking

G. 15-30gallons

8. Needed to produce one ton of steel

H. 9.3 gallons

9. Needed to process one can of fruit or
vegetables

I. 1 gallon
J. 9-20 gallons

10. Needed to manufacture a new car and
its four tires

Thursday

Today we'll discuss where our water comes from.
Here are some sources of information about the Mahomet Aquifer and
private wells.

http://en.wikipedia.orq/wiki/Ma hornet Auuifer
http://www.weIlowner.orq

Friday

These are some more very fun games for learning/ reviewing water facts.
Playing these games with a partner should be able to teach and reinforce
some of the important lessons that we've been learning this week.

Most importantly, have students tell their parents and siblings what they
learned about water, were it comes from, how to conserve it, and how
important it is!

THE
IMPORTANCE OF
WATER & THE
NEED TO
SUSTAIN IT

The Importance of Water and the Need
to Sustain It for Our Use

A Unit by Cheryl Barringer

ELE 5700-705 Environmental Education
An Earth Partners Course on Sustainabilityin Agriculture

July 29,2008

Unit Rationale
I wish to expand upon a topic that I already teach, landforms, and use it as a
beginning point to focus on water. In the Champaign School District we learn about
landforms in the science unit "Reading the Landscape." In this unit we learn about
landforms above ground and also about land formations below the ground, such as the
earth's crust and core, and volcanoes. I would like to let students know what lies
beneath the surface here in East Central Illinois -- the Mahomet Aquifer. Water is a
necessary and limited natural resource, and I want to show students the importance of
being good stewards when it comes to protecting our water supply. The unit will
address the way that water is used, how it can be polluted, and how it can be conserved.
Controversial topics such as ethanol and the use of chemicals with also be examined.
Most of the activities are web-based, so I have printed off many sheets to give you an
idea of what the websites have to offer to my fifth grade students.
The unit has been divided into 8 lessons:

Lesson I: The Importance of Water to Our World and Nation.
This lesson had a brief demonstration to show how little of the earth's water is
available for man's use. This comes from Nebraska's Ag in the Classroom via the Kansas
Ag in the Classroom website. Students will then look at how Water is used in the United
States by examining "Water Use in the United States," a part of the United States
Geological Survey's Water Science for Schools website.
Lesson 2: The Importance of Water Here in East Central Illinois.
This lesson looks at an article published by the University of Illinois at
Springfieldwhich suggests that water in Illinois may not be as plentiful as people think.
Wetlands will then be studied so that students know what they are, and what benefits
they have for our water supply, and how they have disappeared over time. This will be
done through an EPA website. Finally, students will watch a Powerpoint presentation
learn about the Mahomet Aquifer and the issues it is facing as the demand for water
grows here in East Central Illinois. The power point is combination of two different
presentations. One was produced by Men Wehrmann, who is the Director of the Center
for Groundwater Science at the Illinois Water Survey. The other was produced by David
R Larson, Acting Head of Hydrology at the Illinois Water Survey.
Lesson 3: How Much Water Do You Use?
This lesson is from the Kansas Ag in the Classroom website and has students
track the amount of water they use as individuals each day, as well the water use for their
family. This is done for seven days.
Lesson 4: Pollution's Solution.
This lesson is from the Tennessee Ag in the Classroom website. Students will
learn the causes of water pollution, make a sample of water pollution, try to come up
with solutions to the problem, and understand that their actions can affect the
quality of water. It is designed for 6th grade, but I think it could easily be done by 5th
graders.
Lessong: Bitter Waters Blues.
This lesson is also from the Tennessee Ag in the classroom website. To begin, the
class would review how we depend upon groundwater and concerns about its
contamination by looking at The Groundwater Foundation's website.

Students would them watch a demonstrationto simulate how groundwater is
contaminated and then read a real-life account of a time when this actually happened.
This lesson is designed for 8th grade, but with careful guidance from the teacher, can be
done by 5th graders.

Lesson 6: Clean It Up.
This lesson is again from the Tennessee Ag in the classroom website. It
addresses point and non-point pollution from nature, industry, agriculture, and urban
sources. It is designed for 8~ graders and has a lot of technical and science content, but
with a teacher's guidance much can be gleaned by 5th grade students. To end this lesson,
students would complete a Pollution Sources worksheet produced by the Purdue
University Extension.
Lesson 7: Ethanol: Good or Bad for the Environment?
Students would look at 2 articles from the Live Science website. One article is
pro-ethanol because it cuts down on the need for fossil fuels and the other is ant-ethanol
because of the large amount of water that is needed in order to operate an ethanol plant.
The anti-ethanol article is about the debate in Champaign-Urbana when The Andersons
wanted to build a plant here in the last year or two.
Lesson 8: Pesticides and IPM
This lesson is from the Tennessee Ag in the Classroom website. Students will
learn about pesticides of the pest and present, and how pesticides have been made safer
over the years. Students will conduct an experiment to try to simulate the steps a
farmer goes through when using pesticides. The students will then learn about pest
management from an integrated pest management vs. physical standpoint, as well as
biological vs. chemical one by looking at the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Natural Resources
Conservation Service's Backyard Conservation Tip Sheet.

Lesson 1: The Importance of Water to Our World and Our Nation
Estimated Time to Complete: One 45-minute session
Instruction Objectives:
1. Students will see just how little of the earth's water is able to be used by people and
animals to use.
2. Students will be able to explain how water is used in the United States for various
purposes.
Illinois State Learning Standardsto be addressed:
State Goal 3B: Compose well-organized and coherent writing for specific
purposes and audiences.
State Goal qA: Listen effectively in formal and informal situations.
State Goal iul: Know and apply the concepts, principals, and processes of
scientific inquiry.
State Goal iaE: Know and apply concepts that describe the features and
processes of Earth and its resources.
State Goal 13B: Know and apply concepts that describe the interaction
between science, technology, and society.
Materials List: gallon jug, water, blue food coloring, measuring cup, medicine
dropper, SmartBoard, computer, one copy of The Importance of H20 worksheet,
htt~://ga.water.us~s.~ov/ed:~iwateruse.htn~l
(bookmarked on computer)
Procedure: Complete the Activity and Assessment sections on "The Importance of
H20 Worksheet.
Using the SmartBoard, explore the Water Use in the United States website. Look
at each section together, reading and discussing the information as well as interpreting
maps and graphs. Remind students that the data is from 2000. DOthey think any of the
data would be different in 2008? If SO,which data, and how would it differ?
Evaluation: Each student will write 1-3paragraphs, telling what he or she learned in
the lesson today.
Extension: Complete the Discussion Questions and/or the Related Activities sections
of "The Importance of H20" worksheet.

Lesson 2: The Importance of Water Here in East Central Illinois
Estimated Time to Complete: one 60-minute period
Instructional Objectives:
I. Students will be able to give reasons that explain why Illinois' water supply may not
be limitless.
2. Students will be able to explain what wetlands are, explain how their loss negatively
impacts the environment, and give reasons for the loss of wetlands over time.
3. Students will be able to explain that the Mahomet Aquifer is tell about some of the
changes that it has made over time.

4. Students will be exposed to detailed vocabulary and statistics in order for them to

understand trends and potential problems our groundwater could face.
Illinois Learning Standards to be addressed:
State Goal 3B: Compose well-organized and coherent writing for specific
purposes and audiences.
State Goal qA: Listen effectively in formal and informal situations.
State Goal iaE: Know and apply concepts that describe the features and
processes of the Earth and its resources.
State Goal 13B: Know and apply concepts that describe the interaction
between science, technology, and society.
State Goal 17C Understand relationships between geographic factors and
society.
Materials List: SmartBoard,Computer, Mahomet Aquifer PowerPoint Presentation,
h M p : l / i l l i n o i s i s s u e s . u i s . e d ~ / a r c h i v e s j 2 0 r n l(Bookmarked on computer)
hM~://~~.epa.govlregion~~/students/pfs/wech.pdf
(Bookmarked on computer)
Procedures:
Using the SmartBoard, read and discuss the article "HaOutlook: Water May Not
Be as Plentiful as Illinoisans Think"together as a class.
Using the SmartBoard, read and discuss the "Chapter IV Threats to Wetlands"
article as a class.
Show the class the Mahomet Aquifer PowerPoint presentation, discussing each
slide and answering any questions that students might have.
Evaluation: Each students will write 1-3paragraphs that explain what he or she has
learned today.

Lesson 3: How Much Water Do You Use?
Estimated Time to Complete: one 30-minute class period, plus 10-15 minutes each
evening for 7 nights in a row, and one 60-minute class period
Instructional Objectives:
I. Students will complete logs in order to determine how much water he/she uses as an
individual in a day and in a week.
2. Students will complete logs in order to determine how much water his/her family
uses in a day and in a week.
Illinois Learning Standards to be addressed:
State Goal 3B: Compose well-organized and coherent writing for specific
purposes and audiences.
State Goal qA: Listen effectively in formal and informal situations.
State Goal 4B: Speak effectively using language appropriate to the situation
and audience.
State Goal 6B: Investigate, represent, and solve problems using number facts,
operations (addition, subtractions, multiplication, and division) and their properties,
algorithms and relationships.

State Goal 6C: Compute and estimate using mental mathematics, paper-andpencil methods, calculators and computers.
State Goal iul: Know and apply the concepts, principals, and processes of
scientific inquiry.
State Goal 13A: Know and apply the accepted practices of science.
State Goal 13B: Know and apply concepts that describe the interaction
between science, technology, and society.
State Goal 17C: Understand relationships between geographic factors and
society.
Materials List: one copy each of p. 33 and p. 37 for teacher to lead the activity, one
copy of p. 34 for each student, personal log sheets (one for each member of a student's
family--varies for each student), one Family Water Use Sheet for each student, one copy
of "Questionsto Consider" on p. 37 for each student
Procedure: Share the information on p. 33 with the class. (Substitute information on
the Mahomet Aquifer in place of the paragraph about Kansas.) Work through the
activities on p. 34 looking at how much water is used on average. For activities with no
amount listed or for different activities, students should try to estimate how much water
is used. Go over the directions for completing the personal log and family log. Allow
students to complete them over the next 7 days. On the eighth day, students should total
up the logs and family sheets and answer the questions on p. 37. (I would give them
time during class to do this.) Then discuss the results that students and their answers to
the questions in class.
Extensions: Complete "The Dripping Faucet" using the class sink. Students could
also complete "Are You Losing Water from the Toilet?" at home (for extra credit?) and
then students could share results in a class discussion.
Evaluation: Personal logs, family sheets, and the written answers to the questions
would be assessed for accuracy, detail of answers, etc.

Lesson 4: Pollution's Solution
Estimated Time to Complete: one 60-minute session
Instructional Objectives:
1. The students will learn the many causes of water pollution from human wastes to
industrial dumping.
2. The students will work in groups of 4 make their own sample of water pollution.
3. The students will examine causes and effects of pollution and come up with solutions
to this problem.
4. The students will understand that their actions can make a difference in the quality
of water.
Illinois Learning Standardsto be addressed:
State Goal 3B: Compose well-organized and coherent writing for specific
purposes and audiences.
State Goal qA: Listen effectively in formal and informal situations.
State Goal lul: Know and apply the concepts, principals, and processes of

scientific inquiry.
State Goal 13B: Know and apply concepts that describe the interaction
between science, technology, and society.
State Goal 17C: Understand relationships between geographicfactors and
society.
Materials: Please see materials list on p. HEA-8. Each student should also have a copy
of the student sheet (Pam and Phil HEA-11 and HEA-12)
Procedure: Please follow the procedure listed on p. HEA-9 and HEA-10.
Evaluation: Have students write a paragraph or two telling what they learned about
water pollution.
Extensions:
I. Have students write an essay describing how water becomes polluted and what they
can do to prevent it.
2. Have the students create artwork, "Polluting Our Waters."

Lesson 5: Bitter Waters Blues
Estimated Time to Complete: one 45-minute class period
Instructional Objectives:
I. Students will review the uses for groundwater as well as ways it can be contaminated.
2. Students will describe how point source pollutants move through ground water.
Illinois Learning Standardsto be addressed:
State Goal 3B: Compose well-organized and coherent writing for specific
purposes and audiences.
State Goal qA: Listen effectively in formal and informal situations.
State Goal 4B: Speak effectively using language appropriate to the situation
and audience.
State Goal 12E: Know and apply concepts that describe the features and
processes of the Earth and its resources.
State Goal i7C: Understand relationships between geographic factors and
society.
Materials List: See the list on p. HEA-I., SmartBoard, Computer,
http:i/www. ~r~~~~~dwater.org;lgi/co~~ta~~~i~~atio~~concerns.hti~~l

11ttp://www.~roundwater.or~lgilso~trcesof~wco1~ta~n.11tml

http://www.~roundwater.ora/giide~end.html
(all websites bookmarked on computer)

Procedure: To review groundwater uses and contamination concerns, go over the
groundwater websites with students on the SmartBoard.
Begin the Bitter Waters lesson by following Step 1 listed on p. HEA-2 and HEA-3. At the
bottom of the left column of HEA-3, discuss possibility that tanks contain fuel oil or
radioactive materials. Read and discuss the "Ground Water Contamination Story" (p.
HEA-5)
Evaluation: Students will write a paragraph or two to explain what they learned from
this lesson.
Extensions: Students could research what steps their community is taking to avoid
ground water contamination from storage tanks, landfills, or wastewater disposal ponds.
(It would be advisable to have a list any such places in the community so that students
can have a definite purpose as they research.)

Lesson 6: Clean It Up
Estimated Time to Complete: one 60-minute class period
Instructional Objectives:
I. Students will explain reasons for water quality degradation.
2. Students will explain the difference between point-source and non-point-source
pollution.
3. Students will explain challenges in determining water quality standards.
4. Students will explain how some of the best management practices that use the
filtering properties of natural materials can protect water quality.
Illinois Learning Standardsto be addressed:
State Goal qA: Listen effectively in formal and informal situations.
State Goal qB: Speak effectively using language appropriate to the situation
and audience.
State Goal iaE: Know and apply concepts that describe the features and
processes of the Earth and its resources.
State Goal i3B: Know and apply concepts that describe the interaction
between science, technology, and society.
Materials List: one copy of the supporting information on p. HEA-40 -46 (typed on
its own sheets) for each student;
one copy of Watershed Connections worksheet packet for each student (found at
http://~~w.four-h.~urdue.edu/staff.horne/natalie/ResourceslWAT11PollutionSources.doc)
Procedure: Read and discuss the supporting information with students, making sure
they understand the difference between point-source and non-point-source pollution. I
do not expect students to completely understand these concepts on their own, but they
should be exposed enough that they can give examples of the objectives when thinking of
the discussion and referring back to the supporting information packet. Have students

I,

try to complete the Watershed Connections worksheet packet independently. Then go
back and go over the sheets together to be sure that students have the correct
information. Students can go over the last sheet at home with their parents and then
report their findings back at school.
Evaluation: Make sure students were attentive in class, completed the worksheet
packet, and made every attempt to learn the new information.

Lesson 7: Ethanol: Good or Bad for the Environment
Estimated Time to Complete: One 45-minute period
Instructional Objectives:
I. Students will participate in a class discussion about the pros and cons of ethanol.
2. Students will think critically in order to decide their opinion on ethanol.
Illinois State Learning Standardsto be addressed:
State Goal 3B: Compose well-organized and coherent writing for specific
purposes and audiences.
State Goal qA: Listen effectively in formal and informal situations.
State Goal 4B: Speak effectively using language appropriate to the situation
and audience.
State Goal I ~ E :Know and apply concepts that describe the features and
processes of the Earth and its resources.
State Goal 17C: Understand relationships between geographic factors and
society.
Materials List: computer, SmartBoard, articles bookmarked on computer:
http://w~iw.livescience.com/environment/o6
ap ethanol water.htm1
h t t w : / l w ~ i w . l i v e s c i e n c e . c o ~ n /ethanol
e ~ ~ ~ better.htrnl
Procedure: Using the SmartBoard, read and discuss the article, "Ethanol Fuel More
Advantageous than Thought." Then read and discuss the article, "Ethanol Plants' High
Water Demands Raises Concerns." Have students compare and contrast the pros and
cons of ethanol on the chalkboard.
Evaluation: Students should write a paragraph or two explaining their opinion on
ethanol and tell why they feel that way.

Lesson 8: Pesticides and IPM
Estimated Time to Complete: One 60-minute lesson
Instruction Objectives:
I. Students will explain why detection of a substance does not necessarily mean that it

is harmful.
Students will explain why pesticides can be used in such small amounts.
3. Students will explain why pesticides benefit people and the environment.
4. Students will explain other ways that can be used to control pests instead of using
pesticides.
5. Students will think critically in order to determine their opinion on the best way to
manage pests.
2.

Illinois State Learning Standardsto be addressed:
State Goal 3B: Compose well-organized and coherent writing for specific
purposes and audiences.
State Goal qA: Listen effectively in formal and informal situations.
State Goal 4B: Speak effectively using language appropriate to the situation
and audience.
State Goal iaE: Know and apply concepts that describe the features and
processes of the Earth and its resources.
State Goal 13B: Know and apply concepts that describe the interaction
between science, technology, and society.
State Goal 17C: Understand relationships between geographicfactors and
society.
Materials List: one copy of the supporting information packet (p. HEA-49-HEA-53)
per student; one copy of the Pest Management Backyard Conservation Tip Sheet packet
per student (can be found at
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/featurelbacl~ard/pesti~~gt.html)
Procedure: Read and discuss the Supporting Information Packet with students. Then
read and discuss the Pest Management packet with students. Ask students how many of
them think they would only use pesticides? How many would try some of the manual
techniques. Have students compare and contrast the pros and cons of the various
methods on the chalkboard.
Evduatioani: Students should write a paragraph or two that tells me what kind of pest
management techniques they would choose to use to eliminate pests from their yard or
garden. Would it be go to only have this technique available to you? Why or why not?

Websites Utilized for this Unit:

h t t p : / ~ m w . l i v e s c i e n c e . c o i ~ ~ l e ~ ~ v iethanol
ronm~
water.html
11ttp:ll~~~.lives~ie~ice.c0~/ei~viro~
ethanol
~ m t l obetter.htm1
606

THE
IMPORTANCE

The Importance of H,O
Standards
3-4 Science Standards
Standard 1 : Science as Inquiry
Benchmark 1: All students will develop the skills necessary to do full inquuy
3-4 Geography Standards
Benchmark 2: The student analyzes the special organization of people, places, and
environments that form regions on Earth's surface.
3-4 Math Standards
Standard 1: Number and Computation
Benchmark 1: (Number Sense) The student uses numerical and computational concepts and
procedures in a variety of situations.

i ,

Activity
1. Fdl a gallon jug with water and add 1-2 drops of blue food coloring
2. Hold up the gallon of water and show that it represents all the water on the earth
3. Pour out '/4 CUP of water into a measuring cup. This representsglaciers, ice cap, and all the
freshwater in the world.
4. Take two drops of water from the '/a cup and put it in a student's hand. This represents all
ofthe water in thefieshwater lakes and rivers that is availablefarpeople and animals to me.
Assessment
The students should understand that "every living things needs water. Though water covers
approximately three-fourths of the earth, most of it is salty, undrinkable ocean water. Only
three percent is fresh, or non-salty, and three-fourths of that is in hard-to-reach places, like
glaciers and ice caps. So, it's up to you and I to do our share and conserve water, which we
unfortunately take for granted," says Ellen Hellerich, AITC coordinator.

Discussion Questions
1. Where is the most/least water?
2. Which source is the most /least usable by living things?
3. m c h source is most readily available?
4. How can you and your family conserve water at home?
5. What can farmers do to conserve water for plant and animal use?
.
6. Why is water so important?

Related Activities
1. Have students make a visual display showing the distribution of water on earth
2. Assign individuals or groups of students the task of making a poster to encourage other
to practice water conservation. Display these posters in the hallways or in the community so
many will see them.

Source: Nebraska Ag in the Classroom, Between the Rows, February 2003.
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Water Use in the United States
This section of the Water Science site is about how we use water on an everyday basis. After all,
when it comes down to it, how we use water is what is really important to the average person (I
know how important it is to have a swimming pool full of fresh, clean water in the summer). I n the
graphic below, you can choose from some general water-use topics on the left side of the pipe, or
from the categories of water use on the right side. A text menu of the topics is provided below the
graphic.
B- Summarv of water use in the United States in 2000.

Water Use
&ound water
Surf ace wntiw
Domestic we

Commercial me

---

+ 1995 summarv diaclram
+ Storytime
Categories: Ground w a t a + Surface water + &me&c
+ C&mzeych! + Pub!!!!-~L!pp& + IrrhE&iC??+ bG!L!str~
Livestock + wig + Electricity production + I-Jdroelectric
power + Wastewater treatment
General topics: Summary

Trends diaqram + Maw + Data

---

----

d Note: We report water use in million of gallons of water used per day (Mgal/d). Find out how much a million qallons is.
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Gro1.1ndwater use in the United States
The main uses of ground water include irrigation
Total water
Ground -waler
uses, drinking-water and other public uses, and for
withdrawals,
2000
withdrawals.
2000
supplying domestic water t o people who do not
receive public-supply water. The majority of water
used for self-supplied domestic and livestock
purposes came from ground-water sources. Of all
the water used in the United States in 2000 (about
408 billion gallons per day (Bgal/d) of fresh and
saline water), about 2 1 percent (69.8 Bgal/d) came
from ground-water sources. Water from surfacewater sources accounted for the remainina 79
percent. Very little saline ground water was used in 2000. Almost 99 percent of ground water came
from freshwater aquifers. A very small amount was used for industrial purposes, but most, over 60
percent, of the ground water used in mining was saline.
\

Ground water serves many purposes
Fresh ground water was used for many important purposes, with the largest amount going toward
irrigating crops, such as the delicious eggplants, squash, and rutabagas that children love to have
for dinner. Local city and county water departments withdraw a lot of ground water for public uses,
such as for delivery t o homes, businesses, and industries, as well as for community uses such as
firefighting, water services at public buildings, and for keeping local residents happy by keeping
community swimming pools full of water. Industries and mining facilities also used a lot of ground
water. I n 2000, 19 percent of freshwater usage by industries came from ground water, and 38
percent of freshwater usage at mines was ground water.
Ground-water withdrawals, by State, 2000

Grorrrld-water withdrawals

Total fresh ground-water withdrawals, 2000
8% Arkansas
6% Florida

9% Nebraska

25% Other states

[d.] - Data for the pie chart are available.
Ground-water use, by category of use, 2000
About 26 percent of the freshwater used in the United States in 2000 came from ground-water
sources. The other 74 percent came from surface water. Ground water is an important natural
resource, especially in those parts of the country that don't have ample surface-water sources, such
as the arid West. It often takes more work and costs more to access ground water as opposed to
surface water, but where there is little water on the land surface, ground water can supply the
water needs of people.
For 2000, most of the fresh
ground-water withdrawals,
~,ODD
68 percent, were for
c
irrigation, while another 19 g
* k.5,ooo percent was used for
public-supply purposes,
":$
mainly to supply drinking
O
,,D
m tn

-

k.

Fresh ground-water withdrawals, 2000
G onn

water to much of the
Nation's population. Ground water is also crucial for those people who supply their own water
(domestic use),as over 98 percent of self-supplied domestic water withdrawals came from ground
water.
[Dl - Data for this bar chart are available.
The pie charts below show the percentage of fresh ground water that was used in 2000 for various
categories of water use. For most categories, surface water is used more than ground water,
although this pattern varies geographically across the United States. Domestic (self-supplied) water
use is almost exclusively ground water, whereas the water used to produce electricity comes totally
from surface water (most of this water is used to cool equipment and often is a "pass-through"
process).

Fresh surface- and ground-water withdrawals,
by category, for the United States, 2000
(Ground-water withdrawals, In percent)
Public
IrrigaLiesupply Domestic tion Industrial Mining stock

3W

98%

a

42%
19%
Surface water

Thermoelectic
power Total

38%

57%
6%
Ground water

\

Trends in ground-water withdrawals, 1950-2000

Trends in population and fresh ground-water
withdrawals, 1950-2000

27.3

Ground-water truelfalse quiz

/

Estimated Use of Water in the United States in 2000, USGS Circular 1268:
e Ground-water withdrawals, 2000: Summarv I Data table, by State I National m a E
The Nature of Water: Environment Canada

26%

Ground-water quality +b Ground-water depletion

Water
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Surface water use in the United States
The water in the nation's rivers, streams, creeks,
Total water
Sur f a ~ e -ter
~a
lakes, and reservoirs are vitally important to our
everyday life. The main uses of surface water
withdrawals, 2000
withdrawals, 2000
include drinking-water and other public uses,
irrigation uses, and for use by the thermoelectric- Ground
power industry to cool electicity-generating
equipment. 'The majority of water used for
thermoelectric power, public supply, irrigation,
mining, and industrial purposes came from surfacewater sources. Of all the water used in the United
States in 2000 (about 408 billion gallons per day
(Bgalld), fresh and saline), over 79 percent (387 Bgalld) came from surface-water sources. Water
from ground-water sources accounted for the remaining 2 1 percent. Over 80 percent of all water
used in 2000 was freshwater, although saline water was heavily used in the thermoelectric-power
industry, and, t o a lesser extent, for industrial and mining purposes.
\

Surface-water withdrawals, by State, 2000

The map below shows surface-water withdrawals, by State, for 2000.

Surface-water withdrawals

Total fresh sufiac~-waterwithdrawals, 2088
7% Idat-~a

7% Illinois

34Bh Other. states

[Dl - Data for the pie chart are available.
Surface-water use, by category of use, 2000
Fresh surface-water withdrawals, 2000

0
ver

About 74 percent of the
freshwater used in the
United States in 2000
came from surface-water
sources. The other 26
percent came from ground
water. Surface water is an
important natural resource
used for many purposes,
especially irrigation and
public supply (supplying
people with drinking water
and for everyday uses).
[Dl - Data for this bar chart are

available.

For 2000, most of the fresh surface-water withdrawals, 52 percent,'was used in the thermoelectricpower industry to cool electricity-generating equipment. Water used in this manner is most often
returned to the water bodies it was taken from. That is why the more significant use of surface
water is irrigation, which used about 3 1 percent of all fresh surface water, but, ignoring
thermoelectric-power withdrawals, irrigation accounted for about 63 percent of the Nation's surface
water withdrawals. Public supply and industry were the next largest users of surface water.
The pie charts below show the percentage of fresh ground water that was used i n 2000 for various
categories of water use. For most categories, surface water is used more than ground water,
although this pattern varies geographically across the United States. Domestic (self-supplied) water
use is almost exclusively ground water, whereas the water used to produce electricity comes totally
from surface water (most of this water is used to cool equipment and often is a "pass-through"
process).

\

Fresh surface- and ground-water withdrawals,
by category, for the United States, 2000
(Surface-water withdrawals, in percent)
TherrnoPublic
IrrigaLivesupply Domestic tion Industrial Mining stock

electic
power

Trends in fresh surface-water withdrawals

Trends in population and fresh surface-water
withdrawals, 1950-2000
@ Surfacs water (fresh)

Trends in saline surface-water withdrawals

Total

Trends in population and saline
surface-water withdrawals, 1950~2000

Sources and more information
Estimated Use of Water in the United States in 2000, USGS Circular 1268:
Surface-water withdrawals bv water-use cateqory (data table)
Total, surface-water, and ground-water withdrawals (maps)
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Domestic water use
Of course, some of the most important uses for water are at our
homes. Domestic water use is water used for indoor and outdoor
household purposes- all the things you do at home: drinking,
preparing food, bathing, washing clothes and dishes, brushing your
teeth, watering the yard and garden, and even washing the dog. I n
this Web site, domest~cwater use just covers self-supplied domestic
water withdrawals - those people and organizations that use their
own wells t o supply their water, as opposed t o public-supplied
water.
Water generally gets to our
homes in one of two ways.
Either it is delivered by a
IMEC
city/county water department
(or maybe from a private company), or people supply their own
water, normally from a well. Water delivered to homes is called
"public suppLecJ'' and water that people supply themselves is
called "self supplied." People who supply their own water
almost always use ground. The vast majority of America's
population gets their water delivered from a public-supply
system. This makes sense, as America's population now largely
live in urban centers. You might want t o check out a bar chart below that shows how the trend over
the last 40 years of people moving to urban centers is reflected i n the water use for domestic
purposes.
Self-supplied domestic withdrawals for the Nation, 2000

/

Domestic self-supplied freshwater withdrawals, 2050
For 2000, withdrawals were an estimated
{Wlthdmwak are in mltlion gallons per day)
3,720 Mgal/d or 4,170 thousand acrefeet per year. Self-supplied domestic
Surface water (fresh)
Total freshwater withdrawals
withdrawals were about 1percent of
r@. hmssfic
total freshwater withdrawals and about 2
percent of total freshwater withdrawals
I@ DthW
for all categories excluding
thermoelectric power. About 45 million
Gra
people were self-supplied. Ground water
D~rn~sfic
was the primary source of the water (98
@ DotnesZic
percent). Between 1995 and 2000, selfQ
mfior
i
@ O&er
supplied domestic withdrawals increased
about 10 percent and the self-supplied
domestic population increased almost 7 percent. However, the self-supplied domestic population
remained at 16 percent of the total U.S. population

Domestic water use by State, 2000

Self-supplied domestic water withdrawals, 2000
8% Califamra

[dl -

Data for this chart are available.

PuertD Rico

Self-supplied population, by State, 2000

-

Domestic self-supplier1population as a

US.Virgin Islends

Puerto Rioo

Self-supplied domestic withdrawals by State, 2000

Trends in domestic water use, 1955-2000
Since the end of World War I 1 there has been a trend of people moving out of the rural countryside
and into the ever-expanding cities. This has important implications for our water resources.
Communities have had to start building large water-supply systems to deliver water to new
populations and industries.

i

I n times past, when most people lived in rural areas, they had t o find ways t o supply their own
water - often by drilling a well and pumping water to their homes. Not many city dwellers have a
well in their backyards today. A public-water supply system, such as your local water department,
nowadays delivers water to most homes. The bar chart below shows the trend toward urbanization
over the last 45 years. Notice how the blue bars (representing the millions o f poeple served by a

public water-supply system) keeps going up while the green bars (representing the number of
people who supply their own water) trended downward until 10 years ago. For the last 10 years, the
percentage of the population relying on public-supply systems has remained a t about 84 percent.
Here is a bar chart showing the public-supplied and self-supplied populations in the U.S. from 19552000.

Public-supplied and self-supplied populations
in the United States, 1955-2000

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
70% 76% 79% 80% 81% 81% 83% 83% 84% 84%
Percent of population supplied by a public water-supply system

Sources and more information
Estimated Use of Water in the United States in 2000, USGS Circular 1268:
Domestic water use, 2000: Summary I Data table, by State I National mao
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Public-supply water use
No doubt the first public-supply water system
was when Jack the Caveman was hired by his
neighbors to fetch a bucket of water from
Dinosaur River in exchange for some delicious
prehistoric bran muffins. Organized systems t ti a t
get water, clean it and deliver it to local
residents still exist all over the world.

\

I

Public water-supply systems, which you might
know better as the county and city water
departments, are vitally important to all
populations. These are government or private1
run facilities that withdraw water from rivers,
FairmontWater Works [1815-191 l),Philadelphla, Pa.
lakes, reservoirs, and wells and then deliver it to
[Photo coumsy of PhiladelphleWater ilepartment)
our homes, businesses, and schools. The
majority of the population (about 84 percent) of the United States nowadays gets their water in this
manner. You probably get your home drinking water this way (please fill out our survev). I n the
past, when the population was a lot more rural, people used to have to dig their own wells and
create storage tanks for their water supply. But with the majority of people living i n bigger cities the
public-supply systems do that work for us. All we do is turn on the tap and pay the bills!

Public-supply withdrawals for the Nation, 2000
For 2000, withdrawals were an
Public-supplyfreshwater withdrawals, 2800
(WiVldrawah arwin million galions p@iqdey.)
estimated 43,300 Mgal/d, or 48,500
thousand acre-feet per year. PublicTotalfr~shwsterv;irthdrawalg
Surface water.(fresh)
.
. .
supply withdrawals were about 13
percent of total freshwater withdrawals
and nearly 2 1 percent of total
I@Olfinr
freshwater withdrawals for all
categories excluding thermoelectric
power. About 242 million people
depended on water from public
k@ f u b , ~icupp~y
c
@.P L Y supply
~~~G
suppliers. The majority of the water for
Q Dl??er
E@ -Q!t.lser
public supply (63 percent) was
withdrawn from surface sources.
Between 1995 and 2000, public-supply withdrawals and the population served increased 8 percent.
'The population served as a percentage of thetotal U.S. population was about 85 percent in 2000.
/

Public-supply withdrawals, by State, 2000
As time has gone by, more and more people have been served by the Nation's water departments.
I n 2000, about 240 million' people of the Nation's total population of 285 million were served in this
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manner, and by 2000, about 240 million of the total population of about 285 million were served by
these systems. The map below shows the amount of public-supply withdrawals by State for 2000.

VEST
1,m I

PubOic-supply water withdrawals, 2000

,5496 Other states

EAST
I

States with the largest populations
withdrew the largest quantities of water.
California, Texas, New York, Florida, and
Illinois accounted for 40 percent of total
public-supply withdrawals and 38 percent
of the total population served by public
suppliers. The largest surface-water
withdrawals were in California and Texas,
and the largest ground-water withdrawals
were in California and Florida.
[dl - Data for this chart are available

Trends in public-supply water withdrawals, 1950-2000

,
Estimated withdrawals for public supply increased continually since 1950 along with population
served by public suppliers. Public-supply withdrawals more than tripled during this 50-year period
and increased about 8 percent from 1995 t o 2000. The percentage of population served by public
suppliers increased from 62 percent for 1950 t o 85 percent for 2000. Public-supply withdrawals
represented about 8 percent o f total withdrawals for 1950 and about 11percent for 2000. The
percentage of ground-water use for public supply increased from 26 percent for 1950 t o 40 percent
for 1985 and has remained at slightly less than 40 percent since.

Trends in population and public-supply withdrawals, 1950-2008

Sources and more information
Estimated Use of Water in the United States in 2000, USGS Circ.ular 1268:
e Public-supply water use, 2000: Surnrnarv I Data table, bv State ( National map
0 Water: The Source To Tar, Story: Canadian Council of Ministries of the Environment
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Industrial water use
The industries that produce metals, wood and paper
products, chemicals, gasoline and oils, and those
invaluable grabber utensils your dad uses t o pull out
the car keys you dropped into the garbage disposal
are major users of water. Probably every
manufactured product uses water during some part of
the production process. Industrial water use includes
water used for such purposes as fabricating,
processing, washing, diluting, cooling, or transporting
a product; incorporating water into a product; or for
sanitation needs within the manufacturing facility.
Some industries that use large amounts of water
produce such commodities as food, paper, chemicals,
refined petroleum, or primary metals.

Summary of industrial water withdrawals, 2000
For 2000, withdrawals were an estimated 19,700 million gallons per day (Mqalld), or 22,100
thousand acre-feet per year. Industrial withdrawals were about 5 percent of total withdrawals and
about 9 percent of total withdrawals for all categories excluding thermoelectric power. Surface
water was the source for 82 percent of total industrial withdrawals. Nearly all (92 percent) of the
surface-water withdrawals and nearly all (99 percent) of the ground-water withdrawals for industrial
use were freshwater. For 2000, total industrial withdrawals were 11percent less than during 1995.

Industrial water withdrawals for the Nation, 2000
For 2000, withdrawals were an estimated
137,000 million gallons per day (Mqalld),
or 153,000 thousand acre-feet per year.
Irrigation withdrawals were 40 percent of
total freshwater withdrawals and 65
percent of total freshwater withdrawals
for all categories excluding thermoelectric power. Surface water accounted
for 58 percent of the total irrigation
withdrawals. About 61,900 thousand
acres were irrigated in 2000. Of this total
acreage, about 29,400 thousand acres
were irrigated with surface (flood)
systems; 28,300 thousand acres with
sprinkler systems; and 4,180 thousand
acres with micro-irrigation systems.
Application rates were calculated by

Industrial water withdrawals, 2000
f

,2

11

Fresh
@ sai/fle

Industrial freshwater withdrawals, 2000
Total withdrawals

Total surface water

Patat ground water

dividing total withdrawals by irrigated
acres. The average application rate was 2.48 acre-feet per acre for the United States.

Industrial water withdrawals, by State, 2000
As you might expect, states such as
Indiana, Texas, West Virginia used a lot
14% Louisiana
of water in 2000 for industrial purposes.
.260$ Other statesBut, Louisiana was first, using about
2,680 million gallons of water per day,
mainly in the chemical and paper
Industries. Louislana, Indiana, and Texas
accounted for almost 38 percent of total
industrial withdrawals, while Louisiana
and Indiana accounted for 32 percent of
the total fresh surface-water withdrawals.
6% Pennsylvania The largest fresh ground-water
withdrawals were in Georgia, Louisiana,
and Texas, which tosether accounted for
23 percent of the total fresh ground-water withdrawals. Texas accounted for 71 percent of the
saline surface-water withdrawals for industry.
[dl - Data for this pie chart are available.

Industrial freshwater withdraws b, 2000

U.S. Virgin Islands

Puerto Rico
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Sources and more information
Estimated Use of Water in the United States in 2000, USGS Circular 1268:
Industrial water use, 2000: Summary I Data table, by State I National map_

Industrial w a t e r use data table
Industrial water use map
Water Use
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IV Threats to Wetlands
Until recently, wetlands have been considered mosquitoinfested, mucky, dangerous, and unhealthful places - certainly
not a place to take your class! Due in pan to these
misconceptions, over half of the wetlands in the U.S. have been
destroyed since the 1700's. They have been drained for
agricultural activities, filled for housing developments and
industrial complexes, and used as dumping sites for household
and hazardous wastes. Despite the fact that scientists have
discovered wetlands to be valuable ecosystems, their
destruction continues worldwide.

How ARE WETLANDS
LOST?
Haman Activities
Urban & stlbtlrban development - filling and dredging wetlands for
houses, commercial buildings, ports, highways, airports, waste
disposal sites, and other construction projects. Paving large areas with
asphalt and concrete increases the rate and amount of surface runoff
which increases the likelihood of flooding. Development can also
causefragmentation of large wetland systems. For example, road
crossings disrupt the continuity of a system and adversely impact
wildlife. Numerous, small impacts to wetlands within a watershed can
add up to a significant cumulative loss.

A World in Our Backyard
\A
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Some Nonpoint Source Pollutants
Bacteria and vimses - found in sewage and
septic tank effluents as well as in rainwater
runoff from streets and farms.
Ntltrients -while nutrients like nitrogen and
phosphorus are essential ingredients for
plants and animals, excessive amounts in
water result in accelerated growth of algae.
Blooms of algae block out sunlight needed
by plants and pollute the water.
Petroleumprodtrcts-gasoline, oil, and grease
are often carried by rain from streets,
parking lots, and commercial areas.

I^&"w

Organic chemicals -pesticides and household
or industrial cleaners and solvents are carried
by rain from farms and commercial areas to
water bodies.

Heavy metals -lead, arsenic, mercury,
copper, chromium, zinc, and cadmium
originate in vehicle exhaust, industrial
emissions, incinerators,and landfds. They
may be carried by rain water or leached
hectly into groundwater.
Sediments -The energy of moving water
erodes and suspends particles of sand, silt,
clay, plant material, and microscopic
plankton. This creates a condition called
turbidity. While turbidty is a natural condition,
it can be harmfully accelerated by land use
that removes protective vegetative cover and
exposes bare soil. Excessive turbidity causes
problems for spawning fish and drinking
water quality. Turbidity also blocks light
penetration thus reducing aquatic plant
growth.
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AgricthaI activities - ditching, draining, and
clearing wetlands for farming.
Pond and lake constnlction - diking, excavating,
and flooding wetlands for water supply,
flood protection, recreation, and other
purposes.
Mining - for peat, coal, sand, gravel, and
other products.

Natqral Threats
Erosion, sea level rise, droughts, hurricanes,
and overgrazing by wildlife can also impact
wetlands.

WetlandDegradation
Polltlh'on from pesticides, heavy metals,
sediments, domestic sewage, and fertilizers
discharged from a variety ofpoint sotlrces (e.g.,
direct discharges from industrial complexes)
or nonpoint sotlrces (e.g., runoff carrying road
salt from highways) degrade the quality of
wetland waters.
There are many ways to remove pollutants
from water, but they are generally very
complicated and expensive to implement. It
is far better to prevent pollutants from
getting into water supplies in the first place.
Wetlands are effective filters for some,
though not all, potential water pollutants.

A World in Our Back~~ard
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CONSEQUENCES
OFWETLAND
LOSS
Flooding
Billions of local, state, and federal dollars have
been spent over the years to dike and dam
rivers to prevent them from flooding.
Nonetheless, floods continue to seriously
damage the property and livelihoods of
thousands of Americans, as evidenced by the
1993 flooding of the Midwest. Wetlands are
natural flood control systems - they absorb
peak flood flows and later release them more
slowly, reducing flood damage to property
downstream.

Decli~ingWaterQuality
Wetland loss can also result in water quality decline.
Example: Forested wetlands play an important role in reducing
excessive nutrients entering the Chesapeake Bay. One wetland was
shown to remove approximately 80% of phosphorus and 90% of
nitrogen from a tributary entering the Bay. Destruction of these
wetlands would increase eutrophication (see Chapter 111, page 53 for
discussion). Atlantic menhaden, the Bay's second most plentiful catch,
often suffer mass kills because of a lack of oxygen caused by
eutrophication.

Loss of Wildl$%Habitat
Up to 45% of rare and endangered species
rely to some extent on wetlands to some
extent for their survival. As other habitats are
lost to development, wetlands even become
the last refuge for those animals not usually
thought of as wetland-dependent, such as the
black bear and Florida
Example: The drainage of 90% of the
wetlands in Nebraska's Rainwater Basin for
agriculture has concentrated waterfowl in
greater densities in the few remaining areas,
causing outbreaks of dsease. In 1980,80,000
birds died of avian cholera because of
overcrowding in the Basin.
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Water may not be as plentifull as Illinoisans think
story and photos by Chris Young
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Everyone knows what happens when you withdraw more from a bank
account than you deposit into it.
And with heavy rains swelling rivers and keeping farmers on the
sidelines this spring, i t might be hard t o believe Illinois' bank account of
fresh water could ever be in the red. But with a growing population,
especially in northeastern Illinois, demand for water for residences,
power generation, agriculture and other uses likely will continue t o
increase. Some communities already are forecasting water shortages by
the year 2020.
Joyce O'Keefe, deputy director o f Openlands, an urban conservation
organization in the Chicago region, says availability of fresh water will be
'one of the great issues of our time."
Openlands collaborated on a published report looking at the future of
Illinois' water supply, Troubled Waters: Meeting Future Water Needs in
Illinois. The publication points out that many of Illinois'sources of water
already are a t legal or natural limits.

e t llands
store rainwater to keep i t from
running off and harbor a diversity
of plants and animals.

Over the past century and a half, people have learned some hard lessons
about the limits of seemingly limitless natural resources. I n Western
states especially, where water is less abundant, conservation has been a
visible issue for many years. But many Midwesterners only now are
beginning t o understand that their water supply also is exhaustible.
O'Keefe says most Americans accept that changes in behavior will be
necessary t o keep water flowing for everyone. But it's not enough t o
simply tell people they will have t o conserve water - such as t o turn off
the tap while brushing their teeth or cutting back on watering the lawn.
They need to know why they need t o conserve.
To learn why, Illinois residents need t o look closely at the lakes, rivers,
streams, aquifers and wetlands that move, store and filter water. To
examine those pieces of the puzzle is t o learn how they are
interconnected. Illinois citizens draw water from all of those sources. The
health o f one part affects the health of the others - and the health and
wealth of Illinois citizens. "--
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Illinois, bordering on Lake Michigan, is a water-rich state. Together, the
Great Lakes account for about one-fifth of the planet's fresh water - a
resource that is the envy of the world. Glaciers that advanced and
retreated across the region over millennia scooped out the softest rocks
and earth, leaving behind the basins that would fill t o become the Great
Lakes.
I n the late 1800s, Chicago residents learned they could not simply abuse
the seemingly endless water supply of Lake Michigan. Before 1900, when
the direction of the Chicago River's flow was reversed, sewage flowed
into the lake - the same place the city got its drinking water.
Epidemics of diseases like cholera caused engineers t o attempt the feat
of directing the city's sewage away from Lake Michigan.
I n 1900, the Chicago River's flow was effectively reversed, carrying the
city's sewage away from the lake and directing it toward the Illinois River
basin. Since then, concerns have been voiced about how much water is
diverted from the Great Lakes.
I n 1967, the U.S. Supreme Court limited how much water Great Lakes
states could divert. Currently, the City of Chicago's limit is 3,200 cubic
feet per second, about half of which (1billion gallons a day) flows down
the Chicago River.
'I grew up in the Chicago area, and m y guess is that it would be
unimaginable t o most people 50 years ago that those Great Lakes might
run dry," says O'Keefe.

Retreating shorelines could have catastrophic economic and ecological
results.
'The ports along the Great Lakes would find they are no longer
functional," she says. 'If you think of the development along the Great
Lakes, imagine what it might look like i f the lake would recede half a
mile."
Rivers, streams and wetlands associated with the lakes might find their
relationship changed forever. The Chicago region is considered one of
the most biologically rich in the world, partly because of the diverse
habitats and natural features that are part of the lake's shoreline and
beyond.
As the last glaciers melted, the shoreline of Lake Michigan, known as
Lake Chicago, was much expanded. As the shoreline retreated t o its
current position, i t left behind an amazing array of wetlands, prairies,
dunes and other habitats, some extremely rare.
From the wetlands o f the Calumet region t o the shifting sands of the
Indiana Dunes, the region is home t o endangered species from the
Karner blue butterfly t o the piping plover, a tiny, plump shorebird.
With tremendous population growth expected - at least an additional 2
million people added in northeastern Illinois alone - pressure t o further
tap water supplies will increase. The number of people living in the most
densely populated corner of the state is expected t o increase from 6.8
million to 9 million by 2020 and reach 10 million by 2030.
Copyright by Illinois Issues, University of Illinois a t I

That's not including outside pressure from those in arid climates who
would love t o pipe, truck or ship in some water from the Great Lakes.
O'Keefe says a proposal was suggested a few years back t o fill ships with
water and sail them t o China. That idea didn't float, but O'Keefe says
that even though laws protect the Great Lakes water, pressure t o share
outside bordering states will continue.
"This isn't just a 'someday somebody will make that type of proposal'
thing," she says.
From the observation deck of the John Hancock Center in downtown
Chicago, Lake Michigan seems t o go on forever. But Illinois also has vast
stores of water below the surface of the ground - out o f sight, but not
out of mind.
Aquifers, such as the Mahomet Aquifer that stretches below much of east
central Illinois, from the Illinois River near Havana east t o Indiana, often
are described as underground lakes or rivers. But that is not entirely
accurate.
The Mahomet Aquifer is made up of vast underground deposits of sand
and gravel that store water for people, farms, businesses and
communities lucky enough t o be located above it. The credit again goes
t o the glaciers that left sand and gravel deposits behind when they
melted and retreated from Illinois.
Aquifers store water below the surface where it resides in the open space
between grains of sand and chunks of rock.
Underground aquifers receive rainwater soaking through the ground and
in turn recharge rivers, streams, lakes and wetlands with the outflow.
Gary Clark of the Illinois Department of Natural Resources Office of
Water Resources compares the Mahomet Aquifer t o a bathtub full of sand
- especially near Havana in Mason County where sand deposits are up
t o 100 feet deep.
During the flood of 1993, the aquifer actually overflowed, creating
surface lakes and threatening businesses, railroads and roads on the
southeast side of Havana.
I n Mason County, the aquifer keeps ditches and streams flowing with
clear, clean water that discharges into the Illinois River.
During dry stretches, up to 40 percent of the water in the river at
Beardstown can be attributed t o aquifers, says Clark. And plentiful and
easily accessible ground water is what allows farmers t o keep growing
row crops like corn in the sandy soil year after year.
But like the seemingly inexhaustible Great Lakes, underground sources
also have the potential to be overtaxed, creating hardship when wells
have t o be sunk deeper and deeper t o reach the water table.
On average, about 200 million gallons a day is drawn from the Mahomet
Aquifer by all users, according t o the Illinois State Water Survey. The
majority of that goes t o agricultural uses, primarily irrigation in Mason
and Tazewell counties, which use about 110 million gallons a day.

The 550,000 residents in 150 communities use 60 million gallons a day;
industry and commercial users draw about 30 million.
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Not all aquifers are the same. Near Havana, water permeates about 90
feet of the sand deposit, leaving water within 10 feet of the surface in
most instances. But in other areas, the deposits may not be so deep and
water so plentiful as in Mason County. Near Decatur, the aquifer is
capped by a layer of clay and recharges much more slowly. Where less
water is stored, a new municipal well can lower the water table below
wells drilled for residences or farming operations, requiring them t o be
deepened at considerable cost.
'We want t o make sure that when we do something, there is a balance
in the aquifer," says Mel Pleines, chairman of the Mahomet Aquifer
Consortium, an organization working t o develop options for the region:s
groundwater. "It's more like a checkbook. We want t o make sure there's
enough going back into it so the aquifer is there for the future."
He says studies on the aquifer and its use will be completed by end of
next year. "It's not just one big pool under there. It's deeper in some
places than others."
Increased use for irrigation, residential and municipal wells and other
demands can strain the equilibrium that keeps wetlands and streams
supplied with clean water, too.
Water quality also can be affected i f the water table drops too low.
Increased development that covers more and more land area with
asphalt, concrete, homes and shopping areas prevents water from
soaking in, and instead channels it directly into waterways t o be carried
off.
And while wetlands are not seen as a source of water, they play an
important role in keeping the entire system healthy.
Illinois has lost 90 percent of its pre-settlement wetlands, most drained
for farming or t o build towns. About 1million acres o f wetlands remain.
People once saw wetlands as barriers t o travel and places associated
with diseases like malaria. Today, wetlands are viewed differently and
are valued for their ability to store floodwater and because their plants
can help absorb and disperse pollutants and excess nutrients like
nitrogen.
"Other than preserving green space and biodiversity, probably the most
important thing wetlands do in the Chicago area is floodwater or storm
water storage and retention," says Allen Plocher, a wetlands scientist
with the Illinois Natural History Survey in Champaign. 'You could make
the point that the larger the percentage of ground that is covered with
concrete or asphalt, the more important wetlands become for
groundwater recharge.
"It's a real important role, and it's real good water."
Clark says wetlands play more o f a role in floodwater storage than in
groundwater recharge because many wetlands - especially those in
areas with abundant groundwater - are fed by aquifers.
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I n Illinois, many marsh birds are state-listed as threatened o r
endangered because of reduced wetlands habitat.
O'Keefe says people become less resistant to the idea of implementing
conservation measures once they become more knowledgeable about the
issue.
Efforts to landscape with native plants, purchasing water-efficient
appliances, tuning sprinklers t o water grass and not pavement and being
aware that the size of the house may dictate how much water is used all
are pieces in a puzzle to be solved.
'I see a tremendous change in how people view this issue in the last
seven or eight years," she says. 'A few years ago these ideas - like

watering golf courses with waste water - were seen as kind of out
there."
Today, this state uses about 20 billion gallons of water each day, with
that expected to increase by 28 percent by 2025, according to Southern
Illinois University's Department of Geography.
And there still are problems with development coming to places where
water systems already are taxed, and the population continues t o grow.
'It isn't just in northeastern Illinois; there are predicted shortages
elsewhere."
O'Keefe says planning for the future is the best way to be sure Illinois'
water resources are well protected and cared for in the future. 'Ithink
the water issue is resonating with people."
Chris Young is Outdoors editor for the Springfield State Journal-Register
Illinois Issues, June 2008

HOW MUCH
WATERDOYOU
USE?

33
Activity 3. How Much Water Do You Use?

The United States has some of the safest drinking water in the world. Still, surface water
must be cleaned before we drink it, and both groundwater and surface water must be disinfected
before it is distributed to the public. Treating water is expensive and uses energy. In some
Kansas communities such as Hays and Wichita there either is not enough water or the water has
been polluted so that it cannot be used. Thus for these communities, there is not enough
AVAILABLE water for drinking, and both Hays and Wichita are looking for a good, dependable
source of water. Both cities do have strong water conservation programs to help teach their
citizens not to waste water and to use only the water that is needed.
Even though there is water flowing in our streams and rivers, some water must continue to
flow in our rivers to support aquatic and animal life and human communities downstream. The
right to use most of the available water in our rivers has already been taken. Many larger cities
have purchased as many water rights as possible to make sure they have enough water to develop
new businesses and to provide for their people in the future. The cities of Wichita and Hays are
looking for sources of water outside their own counties. The Department of Agriculture,
Division of Water Resources is the Kansas agency responsible for permitting water rights.
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What do you think will happen in Kansas when all available water has been taken? We must
learn to conserve water now to protect the available water in our future.
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In the old days water was precious. We didn't have indoor plumbing, dishwashers, or
washing machines, and we didn't wash the family car or water the lawn. It was often necessary
to haul water to our homes and animals from shallow wells, cisterns, or nearby streams.
Carrying water was hard, heavy work; no one wanted to make the trip more often than necessary,
so little water was wasted. Today water is inexpensive and conveniently available in our homes.
Because of this convenience, we waste water. Many people use water as if there will always be
enough.
However, conditions in Kansas (2004-05), have elevated our concern about our unlimited
supply of cheap, available water, as can be seen by the following examples. The Arkansas River
is dry at Garden City. In western Kansas, groundwater management districts have been
established to reduce the amount of water being mined from Kansas groundwater. The city of
Hays has enacted one of the most progressive water conservation programs in the state as the
result of an inadequate surface water supply and pollution in several water wells used by the city.
It is unlawful to waste water in Hays. In eastern Kansas almost all of the water rights to the
Neosho River have been purchased.
In the future, water conservation will become a necessary way of life. If we begin to conserve
water today, it can be done without reducing our quality of life.
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How much water do you think you use in one day? 1 gallon (about 4 liters)? 10 gal (-40 L)?
100 gal (-400 L)? 500 gal (-2000 L)? What about your family? In this project, the students
will be keeping a "Water Log" for a week.

Procedure:
First, before you start, determine how many different ways we use water from the tap on a daily
basis:
personal use:
drinking fountain ( )*
drinking water from a bottle, cup, or glass ( )
brushing teeth (2 gal)
washing hands (1 gal)
flushing toilet (5 gal)
taking tub bath (35 gal)
taking short shower (25 gal)
others
family use:
water for pets (1 gal)
dishwasher (20 gal)
washing dishes by hand with running water (30 gal)
washing dishes by hand with basin (10 gal)
washing clothes (30 gal)
watering lawn (180 gal)
washing car ( )
others
*The values in parentheses after each of the above activities are average values. Those without
numbers need to be estimated by the student.

1) Each student will keep a log of personal water use for one week, at home and at school. Use
Personal Log Sheet.
2) At the end of the day, the total for that day should be entered on the sheet daily.
3) The student also needs to keep a log for family water use at home each day and enter those
values for each category on the Family Water Use Sheet.
4) The student needs to interview each family member and, if the family members cannot fill out
a personal log sheet, the student needs to consult with each person and estimate personal
water use for each person, entering that value each day on the Family Water Use Sheet. The
student can ask the family member to compare with the student's use and then estimate from
there.
5) At the end of the week, on the Family Water Use Sheet, the student should add total values for
all seven days, then determine the grand total for their family for a week.

Personal Log Sheet

Activity

Total

Day1

Day2

Day3

Day4

Day5

Day6

Day7

Family Water Use Sheet

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Student
Family
member 1
Family
member 2
Family
member

-

-

Wash dishes
Dishwasher
Laundry
Lawn
Pets
Wash car

-

Total

Total

Questions to consider:
1) How much water did you personally use in one week?
2) What was the AVERAGE amount of water PER DAY that you used?
3) Were the personal averages for members of your family similar?
4) Was water wasted? If so, how?
5) How could you reduce the amount of water used personally and in your household?
6) Why is it important to conserve?
Possible Extensions:
A. The Dripping Faucet.
Materials needed:
--a sink that you can use uninterrupted for 30 minutes
--a bucket
Procedure:
1 ) Turn on the faucet so that it drips very slowly (about one drop per second).
2) Place a bucket under the faucet for 30 minutes.
3) At the end of 30 minutes, remove the bucket, turn off the faucet, and measure the water in
the bucket.
4) Calculate how much water would drip in one hour. In one day. In one week. In one year.
5) Contact your local water provider and obtain the cost for 1000 gallons of water.
6) Calculate the amount of money that is lost in one year fiom a faucet that drips at this rate.
7) You can re-run this experiment using different rates of dripping.

B. Are You Losing Water fiom the Toilet?
Materials needed:
--toilet that will not be used for at least an hour, and has no coloring in the tank
--green food coloring
Procedure:
1 ) Put four drops of food coloring in the toilet tank
2) Observe one hour later; if there is coloring in the bowl, the tank is leaking, even if you
can't hear it. This is one way water can be wasted.

Other Resources/Activities:
--Water Meter, fiom Project WET
--Money Down the Drain, fkom Project WET
--Water Meter, fiom Project WET
--Every Drop Counts, from Project Wet
--How Do You Measure Up? KDHE Notes for Water Watchers score sheet

POLLUTION'S
SOLUTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Our water can become polluted very easily. Everyday activities can
contribute to water pollution if their consequences are
~ E V E L :6th grade
not weighed in advance.
!SUBJECT: Health
ISKILLS: describing,underIstanding cause and effect
- -OBJECTIVES
-

------

SUPPORTING
INFORMATION
The soil and water that we
depend on for our food and oxygen are in danger! We hear
about tankers that spill oil in the
oceans, and how toxic waste can
pollute our soil around factories.
The "superfund" has been set up
to pay for cleaning up these
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think what happens when a rain washes the
spots off of the parking lot. Where does the
dirty water go? Does it magically become
clean? The water does get "cleaned" in a
sense. The pollutants usually end up in the
soil that the water runs through. But what happens to this soil over time?
Farmers use filter strips near streams to
"catch" the chemicals that could run off of their
fields and end up in a creek. Filter strips are
areas adjacent to streams that are not tilled or
disturbed. This allows the water that runs off
to be "filteredJ'. The chemicals (fertilizers and
pesticides) are used by the plants in the filter
strips and produce food and shelter for wildlife.
The water that reaches the stream is clean,
especially when compared to the water that
runs off of our streets and parking lots.
Another part of the problem involves the
amounts of chemicals applied. Farmers have
soil samples analyzed to determine the amount
of fertilizer to apply for a particular crop. Since
fertilizer cost money, farmers use only as much
as is needed by the crop. Any more would be
a waste of money. Some home owners take
soil samples, but the majority just apply as
much as they think the lawn or garden needs.
"If a little will do good, a lot will do better" is
often the idea behind chemical application at
home. With just a small yard or garden, doubling the amount of cherr~icaldoes not cost
very much... so put all you want. This is a
large source of the pollution attributed to farms.
Most people live in a home that has a yard, but
less than two percent of our population produce the food that we all enjoy. The next time
you hear about agriculture polluting the environment, think about the real source.

1. Read the story of Pam and Phil. Stop after
each section to discuss with the students problems and alternatives.
2. When the story and discussion are completed, begin making your own polluted water.
Refer to the board before adding each item to
the water.

3. Put the oil in the water, just like Dad did.

4. After the oil is added to the water, ask students if they would like to drink this water. Ask
why not.
5. Put the fertilizer in the water, just like Mom
did.
6. After the lawn fertilizer is added, ask students if they would like to swim in this water.
Ask why not.

7. Put the candy wrappers and plastic rings in
the water, just like their friends threw on the
ground.
8. After the candy wrappers and plastic ring
are added, ask the students if they would like
to fish in this water. Ask why not. Remind the
students how plastic rings are dangerous to
animals.
9. Put the popcorn, detergent and salt in the
water.
10. After the popcorn, detergent and salt are
added, ask the students if fish, ducks, and
insects can live in this water. Ask why not.

11. Stir the water around to illustrate rain.
GETTING STARTED
Gather materials
PROCEDURE

12. Discuss what can be done differently to
keep the water clean. Put the answers on the
board.

13. Have the students re-write the story of
'Pam and Phil noting a'lternafivesto using products and correct disposal of trash.

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov
EXTENSIONS AND VARIATIONS
For advanced students have them find an
example of water pollution in their community.
Have them write a story about the pollution
including alternatives. The pollution can be recreated from their story.

HELPFUL HINTS:
-Cat or dog food and cat liter in plastic jugs will
work best. Clear plastic shoe boxes or storage
EDUCATOR'S NOTES
boxes will also work. It is not recommended
that milk or water jugs be used because they
are not sturdy enough.
-The purpose of the green jello is to illustrate
fertilizer and to color the water a bit. The or~ly
other powder found that will change colors is
pistachio pudding mix however, the water does
not change that much.
-Any tool will work to stir the water. If you use
straws, make sure the students do not blow in
them - they might inhale by mistake.
-Make sure the plastic rings are cut up before
disposing of them.
- For older students use real fertilizer and do
pH testing before and after the pollution is
made.
- Add leaves and grass to the mixture because
they get washed away during rain.
- Add other ingredients as necessary to recreate the story being used.
- Change the story to meet individual class
needs.
EVALUATION OPTIONS
1. Have the students write an essay describing how water becomes polluted and what they
can do to prevent it.
2. Have the students create artwork.
"Polluting Our Waters."

RESOURCES
Water Use in the United States, July 16,
1998
http:llwww.water.usgs.govlwatuse (as of July
23, 1999)
Natural Resource Conservation Service,
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STUDENT SHEET
PAM AND PHIL
It was a bright sunny Saturday morning. Phil stopped by Pam's house to pick her up. They were
going to the mall, to meet their friends. Just as they were about to leave, Pam's dad stopped
them.
"Hey, you two," said Dad. "How about helping me change the oil in my car. I'll show you how to
do it!"
"But we are going to the mall!" Pam said.
"You have all day to do that, I want you to help me." Dad said.
Soon all three were on their hands and knees, watching the thick dirty oil pour into the pan. Once
the oil had drained, Phil poured the new, clean oil into the engine through the funnel. Then Dad
carried the pan of dirty oil to the curb and poured the oil down the sewer drain. When Dad
returned to the car, Pam closed the hood.
(Discuss what Dad did wrong and alternatives to dumping the oil - wdte alternatives on the board

- recycling the oil)
'

Pam and Phil said good-bye to Dad and set out to take a short cut through the back yard. "Hey,
you two," Pam's mom said. "I really could use your help here in the garden."
"But we have to get to the mall," Pam said. "We just helped Dad, can't we go?"
"There is plen;ly oT time to go to the mall. Weeds are everywhere and if you want to eat these
vegetables, you need to help me." said Mom. "Come on, I'll show you how we can make that
'broccoli you love so much grow really big!" In a shorttime Mom had sprinkled a lot of green powdery fertilizer around the garden.
(Discuss what Mom did by using chemical fertilizers without a soil test - write alternatives on the
board -soil test, using compost)
"Now, why don't you water the garden," Mom said. "I don't think it's really going to rain today like
the weatherman said."
Phil found the garden hose in the driveway. He turned the water on full blast and watered the
garden for a long while. With all that water, some ran off the sloping garden and into the street
and down the sewer drain.
"Thanks for your help," said Mom. "Now you can go to the mall. Don't be too late." Pam and Phil

continued on their way. They passed the Andrews' house. Mr. Andrews had trash piled up at the
end of his yard including a big bag of rock salt from last winter and a very soggy box of laundry
detergent. Pam and Phil had to walk over it. "I wish Mr. Andrews would either put that stuff up or
throw it away," said Pam. "I'm tired of walking around it, and it looks disgusting!"
(Discuss what Mr Andrews is doing wrong and correct disposal of trash - write alternatives on the
board)
Finally Pam and Phil got to the mall and went to their favorite spot. Sure enough, Joe and Carla
were already there drinking cokes and munching on candy bars and popcorn.
"Want a soda or something?'asked Joe.
"Sure," said Pam and Phil. They pulled the last two cokes out of the six pack ring and threw it on
the ground along with the candy wrappers that Joe and Carla had thrown there.
(Discuss what Pam, Phil and their friends are doing wrong - write alternatives on the board)
Suddenly, Pam asked, "Do you feel rain?"
"Oh, yeah," said Carla. "Maybe we should go inside the mall."

i

In just a moment, a black cloud swooped over them and rain came pouring down. All Tour of
them ran into the mall. The candy wrappers, popcorn and six pack holder got washed away.
Later that day the sun came out again. The corner outside of the mall looked as good as new.
Mr. Andrews' bag of rock salt and box of laundry detergent were even more soggy than before.
In the muddy garden, flowers on the vegetables were beginning to bloom. The driveway was
spotlessly clean.
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How much do we depend on
groundwater?
According to 2005 United States Geological Survey (USGS) f~gures,groundwater provides
an estimated:
22% of all freshwater withdrawals

37% of agricultural use (mostly for irrigation)
37%of the public water supply withdrawals

51% of all drinking water for the total population

99% of drinking water for the rural population
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Groundwater Contamination
Concerns
Fifty percent of the United States population depends on groundwater for daily drinking
water. Groundwater is also one of our most important sources of irrigation water.
Unfortunately, groundwater is susceptible to pollutants. Groundwater i s generally a safe
source of drinking water, however, there are concerns that contamination may increase
as toxins dumped on the ground in the past make their way into groundwater supplies.

Pollutants Can Seep Into Groundwater Supplies
Pollutants that contaminate groundwater may be some of the same pollutants that
contaminate surface water. Compounds from the surface can move through the soil and
end up in the groundwater. For example, pesticides and fertilizers can find their way
into groundwater supplies over time. Road salt, toxic substances from mining sites, and
used motor oil also may seep into groundwater. In addition, i t is possible for untreated
waste from septic tanks and toxic chemicals from underground storage tanks to
contaminate groundwater. To read about other ways groundwater can become
contaminated, click here.

Dangers Of Contaminated Groundwater
Drinking contaminated groundwater can have serious health effects. Diseases such as
hepatitis and dysentery may be caused by contamination from septic tank waste.
Poisoning may be caused by toxins that have leached into well water supplies. Wildlife
can also be harmed by contaminated groundwater. Other long term effects such as
certain types of cancer may also result from exposure to polluted water.

How Can You Help?
You can do a lot to protect groundwater:
8

Join The Groundwater Foundation

8

Become a Groundwater Guardian

8

Learn about Source Water Assessment and Protection

8

Take steps to prevent pathogenic contamination

8

Have your private drinking water well tested.

8

Lead a groundwater protection service project in your community

Inspect and maintain your septic system

It's never too late to Take Action!
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Sources of Groundwater
Contamination
Groundwater contamination occurs when man-made products such as gasoline, oil, road
salts and chemicals get into the groundwater and cause it to become unsafe and unfit for
human use. Some of the major sources of these products, called contaminants, are
storage tanks, septic systems, hazardous waste sites, landfills, and the widespread use of
road salts, fertilizers, pesticides and other chemicals.

Storage tanks may contain gasoline, oil, chemicals, or other types of liquids and they can
either be above or below ground. There are estimated to be over 10 million storage tanks
buried in the United States and over time the tanks can corrode, crack and develop
Leaks. If the contaminants Leak out and get into the groundwater, serious contamination
can occur.
Septic systems can be another serious contamination source. Septic systems are used by
homes, offices or other buildings that are not connected to a city sewer system. Septic
systems are designed to slowly drain away human waste underground at a slow, harmless
rate. An improperly designed, located, constructed, or maintained septic system can
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leak bacteria, viruses, household chemicals, and other contaminants into the
groundwater causing serious problems.
In the United States today, there are thought to be over 20,000 known abandoned and
uncontrolled hazardous waste sites and the numbers grow every year. Hazardous waste
sites can lead to groundwater contamination i f there are barrels or other containers
laying around that are full of hazardous materials. If there is a leak, these contaminants
can eventually make their way down through the soil and into the groundwater.
Landfills are another major source of contamination. Landfills are the places that our
garbage is taken to be buried. Landfills are supposed to have a protective bottom layer
to prevent contaminants from getting into the water. However, i f there is no layer or it
is cracked, contaminants from the landfill (car battery acid, paint, household cleaners,
etc.) can make their way down into the groundwater.
The widespread use of road salts and chemicals is another source of potential
groundwater contamination. Road salts are used in the wintertime to put melt ice on
roads to keep cars from sliding around. When the ice melts, the salt gets washed off the
roads and eventually ends up in the water. Chemicals include products used on lawns and
farm fields to kill weeds and insects and to fertilize the plants. When the rain comes,
these chemicals get washed into the ground and eventually into the water.
We have to remember that since groundwater is part of the hydrologic cycle,
contaminants in other parts of the cycle, such as the atmosphere or bodies of surface
water, can eventually be transferred into our groundwater supplies.
So now that you know the risks to groundwater, what can we do about it?CLick here to
meet and join a network of communities full of people who can help you and your
community protect its groundwater.
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Students observe how ground water transports pollutants, and simulate ground water testing to discover the source of conta~ E V E L :6th
Tennessee's varying geographic regions have different cir- !SUBJECT: H
ISKILLS:
cumstances that affect the way ground water is protected.
OBJECTIVES
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VOCABULARY
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tant is identified

students to assume a more
active role in protecting ground
water in their communities.
Throughout history, waste has
been stored in dumps, deposited in oceans, burned, and
buried. Many years ago it
became a practice to bury stor-

Point source pollution of ground
water can originate from a variety of situations. These include
leaking pipes, faulty landfills,
above-ground dumpsites, and
underground storage tanks.
(See Ground Water

HEA-1

Contamination: A True Story )
When contaminants dissolve in or are carried
by ground water, they move the direction of
ground water flow. If water is being purr~ped
from a well near the pathway of the flowing
contaminants, the pollutants are likely to be
drawn up into the well along with the water.
Contaminants seeping underground from concentrated masses are called plumes. These
plumes resemble the smoke from a chimney,
only underground. The concentration of the
pollutant is high near the source of contamination, and dilutes as it spreads further from its
origin. The shape and size of these plumes are
influenced by several variables, including the
physical and chemical properties of the contaminant, the rate at which materials are added
to the contaminating source, the action of wells
pumping or withdrawing ground water, and the
rate water moves through the substrate.
When it was discovered that pollutants from
leaking underground storage tanks had been
affecting ground water supplies, new legislation
was establislied to regulate existing tanks and
strengthen environmental protection criteria for
new tanks. For example, the use of underground tanks requires extensive leak-monitoring equipment and less corrosive tank materials. In many instances, old tanks are removed
and replaced with updated tanks (sometimes
above ground), and monitoring equipment is
installed along with the tank. This is done for
liability purposes; it cost far less to replace
tanks than to clean up after one has leaked.
Millions of dollars are currently being spent to
clean many sites with leaking underground
tanks.
However, leaking underground storage tanks
are not the only threat to ground water quality.
Septic tank systems, hazardous waste sites,
sanitary landfills, and wastewater disposal
ponds also pose threats.
Not all contaminants have an odor. They can

go undetected in a drinking water supply if it is
not regularly tested. City water is ,frequently
tested for contaminants. People who use private wells must have their water supply tested
regularly.
GETTING STARTED
Prepare a cup by poking several holes in the
bottom of it. Then fill this cup with a mixture of
sand and grape-flavored drink mix. Also fill a
baking dish with sand to a depth of 1.2 inches
(3cm) and elevate one end of the pan for the
demonstration.
PROCEDURE
1. Introduction
A. Show students a CLIP of sand mixed with
grape-flavored drink mix and ask if it appears
to be clean. Pour water onto the cup and allow
water to filter through; it should pick up the
drink mix and turn purple. Have students ever
heard of a situation where water in the ground
got contaminated? How was the source of the
contamination detected? Tell students that
sometimes clues help to locate the origin of
underground pollutants.

B. Fill the clear baking pan with sand to a
depth of I.2 inches (3 cm) and elevate one end
of the pan 2.4 inches (6 cm). Make a small
hole in the sand at the elevated end of the pan
and bury a small pile of grape-flavored powder
in the hole. Tell students the powder represents
a substance that has been stored underground. Ask students to predict what will happen when you spray water on the pan. List reasons for their predictions on the board.
Represent years of rainfall by gently spraying
the pan with water for 5 to 10 minutes (or until
the sand is saturated). Lift 'the pan and show
the bottom. A streak of purple should originate
from the source and follow the flow of water as
it filters downhill. Discuss student observations.
Explain that the streak of "contaminant" is

called a plume. Tell students that since the
source of the contamination can be identined, the pile of powder is known as point
source pollution. What if a community well
field or homes with private wells were
pumping water from the formation through
which the plume was traveling? Discuss
how drinking water could be affected by the
underground contaminant.

2. Ask
grh. up is a well drilling
tests ground water
an alyminum cake
(6 cm)'\,of sand.
outside?pf one

4. Distribute the
Background,

/

a

-j?

i

I

1. -simu ate ground watyr testing methods
(step 3). t.
'.

/

/

1

-identify a sburce of cyntamination using
simulated grdend wafer testing methods
(step 3).
a\ ;i
\\

-cite challenges
underground

contaminant,
team.
I

Students may be interested in researching
what steps their community is taking to
avoid ground water contamination from
storage tanks, septic tank systems, sanitary
landfills, chemical landfills, or wastewater
disposal ponds.
EVALUATION OPTIONS
ah? students:
/:
\

3. Tell stuh?nts to bury a
lemonade-Pvored
somewhere Sp the

\

supplies. What challenges do students think
there could be to cleaning ground water?

/

and cleaning

formation of
Water Blues

Students can also compare the length and
size of plume formations in different soils.

Explain that in reality underground storage
tanks can contain fuel oil or radioactive
materials. Discuss what problems could
arise if these materials leaked into water

Prepare five clear baking pans as follows:
Pan #I:
I-inch (2.5 cm) depth of sand (this
pan remains level)
Pan #2: I-inch depth of sand, (elevate one
end about 1 inch)
Pan #3: I-inch depth of sand (elevate one
end about 2 inches (5 cm)
Pan #4: I-inch depth of gravel (elevate one
end about 1 inch)
Pan #5: I-inch depth of a rriixture of equal
amounts of sand and gravel, (elevate
one end about 1 inch)
Pan #6: I-inch depth of soil (elevate one
end about 1 inch)
Make a small hole in the sand at the elevat-

ed end of each pan, and bury a small
pile of grape-flavored powder in the hole. Ask
students to predict what will happen when you
spray water on each pan. List reasons for their
predictions on the board. Spray each pan with
water and discuss student observations. Ask
them to summarize how the size and shape of
sand particles and slope influence the shape
and size of the plume.
Have students investigate the real costs of
drilling test wells. Why would these costs vary
among regions (depth of water table, hardness
of substrate, access to site, etc.)?
Have students collect newspaper articles that
convey information about ground water contamination within their own community, region, or
state.

RESOURCES
Daley, R. 6.(1986). Earth Science. A studv of
a chanainq la net. Newton: CEBCO.

Harte, J. (1991). Toxics A to Z Berkeley:
University of California Press.
Jorgensen, E. P. (1989). The ~ o i soned well. Washington, D.C.: Island
Press

EDUCATOR'S NOTES

People in a community noticed the smell of petroleum in their basements and in their well
water.-rhe fire department was notified because residents feared an explosion would
occur in their homes. (A few days earlier, a manhole cover was blown off by ignited gas
vapors.) Because this was an obvious public health threat, an intense effort was made to
locate the source of the petroleum. Was it a leaking pipeline? Old diesel fuel tanks in the
basement of a neighbor's abandoned house? The gas station at the end of the block?
These were among the many possible sources of gas leaks. The health department limited the possible sources by mapping places that had identified petroleum odors and by
determining the intensity of the fumes. They knew that as the concentration of petroleum
smells increased, they were likely getting closer to the source. They narrowed the search
further by drilling test wells to measure the petroleum content in ground water. After a
few weeks of testing and systematic elimination of potential sources, officials located the
origin: an abandoned underground gas tank. Apparently, the tank had been leaking for
more than a decade before the plume reached the sewer systems and basements. The
plume, flowing in the direction of ground water, was approximately one mile long, several feet wide, and several feet deep. An engineering company was contracted to clean
the

ground

water.

The

process

was

time

consuming

and

costly.

CLEAN IT UP

I

I
I

I
ing lazily down a river on a hot summer day. All of these activities depend on access to quality water supplies. In tl- is activity students identify categories of water pollution and then
attempt to clean water using various materials.

I

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Since the Clean Water Act was
passed in 1972 as the nation's
primary water pollution prevention
legislation, we have made great
strides in cleaning up our water
supplies. Yet, much of
the attention has been
given to easily recog-

Water Pollution Categories
Sources of water pollution can be
grouped into two major categories:
I.Point-source pollution. This
type of pollutio~ican be pinpointed directly to its source, such as

i
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a pipe discharging raw sewage or
wastewater directly into a river.
Regulations detailing what may
be discharged, and under what
conditions, have essentially taken
care of flammable liquids and
much of the ammonia and phosphorus water pollutants. It is
important to note that, prior
he Clean Water Act and the
ean Rivers Act, these types
of activities were perfectly
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* atmospheric deposition

* natural background (eg. stream com
position, wildlife)
Point-Source Pollution
Point-source pollution has been the primary
focus for control efforts since the Clean Water
Act was passed. This type of pollution generally comes from the millions of gallons of wastewater discharged by municipal sewage treatment plants and industrial sources. Since
1977, all industrial and municipal dischargers
have been required to have both federal and
state permits. Wastewater is considered a
potential source of pollution because it can
contain organic and inorganic materials that
can be hazardous to humans and wildlife.
Although some wastewater may actually be
cleaner than the stream or river into which it is
being discharged, it may still have adverse
effects. For example, wastewater may reduce
dissolved oxygen in water by introducing different organic materials that require different
amounts of oxygen to be broken down and stabilized in the environment. The process that
breaks down waste materials is known as
Biochemical Oxygen Demand, or BOD. The
greater the BOD, the greater'the oxygen depletion of the water.
Urban and Industrial Non-Point-Source
Pollution
Rainwater runoff typically carries contaminants
such as motor oil and grease, herbicides and
pesticides, household, chemicals and medical
wastes. Rainwater is routed through drainage
systems that usually are separate from wastewater treatment systems. And most municipal
wastewater treatment facilities are not
equipped to treat pesticides, herbicides, toxic
household chemicals and chemotherapy
wastes. Consequently, these chemicals pass
unchanged through the water treatment
process to be discharged in wastewater.

Any construction, particularly highway construction, can be a major source of pollution as
ground cover is disturbed and the underlying
soil is exposed to wind and rainfall, both of
which can carry dust and dirt particles. These
particles can then be either deposited by wind,
or mixed with rain and deposited.
Acid rain is another source of non-point-source
pollution. Acid rain forms when airborne chemical compounds such as hydrogen sulfide (produced by burning high sulfur coal) combine
with water droplets to form mild acids (in this
case sulfuric acid), for example. Power plants,
industry, and exhaust from cars can contribute
to acid rain. While some lakes and rivers are
naturally acidic due to the underlying geology,
acid rain can increase the acidity of those that
are not, disrupting the aquatic ecosystems living in them.
Agricultural Non-Point-Source Pollution
Traditional agricultural practices such as irrigation, fertilizer and pesticide use, and animal
manure are potential sources of pollution. With
the adoption of newer conservation practices,
however, these pollution problems are less
likely to occur.
Confined feeding operations such as dairies or
feedlots are special categories of non-pointsource pollution. These types of operations are
prohibited from allowing wastewater or animal
waste to leave the property. All runoff must be
controlled, except when excessive rainfall
occurs. In these cases, it is not always possible to prevent runoff from fields, or overflow
from other types of holding structures.
Few studies exist to measure the exact
amounts of nutrient loading contributed by individual sources of agl-icultural non-point source
pollution. One such study by the U.S.
Geological Survey on a ranch in south Texas

indicated 204,000 pounds of fertilizers and
nutrients, and 10,000 pounds of pesticides had
been applied to the fields. From June 23 to
June 30, 1996, 6.12 inches of rain amounting
to 61,546,290 cubic feet of water fell on the
ranch. Runoff amounted to 2,661,952 cubic
feet. The nutrient load in this runoff was measured at 3,843 pounds. Of this, 2,284 pounds
were attributable to the rain. Yet, in all this runoff, only 0.92 Ib. of pesticides left the property.

water. Streams and rivers erode rocks, adding
these eroded elements to the water. A National
Acadeniy of Science study indicated between
25 and 60 percent of sediment in streams is
from streambank and streambed erosion.
Unfortunately, these sources can be difficult to
measure and few baseline studies are being
done to determine exactly what effects these
factors have on water quality. Better information is needed for informed decision making.

Pesticides in Water

Best Management Practices Protect Water
Quality

Until the late 1970s, ground water was thought
to be protected from pesticide contamination
Farmers and ranchers are the original conserby overlying layers of topsoil, subsoil, rock, and vationists. They realize that good management
clay. By using increasingly sophisticated d e t e ~ of natural resources increases the value and
tion methods, we have found this belief is
productivity of their land. Over the years, agrifalse. But, while pesticides may be present in
cultural production practices have improved in
our drinking water, they are not present at
ways that benefit both the farmer and the enviharmful levels. According to the 1991 National ronment by reducing pollution and, at the same
Pesticide Sunrey, less than Ipercent of either
time, reducing production costs. These best
rural domestic wells or community water sysmanagement practices include:
tems contain any pesticides, even seasonally,
above the life-time health advisories.
- Efforts to rninirr~izethe loss of nutrients
applied to fields into surface and ground
The greatest health hazard from pesticide
water while still maintairring the soil fer
exposure occurs in the mixing and transfer of
tility and nutrients at levels necessary
chemical concentrates, not so much in the
for the best crop growth.
spraying, and certainly not in the levels that are
being detected in ground water.
-Integrated Pest Management (IPM), a
comprehensive approach to controlling
Natural Non-PointSource Pollution
pests through cultural, biological, and
chemical control systems. Pesticides are
One of the problems with controlling non-pointapplied only when needed, which means
source pollution is the lack of information about
fewer chemicals that could be lost to sur
the amounts of pollution contributed by natural
face and groundwater, and substantial
sources. Nitrogen is considered to be an agrimonetary savings for farmers.
cultural pollutant. Yet every thunderstorm cre-Manure management systems that tern
ates several thousand pounds of nitrogen.
porarily store animal nutrients - manure,
Wildlife also adds to the nutrient loading of
streams and rivers.
milkroom wash water, and feedlot runoff for
future application to croplands.
In addition, the underlying geology of a region
-Vegetative and tilling practices such as
can add salts, heavy metals and other toxins to

conservation tillage, contour farming, contour
strip cropping, and ,field borders are other
types of best management practices that are
reducing the movement of pollutants and
lessening soil erosion by wind, rain, and
runoff.
All these practices are not only good for the
environment. because they reduce or eliminate
pollution, they also conserve energy and save
money.
Chemical Water Quality Indicators
Depending upon the circumstances, tests of water quality
should attempt to determine
the presence of heavy metals, pesticides, industrial
chemicals, and various
types of toxins. Water quality is affected by factors suc
as: temperature, pH, salinity,
nitrate-nitrite, phosphorus,
alkalinity, dissolved oxygen, and fecalcoliform
bacteria.
The amount of dissolved oxygen present is
related to water temperature. Warm water
holds less dissolved oxygen than cold water.
Different species of fish require different dissolved oxygen levels in order to thrive.
Consequently, raising the water temperature
could be considered a form of pollution
because it lowers the amount of dissolved oxygen in the water, which in turn can adversely
affect the aquatic ecosystems of that particular
body of water.
The pH level of water is determined by a number of things. Distilled water has a pH of 7,
which is neutral. Normal rainfall is naturally a
bit on the acidic side, with a pH of about 5.5.
Depending upon the geology of the region, the

water's pH may be higher or lower. Water running through rocks and soils that are of granite
origin, for example, would be expected to have
a pH of around 4 to 4.5. Water running through
rocks and soils that are primarily of a limestone
origin could be expected to have a pH of about
8 to 8.5. Over time, acid rain can change the
pH of the water and have a negative affect
upon the aquatic communities that are adapted
to a particular range of pH.
Alkalinity is a measure of water's ability to neutralize acids. It is a fairly reliable measure of
the productivity of a lake or stream. Too low an
alkalinity level will not support much life, even
though the water may appear nice and clear.
Geology and acid rain can contribute to low
alkalinity. High alkalinity levels can result from
respiration in water, the underlying geology
(usually limestone or dolomite), or sewage pol-

Water needs a certain level of nutrients
to be productive. Overloading it
with nutrients, however, can cause
problems such as algae blooms.
hese blooms clog the water and
block sunlight from reaching the lower levels of
the water column. When the algae dies, the
process of decay uses up the oxygen in the
water. Severe cases of oxygen depletion can
result in fish-kills.
Runoff from nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer
applications and animal manure is the most
frequently cited source of nutrient loading in
streams, rivers, lakes, and bays. Much of this
runoff comes from urban sources. The average
homeowner uses eight times the amounts of
fertilizers and other chemicals per acre as the
average farmer. Septic tanks, wastewater discharges, and improperly functioning wastewater systems are other sources for high nutrient levels. It is also important to remember that
nitrogen is also added through rainfall as part

,

\,

i

of the natural nitrogen cycle.
Phosphorus is another nutrient necessary for
water productivity. Unlike nitrogen, very little
available phosphorus enters water bodies
through runoff. This is because soil particles,
particularly clay, can hold on to phosphate
ions. Phosphorus is also believed to be a limiting factor in the production of algal blooms
regardless of the level of nitrogen and other
nutrients present in water. As a result, many
sewage treatment plants have special units
designed to remove up to 95% of the phosphorus from wastewater.
Most of the fecal coliform bacteria found in the
digestive tract of all warrr~bloodedanimals is
relatively hamlless in and of itself. However,
because its presence is an indicator of other
pathogens that cause infectious diseases like
hepatitis and cholera, it is regulated at levels
designed to prevent human illness.
Water Quality Standards
More than one set of water quality standards
exists, depending on intended use. Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) are the legally
enforceable drinking water standards. Stricter
quality standards are applied to water used for
contact recreation, such as swimming, than
water intended for noncontact recreation such
as boating. When a water body has more than
one usage, the standards applied are generally
the more stringent water quality criteria.
One of the greatest problems affecting the
issue of water quality is the lack of adequate
data. Because water testing is time-consuming
and expensive, the majority of our rivers and
streams have never been adequately monitored. Much of the testing is done downstream
of urban areas where a problem is more likely
to exist. Consistent, long-term monitoring is
required if we are going to develop an accu-

rate, scientifically sound picture of the overall
health of our nation's water.
Basic Understandings
The following statements taken from the previous section represent basic understandings
that teachers can incorporate into learning
objectives for a unit on this subject.
1. Point-source pollution can be attributed
directly to its source, such as a pipe discharging raw or partially treated sewage or wastewater into a river.
2. Non-point-source pollution means we do not
know the exact location and source of the pollution.
3. Wastewater is the most common type of
point-source pollution.
4. The EPA estimates that each American
household generates 20 pounds of chemical
waste each year, much of which is improperly
disposed of and ends up in rivers, lakes, and
aquifers.

5. Sources of non-point-source pollution are
classified as either urbanlindustrial, agricultural, atmospheric deposition, or natural background.
6. Urban and industrial sources of non-pointsource pollution include runoff from streets and
lawns, construction sites, and acid rain.
7. Agriculture has traditionally borne most of
the blame for nonpoint-source pollution.
Potential sources of agricultural non-pointsource pollution include the irrigation of crops,
applications of fertilizers and pesticides, and
animal manure.
8. According the 1991 National Pesticide

Survey, less than Ipercent of either rural
domestic wells or community water system
wells contain any pesticides, even seasonally,
above the life-time health advisories.
9. Until the late 1970s it was generally
believed that ground water was protected from
pesticide contamination by the overlying layers
of topsoil, subsoil, rock, and clay. With increasingly sophisticated methods of detection, we
now know that this is not true.

money.
17. Water quality is determined by a number of
factors such as temperature, pH, salinity, alkalinity, nitrate-nitrite, phosphorus, dissolved oxygen, and fecal coliform bacteria.
18. The amount of dissolved oxygen present is
related to water temperature. Because warm
water does not hold as much dissolved oxygen
as cold water, raising the water temperature
could be considered a form of pollution.

10. The greatest health hazard from pesticide
exposure occurs in the mixing and transfer of
chemical concentrates, not so much in the
spraying, and certainly not in the levels that are
being detected in ground water.

19. The pH level of water is determined by a
number of things. Distilled water has a pH of 7,
which is neutral. Normal rainfall is naturally a
bit acidic, with a pH of about 5.5.

11. Natural sources of non-point-source pollution can add nutrients, heavy metals, and other
toxic chemicals. Very few baseline studies exist
to determine the amounts of these natural pollutants or their effects on water quality.

20. Water needs a certain level of nutrients to
be productive, but overloading it with nutrients
can cause algae blooms that clog the water
and block sunlight from reaching the lower levels of the water column.

12. Thunderstorms add thousands of pounds of 21. When the algae dies, the process of decay
nitrogen to rainwater.
uses up the oxygen in the water; severe cases
of oxygen depletion can result in massive fish13. Wildlife also add to the nutrient and colkills.
iform loading of streams and rivers. For exam22. Runoff from nitrogen-phosphorus fertilizer
ple, one wild goose produces as much fecal
applications and animal manure are the
coliform as 10 cows.
sources most frequently cited as the cause of
14. Streams and rivers naturally erode the
nutrient loading in streams and rivers.
rocks they flow through, adding salts, toxins
23. Alkalinity is the ability of water to neutralize
and heavy metals to the water.
acids..
15. Farmers and ranchers are the original conservationists. They realize that good manage24. The average homeowner uses eight times
the amounts of fertilizers and other chemicals
ment of natural resources increases the value
per acre as the average farmer.
and productivity of their land.
16. Best management practices on agricultural
lands are good for the environment because
they reduce or eliminate pollution, while helping the producer conserve energy and save

25. Usually fecal coliform bacteria, by itself, is
a relatively harmless bacterium found in the
digestive tract of all warm-blooded animals. As
an indicator of other pathogensthat cause

\I

infectious diseases like hepatitis and cholera, it
is regulated at levels designed to prevent
human illness.
26. There is more than one set of water quality
standards. Maximum Contaminant Levels
(MCLs) are the legally enforceable drinking
water standards. Other standards of water
quality are determined based upon the intended use of the water.

27. One of the greatest problems affecting the
issue of water quality is the lack of adequate
data. The majority of our rivers and streams
have never been adequately monitored.

distribute copies as handouts to assist in discussion. Allow students to suggest ways that
water can become polluted. Ask the students
to describe "clean" water. After listing these
qualities, ask a student if water is ever truly
pure.
3. Divide the students into groups and give
each group a copy of the Student Sheet Clean
It Up!.

Direct the groups to complete the activity using
proper techniques and to report their findings
to the class.
EVALUATION OPTIONS

28. Because of a lack of nationally consistent,
long-term monitoring programs to determine
water conditions, we do not have an accurate,
scientifically sound picture of the overall health
of our water.

Distribute the Summary Questions Sheet.
Have the students complete this sheet individually. Check for understanding.
EXTENSIONS AND VARIATIONS

GETTING STARTED
1

Gather materials. Make copies of the student
pages, one for each student.
PROCEDURE
1. Lead a discussion about drinking
water. To generate interest, show
the students a glass of water with
a few drops of a pollutant, like
white vinegar or rubbing alcohol mixed
in. Ask the students if they would drink from
the glass. (Do not tell them about the "pollutant".) Ask a volunteer to inspect the glass
using all of their senses. Ask them if they
would recommend drinking the water. Would
they drink from the glass themselves?
Drinking water becomes polluted or degraded
by many sources. Today we will identify some
of these sources and how to clean our water.
2. Present the information from the Supporting
Information section in the form of a lecture, or

I.Using the Basic Understandings
list have the students compare
their feelings about water pollution before this lesson with their
elings after completing the activi-

2. Create a "Protect our Waters"
campaign which the whole
school can participate in. Have
the class design the campaign, recruit other
students and propose what recommendations
they should have.

Watershed Connections
Student Activity:

Name

Pollution Sources
The quality of our water depends on the care that humans give it. The type and amount of
pollu&nts that are disposedof impact both surface and gro-md waters. There are two basic
categories of pollutants: point and non-point source. Pollutants
can be separated into two categories, point source and nonpoint
source, depending on how they get into the water. Point source
pollution refers to contaminants that enter the water directly, usually
through a pipe. Examples are sewage treatment plants and industrial
facilities, which have permits to discharge prescribed quantities of
potential contaminants into a specific stream. Nonpoint source
pollution, by contrast, originates across the watershed and enters the
water at locations that cannot be easily identified. Examples of
nonpoint source pollution include sediments, nutrients, pesticides, oil, and other chemicals. Point and
nonpoint source pollution are illustrated in the figure. Nonpoint source pollution, which is not regulated, is
the primary cause of water quality degradation in the U.S.

Answer the following questions about pollution sources.

PART1 - POLLUTION
SOURCES
1. Consider the types of pollution shown below and check the appropriate box, indicating if it is
primarily a point source or non-point source of contamination.
Type of pollution

Point source

Pet wastes

0

Factories
Sewage treatment plants
Household cleaners not disposed of properly
Pesticides used on lawns and gardens
Oil leaks on driveways
Fertilizer runoff
Livestock waste
Illegal dumping of hazardous liquids
(for example down a storm drain)

Landfills
Soil erosion
Purdue University Extension

Nonpoint source

Watershed Connections
2. What are the potential pollution threats to the water in your area (town, county, etc.)?
I

I

Potential Point Sources -

I

Potential Urban and Residential Nonpoint Sources -

Agricultural Nonpoint Sources -

1

!

,

3 . What are some ways you can reduce water pollution?
I

Purdue University Extension

Watershed Connections

4. Examine the products you have in your home. Make a list of the potential contaminants you have
in your home, garage, or on your property (for example: cleaning products; insecticides). Note any
special disposal warnings on the product label, or find out how you should dispose of them.

Potential Contaminant

Place Pound

Disposal Warning

1

-

Purdue University Extension
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Ethanol Plants' High Water Demands Raises
Concerns
By Jim Paul, Associated Press
posted: 19 June 2006 og:41a m ET

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. -- City officials in Champaign and Urbana
took notice when they heard that an ethanol plant
proposed nearby would use about 2 million gallons of
water per day, most likely from the aquifer that also
supplies both cities.
"There was concern about impacting a pretty valuable
resource," s a ~ dMatt Wempe, a city planner for Urbana. "It
should ralse red flags."
The proposal for a 100 mllllon gallon-per-year ethanol
plant 1s lust one of many that have popped up In the past
several months across Illlno~s,whlch already has seven
operating plants and IS the nat~on'sNo. 2 ethanol producer
after Iowa.

Flelds of corn surround the Golden
Grain Energy ethanol plant,
Thursday, June 30, 2005, in Mason
Clty, Iowa. Credit: AP Photo
1 of 1

Full Size

High oil prices and support from Washington have inspired such interest in the corn-based gasoline
additive that the Illinois Corn Growers Association now says at least 30 plants are in various stages
of planning across the state.
All will use a lot of water.
It would take about 300 million gallons of water for processing the product and cooling equipment
to make 100 million gallons of ethanol each year, according to the Renewable Fuels Association.

Wh~lewater sclentlsts In Ill~nolsand Iowa say they're concerned about the Impact of that much
demand, they're not sendlng out alarms yet.
"On a statew~descale, ~ t ' snot a huge amount of water," says Allen H. Wehrmann, dlrector of the
Center for Groundwater Sc~enceat the Illlno~sState Water Survey. "Illlno~sIS a falrly water-rtch
state, so Idon't thlnk t h ~ s1s golng to dram us "
The demand for water by the two dozen operating ethanol plants In Iowa has not damaged water
sources or suppl~es,said Monte Shaw, executive dlrector of the Iowa Renewable Fuels Assoc~at~on.
Improving technology means new plants use as much as 80 percent less water than plants built
lust five years ago, and most plants recycle thelr water so ~thas more than one use, he sa~d.
Stlll, the draw on Midwest water supplies is a concern.
"It's an issue that is certainly at the forefront of our minds," said Paul VanDorpe, a scientist at the
Iowa Geological Survey in Iowa City. But he does not perceive as much concern among the public,
he said.
The possibility of a new ethanol plant is one reason the city of Aberdeen, S.D.,decided t o seek
new water sources, perhaps from deeper wells, Mayo! Mike Levsen said.
"We felt tiiat for the current demand we had plenty of water to supply them, but that would begin
to run us up to our limit," he said.

i

Many lndustr~esuse more than a mlll~ongallons of water each day, st111far less than the 23 mlll~on
galions per day used by Champa~gnand Urbana or the 500 mllllon gallons per day that Ch~cago
pumps from Lake Mlchlgan.
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The Mahomet Aquifer, along which several ethanol plants are proposed, has plenty of water.
Running across the midsection of the state from the Indiana line to the Illinois River, it supplies an
estimated 250 million gallons of water per day to municipalities, industry, farms and homes.
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That IS a pittance glven the est~mated13 trillion gallons of water In the aqulfer, Wehrmann sa~dI t
would take more than a century to pump the aqu~ferdry even ~fno water returned through rainfall
and other natural recycl~ng,which amounts to about 40 m ~ l l ~ ogallons
n
pel day, he sa~d.
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Even so, t h e ~ ecan be a cumulat~veeffect as demand IS added.
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"When you get down to the local level, there will be impact," Wehrmann said. "You can't take the
water out of the ground without lowering water to some degree. Other well owners may see water
Walking
levels fall. I n some cases their pumps may go out of the water, and that may mean lowering a well 1 Text-niessaglngand walklng at tiiesame tlme. It turns out, can he
i hazardous to botii tlie Blackberry-wielding pedestr~anatid passersby.
or punip."
j An article ...

g:;,","ili ~~~~~~~,".!~~g

That bothers Dan Meyer, a retil-ed food processing company worker who lives near Lincoln. A
proposed plant near there would tap the aquifer, and he worries not only about supply, especially
if there is a long drought, but also about the risk of groundwater contamination.
"If the Mahomet Aquifer gets contaminated, we'll be buying our water in 500 gallon tanks," he
said. "I'm extremely nervous because of the numbers and where they're located. Your
subdivisions, your towns are going t o be affected."
But ethanol proponents say there is virtually no risk ethanol will contaminate groundwater, and
there is almost no wastewater from its production.
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know what's going an In Alaska. The state is on pace to have the
fewest days 011...
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"The water that comes out of the plant may be cleaner than was pumped into it," said Matt
Hartwig, a spokesman for the Renewable Fuels Association.
Ethanol supporters also say there is more dange~of running out of COI n than there IS of uslng too
much water, and that w ~ lw
l ~ n dup llmit~ngthe number of plants In a particular area.

.

"Corn generally comes from a 50-mile radius around an ethanol plant, so there's only so many
plants you can put in and get the corn you need to operate them," said Phil Shane, marketing
director for the Illinois Corn Growers Association
As for the plant near Champa~gn,the city and Urbana llfted the11oblect~onsafter the company
proposing ~tagreed t o study the potentlal Impact on the Mahomet Aqulfer before movlng ahead
The Champa~gnCounty Board voted last month to allow ethanol plants as a spec~aluse ~nheavy
Industry zones.
e

Ethanol Fuel More Advantageous Than Thought
Bugs Could B e Key t o Kicking Oil Addiction
The N e w Mystery o f Water

+ Power of t h e Future: 10 Ways t o Run t h e 21st Century

Brazil Bio-Diesel PisBio-Diesel Production Plants for sale in Brazil
\wm biglandsbraalcorn
Hiqhland Water Treatment
Oil Water Separators. Interceptors,& Carbon
Filtration Systems
www.H~ghlandTankc a d
Ford Ethanol Vehicles
Research Ford's Line of Ethanol Powered
Vehlcles. Ford. Drive one.
FordVch1c1es.com
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Ethanol Fuel More Advantageous Than
rfiought
By Bjorn Carey, Livescience Staff Writer
posted: 26 Januaiy 2006 OP:OIpm ET
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Producing a gallon of ethanol gas from corn requires 95 percent less petroleum than producing a
gallon from fossil fuels, a new study finds.

I

This method might also slightly reduce the production of greenhouse gases that speed up g b b d
w a r n , but the results on that point are not certain.

There is energy security
in energy diversity.

" I t is better to use various inputs t o grow corn and make ethanol and use that in your cars than it
is t o use the gasoline and fossil fuels directly," said Daniel Kammen of the University of California,
Berkeley.

I

I

I

!

Ethanol could be even more energy efficient and 95 percent free of greenhouse gas emissions,
Kammen said, if produced from woody plants instead of corn.
The study is detailed in the Ian. 27 issue of the journal Science.
Booze it u p
Ethanol is produced by bacteria that ferment and break down carbohydrate sugars, such as the
a s , although
starch from corn. Humans have been fine-tuning this process for thous.andsof
mainly t o brew alcoholic beverages.
The study refined results from several previous studies by comparing the total energy that goes
into making ethanol gas from corn, such as harvesting and refining, and comparing i t to the
energy needed to produce gasoline from fossil fuels. Kammen's team looked into levels of
greenhouse gases produced by both the production and the use of each fuel.
They found inconsistencies and errors in the previous work, which had suggested ethanol gas
might not be beneficial.

Find a Recycling or Re-Use
Location:

After correcting the errors-which ranged from incorrect unit conversions to reliance on data from
outdated methods more than a century old-the researchers arrived at a very different conclusion:
not only does corn-based ethanol gas reduce petroleum use by 95 percent, it also reduces
greenhouse gas emissions about 13 percent, although that decrease is within a range of
uncertainty for the imprecise data involved.

1 Car ~ a t t e r i e s - 7 I K ~ o r k l
What? c 3 Car eallc$lor

"Making ethanol from corn is a good thing if you want to offset fossil fuels from overseas,"
Kammen told LiveScience. "On the greenhouse gas side of things, it is not clear if corn, as grown
today, is a good thing. We just don't know yet, but it appears to be a mildly good thing."
__.

A w o o d y solution?

While corn-based ethanol is an improvement over gasoline, ethanol from woody, fibrous plants
would pack even more energy. Willow trees, switch grass, farm waste and specially grown crops
are ail feasible sources.
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The main energy components of these plants are cellulose and lignin, which produce more energy
per unit-in the form of breaking hydrogen bonds-than the starches from corn.

/

"It looks to be that you can get just about twice the amount of energy by going the cellulose
ioute, and greenhouse emissions are very small," Kammen said.
Assuming replant rates equal h a ~ e s t s ,there IS a 95 percent emlsslon reduction from ploduclng
cellulosic ethanol over gasollne production in all three production phases-farming, refining, and
use.
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However, the real benefits of ethanol gas are not yet fully known, Kammen said, and the
advantages could be even greater.
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that they can run e~theron tradlt~onalgasol~neo r E85, a mix o f 85 percent ethanol and 15 percent
gasol~ne.

Most Popular

Converting an automobile t o run on flex-fuel costs about $100.
i

"Th~s1s actually one of the cheapest posslble t r a n s ~ t ~ o nyou
s can make," K a m ~ n e nsa~d." I t cuts the
cost o f fuel by half at the pump."
However, there are very few pumps offering ethanol fuel. Despite the number of flex-fuel
auton~obiles-California boasts more flex-fuel than diesel vehicles-ethanol-blended fuel accounted
for only 2 percent of all fuel sold i n the United States i n 2004.
While ~tdoesn't yet make sense to convert the e n t ~ r eeconomy to corn-based ethanol, Kammen
sa~d,lmproved methods for process~ngcorn o r uslnq other ethanol-r~chmater~alscould d r ~ v esuch
a change.
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"The people who are saying ethanol is bad are just plaln wrong," Kammen said.
I

Brazll has converted neatly all its cars and gas pumps to run on a 96 percent ethanol fuel
produced from sugarcane. Brazll~anshave already seen the benefits of sugarcane fuel-not only 1s
~t cleaner burn~ng,but slnce It IS produced w ~ t h t nthe country, ~t is half the price of Imported
gasol~ne

Pron~
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From Our Blogs
Kammen and h ~ colleagues
s
have made tlie prevlous studies, as well as thelr new model and data,
ava~lableon the UC Berkeley Renewable and Appropr~ateEnergy Laboratory webs~te:
http~lrael.berkeley.ed~Iebamml.
Tailpipe Test: S t u d y F i n d s W o r s t P o l l u t e r s
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The Perils of Text Messaging While Walking
Text-messaging and walking at tlie same time, It turns oul, can be
liazardous to both tlle Blackberrywielding pedestrian and passersby.
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Alaska Mired i n Potentially Record Chill
Anyone suffering sweltering heat this summer will be interested to
know wliat's going on in Alaska. The state is on pace t o have the
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PESTICIDES
IPM

In this activity students simulate the spraying of pesticides on a
field. Using modern technology and integrated pest management farmers use less chemical pesticides today than in the
11111111-11

-

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

-

TEVEL: 8th Grade
f!SUBJECT:
Health

1
I

SKILLS: identifying
benefits, problem sohing, lab skills
OBJECTIVES
The student will
- explain why detection
of a substance does not
necessarily mean it is
I harmfi.11.
I - explain why pesticides
can be used in such
small amounts.
- explain why pesticides
benefit people and the
would suffer as we began environment.
to cultivate soils of mar- I
1 ESTIMATED
TEACHING TIME
1 class period

production per acre has gone up,
the variety of foods has
From dandelions in our lawn, or a increased, certain diseases have
wasp nest on the frontporch, to
been controlled, and our quality
caterpillars chewing up our toma- of life has continued to improve.
to plants, a mouse invading our
Without pesticides, we would pay
pantry, or a line of ants marching higher prices for food that wouldtoward the open jelly jar we forgot invariably show signs of damage
to put away - each of us has con- by insects or other pests. In addifronted pest probtion, we would be forced to divert
lems. Often, the
first response is to
is being set aside as
forests, wetlands, and

I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I MATERIALS
I
I
vinegar, pH paper, 25 1
I mL distilled water, spray I
I bottle, eye dropper,
I
I
I
safety goggles, table
I
I top, paper towels or
I
1 newspapers to cover
I
I
surface of tab table
I
I
I
VOCABULARY
I
II
IPM, pesticide, fungiI

environmental

The word pesticide
is a generic term
t refers to products
meant to kill or control
e entire spectrum of organisms that people consider to
be pests. The specific categories of pesticides are:
I.Insecticides for insects

of pesticides has improved our
lives. Because of pesticides, food
/

i

2. Herbicides for plants

1

1 cide, rodenticide, herbi- I
I cide, nematocides,
I
arachnicides,
insecticide I
I

3. Rodenticides for rodents

systems are generally not designed to remove
pesticides, so these untreated contaminants
become part of non-point-source pollution.

4. Nematocides for nematodes

Farming Practices Reduce Pesticide Use
5. Fungicides for fungi

6. Arachnicides for spiders, mites, ticks

Some pesticides are formulated to be effective
on specific pests while others are useful for a
broad spectrum of pests and therefore are
multi-purpose.
Access to Pesticides
Farmers, ranchers, landscaping services, pest
control services, and others engaged in wmmercial use of pesticides must be trained and
licensed, or certified, to apply pesticides.
Annual continuing education courses are
required in order for pesticide applicators to
maintain their certification. Stringent regulations exist to control how pesticides must be
mixed, stored and disposed of.

When incorporated into certain farrning practices, pesticides can actually benefit the environment. For example, soil erosion has been
drastically reduced with the introduction of conservation tillage. Conservation tillage, or no-till,
means that farmers do not have to mechanically till their fields to get rid of weeds. Instead,
they leave crop stubble and dead grass in
between the crop rows and apply herbicide to
kill the weeds that would otherwise rob a crop
of moisture and nutrients. This practice allows
farmers to reduce soil erosion, as well as
reducing fuel consumption and associated
costs.
Although herbicide use has gone up with
expanded use of no-till, overall pesticide use in
the United States continues to go down each
year. In part, this is because of safer, more
effective pesticides that can be used in smaller
amounts. In addition, the development of pest
resistant plant varieties has enabled farmers to
control certain pests with less pesticide.
Pesticides represent a sizeable investment;
farmers do not want to use more than is
absolutely necessary. The ability to use fewer
applications and smaller amounts of pesticides
means increased profit for farmers.

Relatively few pesticides are licensed for
"restricted use only" by certified applicators.
The vast majority of pesticides are available to
everyone. The primary difference in the pesticides homeowners use and those that commercial applicators use is the size of the wntainer. The concentrations available remain the
same. Unfortunately, a lot of homeowners rnistakenly believe that if a little is good, then twice
Global positioning system (GPS) units make
as much is twice as good. Consequently, the
use of computer technology linked to satellites
average homeowner uses eight times the
to determine precise field locations where conamount of pesticide per acre as the average
trol is needed, and to regulate the amounts of
farmer.
pesticides delivered in a more efficient manner
The average homeowner is also less likely to
than was previously possible.
know how to property dispose of excess prodIntegrated Pest Management Offers Multiple
uct. Too often, remaining pesticides and containers are put out for regular trash pick-up, or Strategies
residues are poured down a drain into the
sewage system. Municipal sewage treatment
Another reason for reduced pesticide use in

agriculture is the increased adoption of integrated pest management, or IPM. IPM is a systems approach to pest management that integrates the use of chemicals with cultural,
mechanical, and biological control methods to
minimize pest damage. 'The goal of IPM is not
to completely eradicate pests, but rather to
control pest populations in order to prevent
both the pests and the pest management activities from having an adverse affect upon both
crops and the environment. The methods of
doing this vary among crops and among
regions of the country.
IPM is not an anti-pesticide program. But pesticide application is only one technique, and
one that is used only when pest numbers
exceed a tolerable limit. IPM involves selective
use of pesticides designed specifically for an
intended pest, and only in amounts necessary,
since overuse can cause insects to build up
resistance to pesticides.

or keep them from mating. Pheromones are
chemicals naturally emitted from mature
insects that attract the opposite sex. These
traps are also useful in determining the kinds
and numbers of insects in a field. Commercially
available insect pathogens can also be
employed to kill certain pests but spare beneficial species. Nets, reflective mulches, and
planting distance from roads are other means
of mechanically controlling the movement of
pests into a field. Together, these integrated
pest management practices attempt to create
favorable growing conditions for plants and
unfavorable conditions for pests.
New Generation of Pesticides

The pesticides used today are more effective in
smaller amounts, and they break down faster
in the environment than those used 30 years
ago. One of the best examples is glyphosate
(Roundup@),a broad-spectrum herbicide used
to kill a wide variety of unwanted plants with no
Healthy plants can withstand a surprisingly
effect on birds, animals, or other wildlife.
large number of insect pests. In an IPM proBecause glyphosate is a compound that
gram, both the pest populations and the benefi- breaks down in the soil in days and does not
cial populations are monitored. Naturally
accumulate in the environment or the food
occurring organisms such as ladybugs, preying chain, it is highly attractive to farmers. It allows
mantises, and lacewing larvae frequently prethem to more easily rotate their crops. But
vent pest populations from reaching damaging because glyphosate does not distinguish
levels. Birds are also an effective biological
between weeds and crop plants, researchers
control.
have developed several crop varieties that are
resistant to glyphosate. This allows farmers to
A successful IPM program also uses cultural
use one of the safest herbicides available to kill
controls such as uniform planting and plow-up weeds in their fields without any danger to their
dates to prevent pests from moving from field
crops.
to field. Planting crops before insects become
active and using seeds that are pest-resistant
Pesticides and Groundwater
and faster maturing enable farmers to harvest
before pests become too abundant. The use
Atrazine is one of the most corrlmon herbicides
of intermixed plantings can help control pests
used to control weeds and, at the same time,
by attracting beneficial insects or by attracting
prevent soil erosion. It is used only during
pests away from one crop into other plantings. three months of the year and is applied to a
field once during the growing season. Not surPheromone traps can be used to trap insects,
prisingly, atrazine is one of the herbicides that

frequently shows up in ground water supplies.
But is it dangerous? It has been safely used for
over 30 years without being linked to any form
of cancer. Atrazine breaks down quickly in the
environment, leaving no by-products to b1.1ild
up from year to year. Recent testing has shown
that it is 10 times safer than previously thought.
The EPA has raised the No Effect level for
atrazine from 3 ppb, to20 ppb. Using those
levels, a person would have to drink 22,000
gallons of water per day to reach the No Effect
level of 3 ppb, and 154,000 galIons of water a day to reac
new 20 ppb No Effect level.
According the 1991 National
Pesticide Survey, less than 1
percent of either rural domesti
wells or community water
system wells contain any
pesticides, even seasonally, above the life-time health
advisories. So, although ther
is a chance that pesticides
are present in our drinking
water, they certainly are not
present at levels that pose
any real risks to our health
and to the environment.

pesticides. Annual re-training to maintain certification is required.
3. Except for a very few "restricted use" pesticides, anyone can buy
and use pesticides.
4. The main difference between pesticides
used by the general public and those used by
commercial applicators is the size of thecontainer, not the concentrations available.

5. The average homeowner uses eight times
more pesticides per acre than the average

6. The use of pesticides enables us to grow
more food, at a higher quality and at a reasonable cost, on less land.

'

7. Without pesticides it would be necessary to use more land for
agriculture, thereby reducing
land available for wildlife habi-

Basic Understandings

IPM does not attempt to
pletely eradicate pests,
t to keep them at acceptable
"' levels. Healthy plants can withstand
large nurr~bersof pests without adverse effects.

The following statements taken from the previous section represent basic understandings
that teachers can incorporate into learning
objectives for a unit on this subject.

9. Monitoring the proportion of beneficial
insects compared to harmful insects is a vital
part of IPM. Ladybugs, praying mantises, and
other insects help to control pests.

I.Pesticide is a generic term referring to any- 10. Pesticides are carefully chosen to target
thing used to kill or control pests. Specific
only specific pests and used only in amounts
forms of pesticides are herbicides, insecticides, sufficient to eradicate the infestation, in order
fungicides, rodenticides, nematicides, and
to prevent environmental damage as well as
arachnicides.
increased insect tolerance.
2. Anyone who applies a pesticide commercially must be trained and certified to apply

,
'

11. Cultural, biological, and chemical controls
are all important components of IPM.

i

above the life-time health advisories.
12. Soil erosion in the United States has been
drastically reduced by using herbicides to control weeds in no-till and conservation tillage
farming.
13. Newer, safer pesticides that break down
quickly in the environment and are effective in
much smaller doses are constantly replacing
older, less effective and less safe ones.
14. Plant varieties that are resistant to certain
pests enable farmers to use less pesticide.

15. Glyphosate (Roi~ndup)is one of the safest,
broad-spectrum herbicides available. It does
not harm birds, animals, or other wildlife. it also
breaks down very quickly in the environment
and poses no risk to humans.
16. Plant varieties that are resistant to
glyphosate enable farmers to control weeds
with one of the most environmentally safe herbicides without damaging their crops.
17. Atrazine, one of the major pesticides being
detected in drinking water, has been used safely for over 30 years and is not linked to any risk
of cancer.
18. Atrazine breaks down quickly in the environment and leaves no residual by-products to
build up from year to year. Atrazine is applied
to a field only once during the approximately
threemonth growing season.

19. The EPA has raised the No Effects level for
atrazine from 3 ppb (parts per billion) to 20
ppb. In order to get 20 ppb, it would be necessary to drink 154,000 gallons of water a day.
20. According to the 1991 National Pesticide
Survey, less ,than 1 percent of either rural
domestic wells or community water system
wells contain any pesticides, even seasonally,

GETTING STARTED
Gather materials. Make copies of student
pages, one for each student.
PROCEDURE
Present information from the Supporting
Information section. Divide the class into
groups of three or four. Direct the groups to
complete the student sheets using proper lab
techniques.
EVALUATION OPTIONS
Check the answers to the student sheets.

Pesticides today are nothing like they were 3U years ago. Iney are lncreaslngly etrectlve In mucn
smaller amounts, are not nearly the health hazard that they once were, and are much more
friendly to the environment. They are also increasingly expensive. All of this means that a farmer
is not going to use any more than is absolutely necessary to control a pest. As a general rule, the
amount of pesticide farmers use is equal to spreading a pint of water evenly over a football field.
In this activity, the learner will attempt to spread a small amount of vinegar evenly over a surface
area in much the same way a farmer would spread a pesticide over a field.
Materials
Vinegar, pH paper, 25 mL distilled water, spray bottle, eye dropper, safety goggles, table top,
paper towels or newspapers to cover surface of tab table. (Note: a syringe used for allergy shots
or insulin injections can also be used to accurately measure out the vinegar)
Procedure
1. Wearing safety goggles, test the pH of the vinegar and record it in the table below.

2. Test the pH of the distilled water and record it in the table below.
3. Pour 25 mL of distilled water into the spray bottle. Measure out 0.05 mL of vinegar and add it
to the distilled water. Cap and shake to mix.

4. Test the pH of the mixture and record it in the table below.
5. Cover your lab table with the paper towels or newspapers. Spray the vinegarlwater solution
evenly over the surface of the lab table.
Liquid
pH
vinegar-------------------------------

distilled water .....................
vinegarldistilled water ---------6. Using the pH paper check the pH of the field (table top) to see if all of the field has the same
coverage as measured by pH.

7. Draw a picture of field and mark any variations that you notice (pH).

STUDENT SHEET

STUDENT SHEET
I.The pH of the vinegarlwater solution was most like the pH of
(the vinegar),
(the distilled water),
(somewhere in between).

2. How is trying to spread the 0.05 mL of vinegar everlly across the table sirrlilar to how a farmer
spreads pesticide on a field?
How is it different?

3. Most accidents with pesticides happen during the mixing and transfer stage. Why do you
think this happens?

What could be done to help prevent it from happening?

4. Explain the role technology plays in reducing pesticide use.

5. Why does the detection of a pesticide in drinking water not automatically mean the water is
unsafe to drink?

Pest Management
Early detection and treatment of pests means a healthier growing environment.

En Your Backyard
Pest management can be one of the greatest challenges to the home gardener. Yard pests include weeds,
insects, diseases, and some species of wildlife. Weeds are plants that are growing out of place. Insect pests
include an enormous number of species from tiny thrips, that are nearly invisible to the nakedaeye, to the
large larvae of the tomato hornworm. Diseases are caused by fungi, bacteria, viruses, and other organisms,
some of which are only now being classified. Poor plant nutrition and misuse of pesticides also can cause
injury to plants. Slugs, mites, and many species of wildlife such as rabbits, deer, and crows can be
extremely destructive.

Identify the Problem

\
I

Careful identification of the problem is essential before control practices can be used. Some insect damage
may appear to be a disease, especially i f no visible insects are present. Nutrient problems may also mimic
diseases. Herbicide damage resulting from misapplication of chemicals also can be mistaken for other
problems.

What to kook For
I n s e c t s and Mites
All insects have six legs, but other than that they are extremely variable. They include such organisms as
beetles, flies, bees, ants, moths, and buttedies. Mites and spiders have eight legs--they are not insects. But
for the purposes of this tip sheet, they will be considered as insects.
Insects damage plants in several ways. The most visible damage is chewed plant leaves and flowers. Many
pests are visible and can be readily identified, including the Japanese beetle, Colorado potato beetle, and
numerous species of caterpillars such as tent caterpillars and tomato hornworms. Other chewing insects,
however, such as cutworms (which are caterpillars) come out at night t o eat, and burrow into the soil during
the day. These are much harder t o identify but should be considered if young plants seem t o disappear
overnight or are found cut off at ground level.
Sucking insects are extremely common and can be very damaging. These insects insert their mouth parts
into the plant tissues and suck out the plant juices. They also may carry diseases that they spread from
plant t o plant as they move about the yard. You may suspect that these insects are present i f you notice
misshapen plant leaves or flower petals. Often the younger leaves will appear curled or puckered. Flowers
developing from the buds may only partially develop. Look on the underside of the leaves as that is where
many species tend to gather. Common sucking insects include leafhoppers, aphids, mealy bugs, thrips, and
mites.
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Other insects cause damage by boring into stems, fruits, and leaves. They may disrupt the plant's ability to
transport water. They also create opportunities for disease organisms to attack the plants. You may suspect
the presence of boring insects if you see small accumulations of sawdust-like material on plant stems or
fruits. Common examples of boring insects include squash vine borers and com borers.
Diseases
Plant disease identification is extremely difficult. I n some cases, only laboratory analysis can conclusively
identify some diseases. Disease organisms injure plants in several ways. Some attack leaf surfaces and limit
the plant's ability to carry on photosynthesis. Other organisms produce substances that clog plant tissues
that transport water and nutrients. Other disease organisms produce toxins that kill the plant or replace
plant tissue with their own.
Symptoms associated with plant diseases may include the presence of mushroom-like growths on trunks of
trees; leaves with a grayish mildewy appearance; spots on leaves, flowers, and fruits; sudden wilting or
death of a plant or branch; sap exuding from branches or trunks of trees; and stunted growth.
Misapplication of pesticides and nutrients, air pollutants, and other environmental conditions such as flooding
and freezing can also mimic some disease problems. Yellowing or reddening of leaves and stunted growth
may indicate a nutritional problem. At first glance, blossom end rot of tomato, in which the bottom of the
tomato turns black, might appear to be a disease caused by some pathogen. It is actually caused by the
plant's inability t o take up calcium quickly enough during periods of rapid growth. Prevent this problem with
adequate moisture--adding more calcium is of no benefit! Leaf curling or misshapen growth may be a result
of herbicide application.

Pest Management Practices
Preventing pests should be your first goal, although it is unlikely that you will be able to avoid all pest
problems because some plant seeds and disease organisms may lay dormant in the soil for years.
Diseases need three elements to become established: the disease organism, a susceptible species, and the
proper environmental conditions. Some disease organisms can live in the soil for years; other organisms are
carried in infected plant material that falls to the ground. Some disease organisms are carried by insects.
Good sanitation will help limit some problems. Planting resistant varieties of plants prevents many diseases.
Rotating annual crops in a garden also prevents some diseases.
You will likely have the most opportunity to alter the environment in favor of the plant and not the disease.
Healthy, vigorous lawn and garden plants have a higher resistance to pests. Plants that have adequate, but
not excessive, nutrients are better able to resist attacks from both diseases and insects. Excessive rates of
nitrogen often result in extremely succulent vegetative growth and can make plants more susceptible t o
insect and disease problems, as well as decrease their winter hardiness. Proper watering and spacing of
plants limits the spread of some diseases. Some disease species require free standing water i n which to
spread, while other species just need high humidity. Proper spacing provides good aeration around plants.
Trickle irrigation where water is applied to the soil and not the plant leaves may be helpful.
Barriers may be effective to exclude some pests. Mulching is effective against weeds. Fences can limit
damage from rabbits. Row covers may prevent insect damage on young vegetable plants. Netting can be
applied t o small fruit trees and berries to limit damage from birds.
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I n t e g r a t e d Pest M a n a g e m e n t ( I P M )

It is difficult, if not impossible, to prevent all pest problems every year. I f your best prevention efforts have
not been entirely successful, you may need to use some control methods. Integrated Pest Management
(IPM) relies on several techniques to keep pests a t acceptable population levels without excessive use of
chemical controls. The basic principles of IPM include monitoring (scouting), determining tolerable injury
levels (thresholds), and applying appropriate strategies and tactics. Unlike other methods of pest control
where pesticides are applied on a rigid schedule, IPM applies only those controls that are needed, when they
are needed, to control pests that will cause more than a tolerable level of damage t o the plant.
Monitoring is essential for a successful IPM program. Check your plants regularly. Look for signs of damage
from insects and diseases as well as indications of adequate fertility and moisture. Early identification of
potential problems is essential.
There are thousands of insects in the garden, many of which are harmless or even beneficial. Proper
identification is needed before control strategies can be adopted. It is important to recognize the different
stages of insect development for several reasons. The caterpillar eating your plants may be the larvae of the
butterfly you were trying to attract. The small larvae with six spots on its back is probably the young of the
ladybug, a very beneficial insect. Some control practices are most effective on young insects. Different
stages may also be more damaging than others.
It is not necessary t o kill every insect, weed, or disease organism t o have a healthy yard. This is where the
concept of thresholds comes in. The economic threshold is the point where the damage caused by the pest
exceeds the cost of control. I n a home garden, this can be difficult t o determine. What you are growing and
how you intend to use it will determine how much damage you are willing to tolerate. Remember that larger
plants, especially those close to harvest, can tolerate more damage than a tiny seedling. A few flea beetles
on a radish seedling may warrant control whereas numerous Japanese beetles eating the leaves of beans
close to harvest may not.

I f the threshold level for control has been exceeded, you may need to employ control strategies. Strategies
can be discussed with the Cooperative Extension Service, garden centers, or nurseries.

Control Strategies
Mechanical/physical Controls

Insects
Many insects can be removed by hand. This method is preferable i f a few, large insects are causing the
problem. Simply remove the insect from the plant and drop it into a container of soapy water or vegetable
oil. Caution: some insects have spines or excrete oily substances that can cause injury t o humans. Use
caution when handling unfamiliar insects. Wear gloves or remove insects with tweezers.
Many insects can be removed from plants by spraying water from a hose or sprayer. Small vacuums can be
used to suck up insects. Traps can be used effectively for some insects. These come in a variety of styles
depending on the insect to be caught. Many traps rely on the use of pheromones--naturally occurring
chemicals produced by the insects and used t o attract the opposite sex during mating. They are extremely
specific for each species and, therefore, will not harm beneficial species. One caution with traps Is that they
may actually draw more insects into your yard. You should not place them directly i n the garden. Other traps
are more generic and will attract numerous species. These include such things as yellow and blue sticky
cards. Different insects are attracted to different colors. Sticky cards also can be used effectively t o monitor
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insect pests.
Weeds

Hoeing, pulling, and mulching are the most effective physical control methods for weeds. Weeding is most
important while plants are small. Well established plants often can tolerate competition from weeds.
Diseases

Removal of diseased material limits the spread of some diseases. Clean up litter dropped from diseased
plants. Prune diseased branches on trees and shrubs. When pruning diseased trees and shrubs, disinfect
your pruners between cuts with a solution of chlorine bleach to avoid spreading the disease from plant to
plant. Control insects known t o spread plant diseases.
Other Pests

Fences, netting, and tree trunk guards can be extremely successful in limiting damage from small mammals
and birds. Numerous traps are also available t o catch or kill some animals. Caution: I n many states It is
illegal to move wildlife, including squirrels. Traps may also catch animals other than the ones targeted.
Check local regulations before trapping.
Diatomaceous earth, a powder-like dust made of tiny marine organisms called diatoms, can be used t o
reduce damage from soft-bodied insects and slugs. Spread this material on the soil--it is sharp and cuts or
irritates these soft organisms. It is harmless to other organisms. Shallow dishes of beer can be used to trap
slugs.
Biological Controls
Biological controls are nature's way of regulating populations. Biological controls rely on predators and
parasites to keep organisms under control. Many of our present pest problems result from the loss of
predator species.

Beneficial Insect

Controls

Green lacewings

aphids, mealy bugs, thrips, spider mites

Ladybugs

aphids, Colorado potato beetle

Praying mantis

almost any insect

Ground beetles

caterpillars that attack trees and shrubs

Parasitic nematodes
(tiny worm-like organisms)

grubs, beetles, cutworms, army worms

Trichogramma wasp
(extremely small, non-stinging wasps)

corn borer, cabbage looper, other worms

Seedhead weevils and other beetles

weeds

Other biological controls include birds and bats that eat insects. A single bat can eat up t o 600 mosquitoes
an hour. Many bird species eat insect pests on trees and in the garden. Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is a
bacteria that specifically attacks larvae of some insect pests Including white grubs in the lawn and Japanese
beetles. This bacteria is harmless t o desirable species.
Chemical Controls
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When using biological controls, be very careful with pesticides. Most common pesticides are broad spectrum
in that they kill a wide variety of organisms. Spray applications of insecticides are likely to kill numerous
beneficial insects as well as the pests. Herbicides applied to weed species may drift in the wind or vaporize in
the heat of the day and injure non-targeted plants. Runoff of pesticides can pollute water. Many pesticides
are toxic to humans as well as pets and small animals that may enter your yard.
Some common, non-toxic household substances are as effective as many more toxic compounds. A few
drops of dishwashing detergent mixed with water and sprayed on plants is extremely effective in controlling
many soft-bodied insects such as aphids and whiteflies. Crushed garlic mixed with water may control certain
insects. A baking soda solution has been shown to help control some fungal diseases on roses.
When using pesticides, follow label directions carefully. Altering the rate of application or increasing the
frequency of application can injure desirable plant and animal species. Spot applications of the pesticide t o
the targeted pest can reduce the amount used and help reduce the risk of injury to non-targeted species. Do
not apply on windy days. Read the label for information on other environmental conditions such as
temperature and rain that may influence the pesticide's effectiveness. Be aware that many so-called
"organic" pesticides may be just as toxic as the synthetic chemical products.

On the Farm

)'

Proper pest management on the farm involves a variety of practices, such as rotating crops t o reduce
disease and insect problems, and establishing tall grass hedges to provide habitat for beneficial insects.
Many farmers now monitor their fields regularly -- a practice called scoutlng -- t o keep track of insect and
weed populations. Only when populations reach a level where an unacceptable amount of damage is likely
are direct control measures initiated. When pesticides are necessary, farmers fill and clean tanks away from
water sources, mix only necessary amounts, and apply only t o land where problems exist.
Many farmers are using IPM techniques for effective and economic control of pests. IPM programs have been
developed for numerous crops including apples, grapes, corn, and alfalfa. Based on monitoring of specific
pests, farmers apply only those pesticides needed for adequate control.

More About Backyard Conservation
The Natural Resources Conservation Service, National Association of Conservation Districts, and Wildlife
Habitat Council encourage you to sign up in the "Backyard Conservation" program. To participate, use some
of the conservation practices in your backyard that are showcased in this series of tip sheets -- tree planting,
wildlife habitat, backyard pond, backyard wetland, composting, mulching, nutrient management, terracing,
water conservation, and pest management. Then, simply fill in the Backyard Conservation customer
response card, send a Backyard e-mail request to
landcareOusda.qov, or call 1-888-LANDCARE.

INFORMING THE
COMMUNITY
ABOUT WATER
POLLUTION

Andrea Esker
Lesson Plan for ELE 5700-704
Water Issues and Conservation Measures:
Lessons for Teaching Math, Science, and Reading
Letters to the Editor: Informing the Community about Water Pollution
Grade Level:
8thGrade Language Arts -- interdisciplinary unit with 8th~ r a d eScience class
Learning Objectives:
A. Students will read, analyze, and demonstrate comprehension of informational
resources on water pollutants.
B. Students will write an informative "letter to the editor" using writing-process
skills.
Illinois Learning Standards:
3.A.3 Write compositions that contain complete sentences and effective paragraphs
using English conventions.
3.B.3a Produce documents that convey a clear understanding and interpretation of ideas
and information and display focus, organization, elaboration and coherence.
3.B.3b Edit and revise for word choice, organization, consistent point of view and
transitions among paragraphs using contemporary technology and formats suitable for
submission and/or publication.
3.C.3a Compose narrative, informative, and persuasive writings
3.C.3b Using available technology, produce compositions and multimedia works for
specified audiences.
13.B.3d Analyze the interaction of resource acquisition, technological development and
ecosystem impact
13.B.3e Identify advantages and disadvantages of natural resource conservation and
management programs.
13.B.3f Apply classroom-developed criteria to determine the effects of policies on local
science and technology issues
Materials Needed:
Computer lab for internet research & word processing
Business letter outline
Envelope
Stamp
Introduction:
While students are learning about water pollution in science class, this lesson will put
what they have learned into practice by writing a letter to the editor in the local
newspaper. The letter's purpose will be to inform the public about water pollutants and

their effects and to suggest solutions to the problem. This will allow students to apply
what they have learned in science as well as using real-life writing skills.
Activity Outline:
I.
Review some of the water pollutants that the science class has covered that the
general public can control.
a. Litter, pet wastes, debris, etc.
b. Lawn and garden chemicals
c. Paints, oil, antifreeze, other household chemicals
d. Soil erosion
11.
Take students to the computer lab and allow students to research water
pollution issues that the public may be contributing to. Provide students with
the list of internet resources below.
111.
Have the students take notes on the pollutions that the public could improve.
Make sure that students also take notes on solutions.
IV.
Distribute the outline for the letter to the editor.
* See the outline at the end of lesson plan.
Explain/Model each section of the outline.
V.
a. Section I - Introduce yourself as an sthgrade Mattoon Middle School
student. Tell the public that you have been learning about water pollution
and want to help the public learn how to limit their water pollution.
b. Section I1 - Choose the water issues that you want to focus on from your
internet research. Explain the problem and the effects it has on our water.
c. Section I11 - Have the students offer solutions to the problems they have
mentioned in section 11. Have them express their confidence that the
public cares and will work to stop polluting our water.
VI.
Walk around the room to monitorlgive suggestions as students complete the
outline.
VII. Upon completion of the outline, take students to the computer lab to type their
letters.
VIII. Review common grammar mistakes. Have students proofread and peer edit
with a partner.
a. Print the letters.
IX.
Demonstrate how to address an envelope.
a. Model the newspaper address on the board. Remember to put the ATTN:
label as "Letter to the Editor".
b. Model the personal address in the top left corner.
c. Show students where to place the stamp.
X.
Show how to properly fold the letter.
a. Have students insert their letters in the envelope. DON'T have them seal
the envelopes since the letters need to be graded prior to being sent.
Evaluation:
Grade students on the following rubric:
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,

audience, tone
i

/some information
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ilimited or
/inaccurate.
i
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Information is well
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written and
'complete, well
interesting to read.
,written and clear
1

"
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....................--
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Some business
'Letter is complete
letter elements may iwith all required
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Grammar,
Punctuation, and
choice of words for
the friendly letter
c
-

I~rammar,
/punctuation, and
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for a business
letter.

/Information
imissing. Inaccurate
punctuation or
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/grammar, and
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Ipunctuation.
of a business letter.

"----

t

written with

,

Envelope
errors.

i

mailing address.

Resources on Web:
http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps/whatudo.html
http://www.epa.~ov/owow/nps/abc.
html
http://~~~.~mi~h.edu/-gs265lsocietylwaterpollution.htm
http://~~~.units.muohio.eduldra~onfl~lwaterk2oindex.shtml
htt~://www.lenntech.com/Water-Pollution-FAQ.htm
http://www.geocities.comlRainForest/5
161/water 1.htm

Bibliography:
Donald, Rhonda Lucas. Water Pollution (True Books Series). 2001.
Summary: This book is designed for an investigative reader on water pollution
issues. Ages 13- 16
Gay, Kathlyn. Water Pollution (Impact Book Series).l990.
Summary: Water Pollution covers multiple issues on protecting our water. It
discusses problem of our contaminated rivers, lakes, and oceans and suggests
ways to purify them.

Name:

Letters to the Editor:
Outlining an Informative Business Letter
* Helpful Hint: State all of your ideas positively and politely. Your
readers will more likely respond favorably to your letter if it has a
positive tone.

BODY PARAGRAPHS
Beginning:
Introduce Yourself:

Reason for Writing:

Middle:
Present important detailslfacts about problem:

End:
Explain solutions to the problem:

Express your confidence in the public:

WATER
CONSERVATION

Jessie Peterson
Summer Agriculture Institute
ELE 5700-704
June 10 - 13,2008
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Courselgrade levellunit: Science/ 5thgrade1Water Conservation
Standard:
12.E.2a Identify and explain natural cycles of the Earth's land, water and
atmospheric systems (e.g., rock cycle, water cycle, weather patterns).
12.E.Zb Describe and explain short-term and long-term interactions of the
Earth's components (e.g., earthquakes, types of erosion).
13.B.2d Compare the relative effectiveness of reducing, reusing and
recycling in actual situations.
13.B.2f Analyze how specific personal and societal choices that humans
make affect local, regional and global ecosystems (e.g., lawn and garden
care, mass transit).
Duration: 2 class periods (50 minutes)
Objectives:

a
0

--.

Students will listen and follow given directions.
Students will describe how they use water at home.
Students will tell possible ways of wasting water at home.
Students will learn how to conserve water at home.

Materials:
Hoff, Mary and Mary M. Rodgers, Our Endangered Planet: Rivers and Lakes
Lerner, 1991
(Describes water's crucial role on earth, explaining what can be done to reverse the severe
damage already done to the global water supply by human beings. A Notable Children's Trade
Book in the Field of Social Studies)
0

0

Water Use Reflecting Questions
Average Daily Water Use Tally (available in Water Conservation with the
Water Lion)
Poster board

Procedure:
e

As an introduction, the teacher would read "Our Endangered Planet:
Rivers and Lakes" to the class. Then the class would use a KWL chart to
show what they know and what they want to learn about the global water
supply and also water conservation.

o

o

*

Then give the students the Water Use Reflecting Questions so that they
can write down the different ways that they use water at home. Remind
them to write down five ways they use water at home. Tell students to be
descriptive and to pick the most frequent uses of water in their home.
Discuss and share the checklist.
After this was discussed have the students pick three ways that they use
water that they could give LIP if they had to carry in all of their water and
three water uses that they could not give up if they had to carry in all of
their water. Discuss and share.
NOWthat the students are actively engaged in water conservation, have
students take home Average Daily Water Use Tally to record how water is
being used in their home. The students will mark a tally for every time
water is used in the home (toilet, faucet, bathtub, shower, wash clothes or
dishes, drink, water lawn or car). They will do this for three days but after
each day, the teacher will orally discuss what the students are noticing on
their tally sheets.
After the third day, have students discuss how water was used in their
homes and how much. Ask them what it means to waste water or to use it
excessively. After discussion you could have students take Average Daily
Water Use Tally home again and make notes on if water is being wasted
or used excessively. Another discussion could be done on how to be
Water-Wise. Have the students discuss ways to conserve water after the
experiences of observing how water was being used in their homes.
Have students make posters for display on how to conserve water. They
will use their ideas from discussions and observations in their home for
how water is wasted and how it can be conserved.
All students will share poster with the class and also try to incorporate
what was learned at home.

Assessment:
1. The students will be assessed on corr~pletionof the Water Use Reflecting

Questions.
2. They will also need to complete the Average Daily Water Use Tally and
discuss ways of how water was wasted and how it can be conserved. The
final assessment will be if their poster reflects that observations of wasting
water were made and ways to conserve were shown.

Water Use Reflecting Questions
DescribeJive wferent wliys you use water at lzome.

What are three ways you use water tlzlznt you could ensib give i p ifyou lzard to carry if$
all of your water?

Nilme tlzvee water uses you wo~lddh
water.

t like to give up $+vou /lid to carry in aN of-yocrr

Average Daily Water Use Tally
(Day of the Week)

Day 1:

Water Use Task
Flush toilet

Total Times on Day 1
Gallons per Day
(add all your marks Gallons Used
(column C x
in column B)
per Time
column D)

Times on
Day 1

6

I

Run faucet for 1 minute
(waiting for water to get

I hot or cold)

1

I

I

I

4

I

Fill a bathtub (about

1 5 inches of water)
Shower (5 minutes)
Run dishwasher
Wash a load of dishes by
hand (in a basin or plugged
sink without water running)

4

Wash a load of dishes by
hand (with water running)

30

Wash a car (water off while
soaping)

40

Wash a car (water on while
soaping)

180

Wash 1 large load of clothing

45

Wash 1 small load of clothing

30

Brush teeth with water running

2

Brush teeth with water off

1

1 Wash hands
1 Drink water

1

II

I

1

1

1 Water lawn (20 minutes)
Total Day 1

1

Average Daily Water Use Tally
(Day of the Week)

Day 2:

1

Gallons per Day
Gallons Used
(column C x
per Time
columnD)

Total Times on Day 2
Times on (add all your marks
Day 2
in column B)

Water Use Task

I
Flush toilet

Run faucet for 1 minute

) (waiting for water to get
1 hot or cold)

I

1 5 inches of water)

I

I Fill a bathtub (about
Shower (5 minutes)

1

35
I

Run dishwasher

15

Wash a load of dishes by
hand (in a basin or plugged
sink without water running)

4

Wash a load of dishes by
hand (with water running)

30

Wash a car (water off while
soaping)

40

Wash a car (water on while
soaping)

180

Wash 1 large load of clothing

45

Wash 1 small load of clothing

30

Brush teeth with water running

2

Brush teeth with water off

1

Wash hands

1

Drink water

0.25

Water lawn (20 minutes)

150

Total Day 2

1

Wgerageg Daily WaWr Use Ta1$
(Day of the Week)

Day 3:

Gallons per Day i
Total Times on Day 3
(column c x
Gallons Used
Times on (add all your marks
column D)
in column B)
per Time
Day 3

1

1

Water Use Task

1

I

1

lush toilet
Run faucet for 1 minute

I (waiting for water to get
hot or cold)

1 1

4

~

1

Fill a bathtub (about

1

40
35
Run dishwasher
hand (in a basin or plugged
Wash a load of dishes by

+I hand (with water running)

30

I

Wash a car (water off while

40

soaping)

Wash a car (water on while

I

180

soaping)

Wash 1 large load of clothing

45

-

-

30

Wash 1 small load of clothing

1 Brush teeth with water running 1

I

I

2

1
1

I

1

I

0.25

1

1

I
1

1

1 Brush teeth with water off

1 Wash hands
I Drink water

t--Water lawn (20 minutes)

1
1

I

150

Total Day 3

I

Awrage Daily Water Use TallyRefBeetian Questions

4. What water uses in your house were not
included in your water use tally?

1. Calculate your average daily water use
for the three days. (Add the three daily
totals together and divide by 3.)

2. Which activity required the most water?

5. How much does the water you use every
day weigh? (A gallon of water weighs 8
pounds, so multiply the answer from question 1 by 8.)

How would you like to have to carry that
much water into the house every day?

3. In which room of the house was the
most water used?

6. Was your average water use more or less
than the national average of 50 gallons per
person per day?
O More

O Less

If it was lower, congratulations! You already
practice some water-wise ways. If it was
higher, you'll learn some simple ways to
start conserving water in the third section
of this booklet. But first we're going to
learn more about some ways that people
waste water.
Adapted from "Water Wise: Lessons in WaterResources, " by E. C.
Moran and M. E. Krasny. published by Cornell Cooperative
Extension, 1989.

THE WATER

YOU
DRINK

Kisha K. Maurer
Global Warming: Water Issues & Conservation Measures
June 10-13,2008
Instructor: Ms. Robbie Berg

The Water YOU Drink

Goals
1
2.
3.
4.

Students will have an understanding of how we get water to drink.
Students will have an understanding of how drinking water can be contaminated.
Students will have an understanding of steps to prevent contamination.
Students will follow directions when given in class.

Objectives
\

1. To construct a working model of an aquifer to demonstrate how easily our
drinking water can be contaminated.
2. Develop a list of actions students can take to stop or reduce this contamination.

Illinois Assessment Frameworks
11.7.02 Distinguish among and answer questions about performing the following:
observing, drawing a conclusion based on observation, forming a hypothesis,
conducting an experiment, organizing data, constructing and reading charts and graphs,
and comparing data. Recognize the common units of the metric system.
12.7.89 Understand that water below the surface is groundwater and it forms when
precipitatior~moves slowly downward through rocks and soil.
13.7.11 Compare the effectiveness of reducing, reusing, and recycling in actual
situations

Prerequisites
1. Understanding of water system
2. Understanding of lab safety rules
3. Understanding of aquifers

Materials
I.1 clear plastic cup that is 2 314" deep x 3 114" wide for each student
2. I piece of modeling clay or floral clay that will allow a 2" flat pancake to be
made by each student for their cup
3. White play sand that will measure 114" in bottom of each student's cup
4. Aquarium gravel (natural color if possible) or small pebbles (approximately 112
cup per student)
(HINT: As many small rocks may have a powdery residue on them, you may wish
to rinse and dry them on a clean towel prior to use. It is best if they do not add
cloudiness to water.)
5. Red food coloring
6. 1 bucket of clean water and small cup to dip water from bucket
7. Poster from usgs.gov
http://water.usqs.gov/outreach/Posters/hazardous wastelhazwaste bw.pdf

Lesson Description
Students will hypothesize how water may become contaminated. Students will then
construct their own aquifers to observe this in action.
\

Lesson Procedure
Introduction: The lesson will begin with students brainstorming ideas of how water can
become contaminated. After writing these on the board, students will be placed into
groups of 4-5 students. Each student will be given a poster that has examples of water
polluters. Groups will find these areas on the poster. Students will then give more
examples to add to the original list.
Students will watch a short review of how we get our drinking water
(http://www.epa.qov/safewater/kids/flash/flashaquifer.html)Main Activitv:
I.Pour 114" of white sand in the bottom of each cup corr~pletelycovering the bottom
of the container. Pour water into the sand, wetting it completely (there should be
no standing water on top of sand). Let students see how the water is absorbed in
the sand, but remains around the sand particles as it is stored in the ground and
ultimately forming part of the aquifer.
2. Have each student flatten the modeling clay (like a pancake) and cover I12 of the
sand with the clay (have each student press the clay to one side of the container
to seal off that side). The clay represents a "confining layer" that keeps water
from passing through it. Pour a small amount of water onto the clay. Let the
students see how the water remains on top of the clay, only flowing into the sand
below in areas not covered by the clay.

3. Use the aquarium rocks to form the next layer of earth. Place the rocks over the
sand and clay, covering the entire container. To one side of the cup, have
students slope the rocks, forming a high hill and a valley. Explain to students that
these layers represent some of the many layers contained in the earth's surface.
Now pour water into your aquifer until the water in the valley is even with your
hill. Students will see the water stored around the rocks. Explain that these rocks
are porous, allowing storage of water within the pours and openings between
them. They will also notice a "surface" supply of water (a small lake) has formed.
This will give them a view of both the ground and surface water supplies which
can be used for drinking water purposes.
4. Use the food coloring and put a few drops on top of the rock hill as close to the
inside wall of the cup as possible. As an example, explain to students that often
old wells are used to dispose of farm chemicals, trash, and used motor oil. This
practice can show up in the ground water and their drinking water. They will see
that the color spreads not only through the rocks, but also to the surface water
and into the white sand at the bottom of their cup. This is one way pollution can
spread throughout the aquifer over time.

Discuss with students other activities that could pollute their aquifer. Assign students
the task of locating activities around the school or their own homes that could pollute
their drinking water sources if not properly maintained. Allow students to drain off the
water in their cups and carry home their container to refill with water and show their
parents surface and ground water and how the food coloring illustrates pollution
activity above their aquifer can affect all water. Students should discuss with parents
what steps they can take as a household to prevent water pollution.

WATER
AVAILABILITY,
USAGE &
CONSERVATION

Lesson Plan

6aagrade
Topics: Water availability, water usage, water consenration
Stab Standards:
1I.A.3b. Conduct scientific experiments that control all but one variable.
11.A.3c. Collect and record data accurately using consistent measuring and recording
techniques and media.
II.A.3e. Use data manipulation tools and quantitative (e.g. mean, mode, simple

equations) and representational methods (e.g. simulations, image processing) to
analyze measurements.

I 1.A.3g. Report and display the process and results of a scientific investigation.

1.B.3d. Read age-appropriate material with fluency and accuracy.

/'

\

3.A.3. Write compositions that contain complete sentences and effective paragraphs
using English conventions.

Goals for the lesson:
-Students will recognize that there is a lot of water on Earth, but not much of it can be
used for drinking water and other water supply needs.
-Students will recognize that ground water and surface water is a very small percentage
of the Earth's water.
-Students will gain an understanding of how much water is used on a daily basis in a
household setting.
-Students will develop an understanding of how important it is that we take care of our
water resources.
-Students will identify ways to conserve water.

Materials needed:
-related handouts from web sites

(

-5-gallon aquarium filled with water

-24 oz. measuring cup
-green food coloring
-ice cube tray
-ice pack
-dropper
-clear container filled with sand (at least 6 ounces in size)
-glossary of terms relevant to the lesson
-activity handout
-water usage survey form
-water facts about Illinois

Preparation:

I

1. Ask the class what they know about how much water there is in and on the
earth. Note on board to be able to make comparisons with information in the
handouts.
2. Distribute handout "How Much Water Is 'There On Earth?"
3. After the first paragraph is read, distribute handouts to elaborate on aquifers and
the water cycle.
4. After reading the handout, distribute handouts on glaciers and icecaps
http:/(qa. wafer.us~&ys.g~v/ed&~/eapr"h~Iac~er.
html

5. The handouts already distributed give statistics mgarding the amount and
distribution of water on Earth. To help students get a better concept of water
amount and distribution, conduct the following activity.

Present to the class a 5-gallon aquarium filled with water. Explain that the water
in the aquarium represents aH of the water in the world.
List on the board the following types of water supplies on Earth:
-oceans
-groundwater
-rivers
-icecaps/glaciers
.freshwater lakes
-inland seaslsak lakes

-atmosphere
3. Using a measuring cup, remove 18 ounces of water from the aquarium.
4. Color the remaining water in the aquarium green with food coloring. This water
that is remaining in the aquarium represents the proportionate amount of water
that is in our oceans. The 18 ounces is proportionateto water that is not ocean
water.
5. Pour 15 ounces of the 18 ounces into an ice cube tray. This represents that
amount of water that is held in glaciers and icecaps. The water is not readily
available to use.
6. Since the 13 ounces of water in the ice cube tray is comparable to the amount of
water in the ice pack, place the ice pack in the aquarium to represent the total
amount of water held in glaciers and icecaps.
7. 'The remaining 3 ounces represents the world's available fresh water. Of this
amount, only a fraction of an ounce is held in the world's fresh water lakes and
rivers. Place a dropper full of water in a small cup or in a student's hand.
8. The remaining water is ground water. Pour ,this remaining water into a cup of
sand. Explain that ground water is held in the pore spaces of soil and fractures
of bedrock.
9. Distribute activity handout, "All the Water in the World."
IO.After computing the answers for the handout, ask the students if they are
surprised to know that such a small percentage of the water in the world is fresh.

Questions for Follow Up:
I Why isn't all fresh water usable?
2. Why do we need to take care of surface waterJground water?

Conclusion:
1. To make students mindful of the amount of water that that they use in a day's

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

time, distribute the handout "How Much Water Do You Use?"
Divide the class into groups of three. As homework, assign each group to work
together and calculate how much water is used in a typical day using their
handout.
The following day, compare and discuss the findings of the different groups.
Complete a master chart or graph of water usage by calculating the average
numbers from all the groups.
Discuss the implications of using so much water.
Assign the groups to come up with at least 10 ways to conserve water on a daily
basis.

1

Assessment;

Assess the students learning by having them write in their journals summarizing
what they have learned about the amount and distribution of water on Earth. In
addition, have students explain why they think they should conserve water and have
them list 7 specific ways they can do so.

AQUIFERS

By: Jilt Burroughs
Taken from http://science-class.net

kssoaa Plam Title:

Aquifers
+

/
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This will take three periods t o complete. One period for each part.

Sqandards Addressed :

Goal 11
o

ll.A.3b, ll.A.3c, ll.A.3e8 11.A.3f8 ll.A.39

Goal 12
o 12.E.3a, 12.E.3b
+

Goal 13
o

13.A.3c, 13.B.3e, 13.B.3f

S p . t c i f i g Qbjec~:
%pg:
*

+

Student will be able t o describe the relationship between ground
water and surface water
Students wit1 be able t o Dst how ground water and surface water
affect each other
Students will karn how a change in either ground water or surface
water will affect the other

Required Materials :
Please see attached lesson plan
Part 1 (see attached lesson plan)
Anticipatory Set (Lead-In):
Parts of an Aquifer
o

On the Smart Board have each of the terms and definitions on
and ask them to match them together (This will be a review)

Step-By-Step Procedures:
Please see attached lesson plan
Part 2 (see attached lesson plan)
Anticipatory Set (Lead-In):
The Recharge Zone
o

On the Smart Board have the term Recharge Zone. Ask the
students t o write the definition on the board, ask them list
sources of this water and t o draw a diagram of the process
(This will be a review)

Step- By-Step Procedtires:
Please see attached lesson plan
P a e 3 (see a ~ a c h e dlesosra plan)

Anticipatory Set (Lead-In):
The discharge zone
o

On the Smart Board have each of the terms and definitions on
and ask them to match them together (This will be a review)

Step- By-Step Procedures:
i '

Please see attached lesson plan

POafis For Inclepeden* P~aetice
:
For Parts 1-3 the students will work in teams t o complete the lab and
record their findings and observations
Assessmen9 Based On ObJeeives :

Write a paragraph t o describe the relationship between groi~ndwater
and surface water. How does one affect the other? How does a
change in one affect the other? Use information from your
investigation t o support what you say.

Soda Bottle Aquifer 1

Aquifers
Background Information: An aauifer is any natural material that contains water
recoverable in useful amounts by means of wells or natural springs. Aquifers may be
fractured zones in otherwise solid rock, layers of solid but porous rock or loose
sedimentary materials. Some of the best aquifers are thick beds of sandstone,
geologically young limestones and bath salts, sands and gravels. Except in favored
areas, most geologic materials are not aquifers. Clay and shale contain water, but
unless the beds are fractured, pore openings are too small to allow water movement.
Most igneous and metamorphic rock lack pore spaces and contain hardly any water.
Materials:

/

Model bottle with screen
Sand
Clear t a ~ e

Collection bottle
Ilail
I Film canister

Food coloring
Pan
I Candle
I

Part 1 - Parts of an Aquifer
Background Information: Whenever water reaches the earth's surface, some of
it goes into the ground where it flows through porous rocks. Groundwater is divided
into layers called the saturated zone (full of water), the water table (top of the
saturated zone), and the unsaturated zone (everything above the water table). As
water flows through the ground some water sticks to the surface of the rocks and soil
in the unsaturated zone, but the pores in the rock or soil in the zone are filled with air.
The water continues to flow down through the water table to the saturated zone
where all the pores in the rock or soil are ,Filled with water.
Capillary action is important for moving water (and all of the things that are dissolved
in it) around. It is defined as the movement of water within the spaces of a porous
material due to the forces of adhesion, cohesion, and surface tension.
stick to each other
Capillary action occurs because water is sticky -- water molec~~les
and to other substances, such as glass, cloth, organic tissues, and soil. Dip a paper
towel into a glass of water and the water will "climb" onto the paper towel. In fact, it
will keep going up the towel until the pull of gravity is too much for it to overcome.

Adaptedfrom Soda Bottle Hydrology: ht/~:hk~w~~t~.ern.doe.
IIO\*/SOC/(L~
M Poarch - 2002
http://science-class.net

Soda Bottle Aquifer 2

Procedure:
1. Put the screen in the model bottle.
2. Fill your model bottle with sand to the
1,000 mL mark.
3. Slowly pour approximately 1600 mL of water
into the collection botfle.
4. Add food coloring to the water
(about 6 drops of a dark color).
5. Place the model bottle in the collection bottle.
If the opening of the model bottle is not in the water,
remove it, add about 200 mL more water to the
collection bottle, and replace the model bottle in the
collection boltle.
6. Observe. Record your observations in the data
section.
7. With your grease pencil, based on your observations
and the descriptions above, label the bottle with the following:
Water table
Saturation zone
Unsaturatedzone
8. Draw the parts of an aquifer in the data section.
9. Approximately how much water was drawn up into the model bottle?
(collectionbottle start - collection bottle finish = capillary action volume)

Data:
Observations

Adaptedfrorn Soda Bottle Hydrology: htt~:/:'n~i~~it~.crn.(Ioc'.
qovr'soci~~:
M Poarch - 2002
http://science-class.net

,
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Soda Bottle Aquifer 3

Part 2 - The Recharge Zone
Background Information: Recharae zones (sometimescalled green zones) are
where water flows into the ground to become groundwater through the recharge
system. Recharge adds water to the groundwater system when rainfall, melting snow,
surface water, or water from a creek or lake soaks in through the soil and rocks. In a
recharge zone, water flows downward through the unsaturated zone, water table,
and saturated zone to get to the aquifer.

Procedure:
1. Put the screen into the model bottle and
insert it into the collection bottle.
2. Fill your model bottle with sand to the 1,000
mL mark.
3. Cut the bottom off the film canister and insert it
into the sand, next to the wall of the bol-He.
4. Slowly pour colored water into the film canister.
5. Observe the flow of the colored water into the sand.
6. Record your observations.
7. With your grease pencil, draw the flow pattern of the
water on the bottle.
8. In the data section, draw the flow pattern you saw in
the bottle.

Adupfedfrom Soda Bottle Hydrologv: htt~~:!~~i~it~it~.em.doe.eoviso~/~~
M Poarch - 2002
htp://science-class.net

Soda Bottle Aquifer 4

Data:
Observations

Adaptedfrom Soda Bottle Hydrology: htta: G'n~ii~~u.em.doe.
covLsocl(u'
M Poarch - 2002
ht@://science-class.net

Soda Bottle Aquifer 5

Part 3 - The Discharge Zone
Background Information: sometimes water naturally flows out of the ground,
like a spring or geyser; sometimes it is pumped out of the ground with a well. The
area where water flows out of the ground is called a discharge zone. If the water
table, the top surface of the saturated zone which separates it ,from the unsaturated
zone, is to stay level, the amount of water recharaed (comingin to the ground) must
equal the amount of water discharued (going out of the ground)

Procedure:
1. Use a candle to heat the end of a long nail.

Hold one end of the na~l
with a folded paper towel.
2. Use the hot nail to poke a hole in the model
bottle at about the 500 mL mark.
3. Cover the hole with clear tape.
4. Put the cap on the model bottle.
5. Fill your model bottle with sand to the
1,000 mL mark.
6. Slowly pour water into the model bottle, until
the sand is completely wet. If the sand were an aquifer,
it would be considered full or "saturated" at this point.
7. Place the model bottle in a pan or dish.
8. Place drops of food coloring along the edge of the sand next to the bottle wall
(6-8 drops).
9. Remove the tape.
10. Observe the flow of the colored water through the sand.
11. If the water isn't I'lowing, slowly add some more water to the sand.
12. With your grease pencil, draw the water's llow pattern on the bottle.
13. In the data section, draw the flow pattern you saw in the botlle.

Adapted from Soda Bottle Hydrology: httv::';i~l~t'~t'.
ern.doee~o!~~:so(/~~;
M. Poarch - 2002
htip://science-class.net

Soda Bottle Aquifer 6

Data:
Observations

Adaptedfrom Soda Bottle Hydrology: htt~:::',~~w~i~.srn.c/os.~o~~~soc/~~/
M Poarch - 2002
ht@://science-class.net

Soda Bottle Aquifer 7

Conclusions:
Write a paragraph to describe the relationship between ground water and surface
water. How does one affect the other? How does a change in one affect the other?
Use information from your investigation to support what you say.

Adaptedfrom Soda Bottle Hydrology: hftu:#+~~ii~it~.ern.o'oe.
rrr)t~/:sodu/
M.Poarch - 2002

THE
WATERCYCLE

The Water Cycle
Sally White
June 13,2008
Illinois Learnina Standard:
12E - Students who meet the standard know and apply concepts that
describe the features and processes of Earth and its resources.
Apply scientific inquiries or technological designs to examine the
Earth's land, water and atmospheric conditions, describing
erosion/weathering in terms of impact on features on Earth,
diagramming the water cycle to explain changes that occur in the
atmosphere during different weather conditions, or predicting
atmospheric conditions from cloud, barometric, and other
observations.

\

Pur~oseof Lesson:
Students will learn the correct terms for each stage of the water
cycle. They will understand that it is a continuing process that
shows how water moves through our environment.
1 Put the words evaporation, condensation, precipitation, and
transpiration on the board. Ask the students if any of them
recognize a word. Do they know what they mean? What do
they think they mean?

2. Read the section in the Science Book on the water cycle.
Discuss what each of these words mean. Draw an example of
the water cycle on the board. Have students volunteer to put
the vocab words where they belong.

3. Read over the worksheet "The Water Cycle" together and then
have them make the poster. Students will read the phrases and
number them before they cut them out. They should color and
then glue down the water cycle on blue construction paper.
Next, they need to glue down the labels in the proper places on
the poster. Students will be graded on neatness and that labels
are placed correctly.
4. The next day the students should take the water cycle quiz to

i

assess their understanding of the concept.

Other activities:
Continuing reading the chapter and study the different types of
clouds. What clouds produce rain, snow, and sleet? What kinds
of clouds are associated with storms, or mild weather?
*make a cloud poster using cotton balls
*types of clouds worksheets
Have the students make a water cycle bracelet to help them
remember the stages of the cycle. Can they explain it to their
peers? Parents?
*materials would include - different bead colors
and string.

Name

Date

&p

/*

The Water Cycle

?JC-

The water cycle is an exciting and continuous process. The water cycle is
the movement of water in the environment by evaporation, condensation,
and precipitation. The warm sun causes water on the Earth to evaporate (to
change a liquid into a gas) and riskup into the sky. The water vapors that
are formed, cool during evaporation. This is what forms clouds that float in
the sky. Clouds can be a mass of water droplets and/or ice particles. When
the clouds get heavy enough, the water falls back to the earth.' Condensation
is the change of a gas; such as water vapors, into a liquid or solid. The water
vapors must turn into a liquid or solid before it can fall to the earth. When
the water falls back to the earth it is called precipitation. The water may fall
as rain, snow, or hail. Plants in our environment also release water vapor into
the atmosphere. When plants do this it is called transpiration,

1. What causes the water on the earth to evaporate and rise?
a) the earth
b) the sun
c) umbrellas
d) none of the above
2. Clouds are formed by.. ..
a) water vapors
c) summer

b) rainbow
d) helium

3. Which one is NOT part of the water cycle's movement of water?
a) precipitation
b) transpiration
c) transportation
d) condensation
4. What would be a good title for this story?
b) Water Vapor
a) .Rain Clouds
c) Why It Rains
d) Our Water%Stages

Copyright abcteach.com 2001
Author: Lynne Roukong

Name

5) The author wrote this to.. .
a) inform
c) entertain

Date
-

b) persuade
d) compare/contrast

6. Which is true about clouds?
a) They are made out of ice.
b) They are made of water droplets.
c) When they get heavy enough water falls back to the earth.
d) all of the above
7. Precipitation is
a) rain that falls to the earth
b) snow that falls to the earth
c) hail that falls to the earth
d) all of the above
8. Condensation is
a) the change of a gas into a liquid or solid
b) any form of water that falls to the earth
c) the change of a liquid to a gas
.
d) used for making pies
'

9. In the passage, vapors most likely mean
a) ghosts
b) gases
d) none of the above
c) drops

1O.The process by which plants transfer vapor into the atmosphere is
called
a) condensation
b) evaporation
c) transpiration
d) precipitation

Copyright abcteach.com 2001
Author: Lynne Routzong
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Understanding the water cycle

e

The Water Cycle

Cut out the sentence strips.
Glue the strips below the picture in the right order.

r-------------'-----'-------------------l
1 - The water droplets become heavy.

i

I
I As the water vapor rises, it cools down.
+-------------------------------------II The sun heats t h e earth's water.

I

-4
i

r-------------'-------'I----------------'- I

1

It The heavy droplets fall to the earth as rain, snow, sleet, or hail.
1

I The warmed water turns into vapor and rises in the air.

f

in the clouds the tiny water droplets join together.
f
1

I The tiny water droplets form clouds.
1

r.I

___
1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - -

II The cooled water vapor forms tiny droplets of water.
L-,------,------,--------,,------------J

out the words.
'6"J~e
each ward in the correct box onjthe picture.

' Cut

-------

I- precipitation 1

L.----L--

A

------- 1
'
L --,---L
co>ZeT;;s5nn

-I

_l

evaporation

A

,
,
,

cirrus - Thin, wispy, curly-shaped clouds.
cumulo-nimbus- Large, dense, towering clouds that cause rain and thunderstorms.
cumulus - Puffy clouds.
fog - Ground-hugging clouds.
stratus - Layered, horizontal clouds with a flat base.

POND WATER
SURVEY

Pond Water Survey
Lesson Plan
Debbie Garretson
Lesson Objectives:
1. Students will be able to identify and describe various organisms living in a
pond water environment.
2. Describe the characteristics of living things.
3.

Compare and contrast organisms created by asexual reproduction and
sexual reproduction.

4.

Classify abiotic and biotic factors in a pond water environment.

5.

Describe the life cycles of various freshwater organisms.

Materials needed:
Small backyard pond or other water source
Microscopes
Materials for observation-slides, cover slips, eyedroppers
Small viles for water samples
Identification guides
Items for measuring volume of water source
Water testing materials
State Standards:
12.A.3c, 12.A.3b, 12.B.3a, 12.B.4b
Teacher Directions:
Divide the class into teams of 2-4 students. Each team will be required to prepare
a Pond Water Survey based on report guidelines. Teams will need to determine the
population count and volume of the pond.

i

Gather equipment and resources needed to the project. Students should know how
to use the microscopes and make wet mount slides. Once project procedures have
been developed and approved, teams should begin their research.

Part A: Project Procedures
Develop testing procedures for each of the following:
(1) How will you determine the volume of the pond?
(2) How will you collect and record data?
(3) How will you determine population counts of 10 organisms?
(4) How will you communicate with other research teams?
Part B: Report Guidelines
The completed report must include:
1. Description of water source
(a) Size, volume (in milliliters, liters, and gallons), location, temperature, and water
quality issues
(b) List biotic and abiotic factors of pond
* Depending on available resources, testing data related to dissolved oxygen, ammonia,
nitrates, pH, nitrites, and various minerals) is optional

2. Population survey
Estimated population counts for 10 organisms (at least 3 must be plant life).
Calculations to support your estimates must be provided
A graph must be created to display population counts.
3. Index of organisms
Provide the following information for each organism included in your population survey:
(a) Name
(b) Classification
(c) Diagram
(d) Brief description (color, size, shape)
(e) Method of movement
(f) Reproduction
(g) Food source(s)
(h) Life cycle diagram

Part C: Project Conclusion
Answer the following questions:
(1) What life characteristics did you observe in living organisms in your water samples?
(2) Give examples of each: unicellular and multicellular.
(3) What types of features did you observe in living organisms relating to adaptation,
competition, and survival potential (i.e. appendages, camouflage, defensive structures)?
(4) How do organisms produced through asexual reproduction differ from those produced
through sexual reproduction?
(5) Compare and contrast autotrophs and heterotrophs.
(6) Draw a diagram to show the food chain of a small pond community.

\

Project Worksheets:
(1) Project Procedures - pdf
(2) Index of Organisms - pdf
(3) Project Conclusion - pdf

Helpful Web Links

httv://mbg;net.mobot.org/fresh/index.
htm
This site features a wealth of information regarding freshwater biomes including Rivers
and Streams, Ponds and Lakes, and Wetlands. This site has a great slide show about
aquatic organisms that inhabit these various environments.

Includes Links to these sites
Pond Life ID Kit - httv://www.microsco~yuk.org.uk/index.html?httD://www.rnicrosco~v-uk.
orrr.uk/~ondlindex.html
Smallest Page Microbe Zoo - httD://cornrntechlab.rnsu.edu/sites/dlc-me/zoo/
Freshwater Ecosystems - httv://mb~et.mobot.org/fresh/index.htrn
EcoWatch Invertebrates - htt~://www.ento.csiro.au/Eco~vatch/Invertebrates.htm
Adopt-A-Pond - httv://www.uen.ordutahlink/pond/
Protistic Park - http://www.funsci.c0m/fun3en/~rotists/entrmce.htm
Aquatic Macroinvertebrates Keys to Identification

htt~://www.dec.state.nv.us/website/dow/strerun/orderpa~!eone.htm
BioMedia Gallery - Life in a drop of water
htt~://ebiomedia.
com/gdl/droddrovmain.htnnl

WATER ISSUES
AND
CONSERVATION

I

Anticipatory Set: 1.Ask the students to list the
reasons there are so many changes in the
environment. Discuss responses.
2. Ask the students why a picture of the
black rhino was used on the front cover of the
chapter. Discuss Responses.
3. Ask the students what the effects of these
changes might be.
Guided Reading: Read pages 108-109 from the
Ecology textbook on the destruction of wetlands
together.
Independent Practice: Pass out Worksheet 23 and
have students read it silently.
Assessment: Have each student complete the two
questions at the bottom of page 23.
1. What are three advantages of wetlands?

2. What are the benefits of transplanting wetland's
plant life?

i
I

I

SACKGROUND
INFORMATION

-

I

ENDANGERED SPECIES

-

Figure 4-10 Wetlands, such as
this marsh in the Louisiana bayous,
are home to many creatures. The
survival of organisms such as the
roseate spoonbill (left), whooping
crane (center), and Everglades kite
(right) is made uncertain by
continued wetlands destruction.

4-1 (continued)
CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
Distinguish between surface water
(lakes, rivers, and reservoirs),groundwater (water that is below the surface of the
Earth and protected from the sun), and
wetlands (swamps, marshes, sloughs, and
bogs). Not long ago, the area of our wetlands measured twice as large as the area
we have today.

were considered nothing more than ugly breedinl
grounds for mosquitoes. Now people realize that.
lands are extremely valuable ecosystems.'They are
temporary homes for migrating waterbirds, and p
manent homes for minks, alligators, mangroves,
Venus' flytraps, frogs, turtles, and many other org
isms. Wetlands are also the source of nutrients fol
many ocean biomes near the shore.
Unfortunately, about half the Earth's wetlands
have been drained;"filled in, or destroyed by poll1
tion.*The effects of wetlands destruction are far
reaching. For example, farmers in southern Floric
are draining marshes to grow more crops. The
marshes contain snails eaten by small hawklike bi~
known as Everglades kites. As the marshes vanish,
does the kites' food supply. The rest of the story
should be familiar to you by now. Yes, the Evergla
kite is close to extinction. What are some other p
sible effects of continued wetlands destruction on
the organisms that live there? How might this destruction affect fishing and duck hunting?@

Why is it important to protect our wetlands? (Protectionwould help to decrease
the chance that wetland inhabitantswould
become endangered or extinct.)
How can we help to protect our remaining wetlands? (People can actively
campaign at the local, state, and federal
government levels to help enact laws that
restrict the use of wetland areas.)

GUIDED PRACTICE
Skills Development
Skill: Relating cause and effect
Divide the class into teams of four to
students. Each team should assume tl.
it is a management group in charge
protecting and maintaining several w
land areas. Teams should debate the id
of creating a series of nature trails in a w
land area that has no existing trails anc
not accessible to the general public. A ~
weighing advantages and disadktag

POLLUTION As you can see in Figure 4-11, pollution can be a threat to living things. Pollution
comes in all shapes and sizes. Birds and useful insects may be poisoned when crops are sprayed with
cl--micals meant to kill pests. Acid rain can kill walants, deform fish, and prevent fish eggs from
developing. Birds, sea turtles, fishes, and other animals can become hopelessly tangled in bits of discarded plastic fishing lines and fishing nets. Can you
think of other ways in which pollution harms
wildlife? @

I

Changing Communities
The sad story of the dodo illustrates what can
happen when foreign species are introduced to an
organism's environment. Species that are released
into a place where they had not previously existed
are known as exotic species. Don't be confused by
this use of the word exotic--exotic species may not
be strangely beautiful or different in a way that
makes them striking or fascinating. Many exotic
species are quite ordinary-the pigeon that you
might see pecking at crumbs in a city park is an exotic species.
Exotic species may directly interact with the native species. This interaction may take the form of
competition or predation-some examples of which
you shall now read about.
If you are from the South, you are probably familiar with the kudzu vine. This vine, imported from
~ a ~ to
a n
feed sheep and goats, grows extremely
1-7-idly all over everything in sight, including other
s. Kudzu competes with native plants for light,
hater, and nutrients. Eventually, the kudzu vine causes the death of the plants it has grown over by preventing them from getting enough light.
Exotic predators have been the downfall of many
species, including the dodo. Pigs, rats, mongooses,
cats, and dogs have each at some time been the
main cause of extinction of at least two species of
birds. Herbivores, which can be thought of as predators of plants, can also bring about the extinction of
their prey. In Hawaii, goats and cattle have eaten
several types of plants into extinction.

I

in terms of cause a n d effect, each team
should reach a consensus decision a n d
be prepared to support its position.

ENRICHMENT
Golf courses are sometimes built o n
wetlands. The two governing bodies of
golf, the PGA and USGA, are working in
conjunction with golfcourse developers to
--+smpt to minimize the environmental
')act that a golf course might otherwise have o n a wetland area.

Figure 4-1 1 Because synthetic
substances such as plastics break
down extremely slowly, they can
be dangerous to wildlife for a long
time. This seal tangled in nylon net
survived its ordeal. Most entangled
organisms are not so lucky.

Once, a Once-ler . . .
What happens when careless greed has its way?
Why couldn't the Bar-baloots stay?
Why d i d the SwomeeSwans fly away?
How does the Once-ler
cook his own goose?
Read The Lorax, by Dr.
Seuss.

I

GUIDED PRACTICE

Skills Development
Skill: Drawing conclusions
Many of the nation's wetlands have
disappeared.

Do you think it is possible to create
more wetland areas?Why or why not? (Acc e p t all logical conclusions. Students
might suggest that re-creating lost wetlands is less important than preserving
those that still exist.)

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
Species can b e referred to as native.
Native means that they are the original inhabitants of a particular place. Ask students to name several species of wildlife
they might find in their backyards. Are any
of the named species native to the area in
which they live? Choose several of the
species that are not suggested to be native
to the area and discuss possible ways in
which that species ultimately evolved to be
native to the backyard.

Name

Date

Class

The High Cost of Wetlands
Destruction
Muddy waste. That's what wetlands look like to
some people. So, filling them in and paving
them over seems like a good idea, right? Not
necessarily. Wetlands are important to the environment. They provide a natural habitat in
which wildlife can thrive. They help prevent
flooding of farmland and housing communities. They even act as a natural water filter for
many environmental and chemical pollutants.
Unfortunately, within a 200-year period ending in the 1980s, 53 percent of the wetlands in
the United States were destroyed. Even now,
28,000 hectares to 36,000 hectares of wetlands
continue to be destroyed each year.
Loss and Destruction
Major wetland losses occurred during the land
development boom from the mid-1950s to the
mid-1970s. A federal farm policy now discourages the draining of wetlands for use as croplands, but land development continues. The
Army Corps of Engineers, which has the
authority to issue permits for the draining and
destruction of wetlands, grants 90 percent of aU
requests it receives.
Large areas of aquatic plant life have been
killed off in the Chesapeake, Florida, and Tampa
bays as well as in branches of the Potomac
River. The loss of coastal marshes is particularly
great in Florida, Texas, California, Louisiana,
and in the Northeast.
Aquatic plant life is at the heart of the food
chain in these areas. Wetland plants, such as
arrow arum, pickerelweed, and spatterdock,
absorb nutrients and are a source of muchneeded food and shelter for the animals, fish,
and insects that live there.

Activity

In addition to destroying wildlife habitats,
the loss of wetlands can increase flooding.
Because wetlands store extra water like a
sponge, they are better at preventing floods
than dams and reservoirs.
A wetlands ecosystem acts as an air and water
purifier. Approximately 80 percent of wetlands
water comes from agricultural runoff. That
water can contain fertilizers, sediment, and
other pollutants. Wetlands control these pollutants by acting as a kind of natural filter, trapping sediment and absorbing excess nutrients.
Restoring Nature's Filter
Voluntary programs might help restore these
ecosystems and their benefits. For example, the
Wetlands Reserve Program pays money to
landowners who restore wetlands, As a way to control flooding,the Conservation Reserve Program
gives farmers money for not farming or developing
parts of their land. Finally, individuals and environmental groups are helping by 1obbying.Congress and transplanting aquatic plants in wetlands.

Wetlands help to purify air and water.

Assessment: Have each student complete the two questions at the bottom
of the page.

1. What are three advantages of wetlands?
2. What are the benefits of transplanting wetland's plant life?

CONSERVING
WATER

Water Issues & Conservation Measures: Lessons for Teaching Math, Science, & Reading
Eastern Illinois University Credit-ELE 5700-704
Emily M. Patrick
Learning. Objective: Students will determine their water consumption levels and will take
action to reduce the amount they use on a regular basis.

Illinois Learning. Standards:
5.A.3b--Design a project related to contemporary issues using multiple sources.
6.B.3a-Solve practical computation problems involving whole numbers, integers, and rational
numbers.
6.D.3-Apply ratios and proportions to practical problems.
7.A.3a-Measure length, capacity, weightlmass and angles using sophisticated instruments

Materials Needed:
Computer lab
Water consumption worksheet
\

Introduction: Water is a natural resource that is in limited supply in our world. Fresh water is
becoming scarcer in many areas of the world, and it is our responsibility as citizens of the planet
to make sure this resource is not wasted.

i

Activiw Outline:
I.
Information will be presented to students to help them determine how much water
simple daily routines consume. Students will be given worksheets with national
averages (i.e. each flush of a low-flow toilet uses 1.6 gallons of water; a running
shower uses 2 gallons per minute, etc.). Students will also learn a more accurate
method of determining the water consumption on their water fixtures (i.e. use an
empty gallon bucket under the shower head and time how long it takes to fill).
11.
Students will keep a journal of their water consumption for one week. A chart will be
provided for them to list each event (tooth brushing, toilet flushing, watering lawn,
washing clothesldishes, etc.) and will include extra spaces for additional activities
that may be unique to that student. Students will simply keep tally marks of how
many times or how many minutes they use each device.
111.
Students will use simple mathematics to determine the actual amount of water they
consumed. They will have the option of using the "average" consumption rates
provided, or determining the actual amount consumed by each fixture.

Students will present their findings to the group. As a class, we will
A. Determine the amount used by the entire class
B. Brainstorm to find ways to reduce our water consumption using simple means
(i.e. turn off water while you are brushing teeth, only run dishwasher when it is a
h l l load)
C. Research on the internet to find methods and technologies that help to reduce
water consumption levels (i.e. low flow shower heads and toilets, energy star
appliances, etc.)
D. Discuss ways water can be conserved by individuals, companies, and other
organizations.

Assessment/Culminating.ActiviCy
Students will be graded based on the completeness of their journal. Students will be asked to
select three different methods that they plan to adopt in order to reduce their water consumption.

Web Resources:

http://www.c~rwire.com/Newsll066
1.html
http://www.h2options.com.au/water usage.php
Gives water flow rates for many items
http://aa.~ater.~~sg~.gov/edu/sq3
.lltml
More interactive method of determining water consumption rates

Water: How to Use and Conserve our most Precious Resource (Smith & Hawken) (Paperback)
by Susan McClure
In The Hands-On Gardener: Water, Susan McClure, author of Smith & Hawken Seeds and
Propagation, clears up one of the most common yet mystifying problems gardeners face--the
right way to deliver the right amount of water to the right plant at the right time. Rooted in the
belief that good gardening is water-conscious gardening, Water shows how to have your garden
and water, too, and covers when and how much to water; soil types; improving drainage;
minimizing stress; the importance of mulch; watering systems--from the old-fashioned watering
can to sophisticated drip and trickle irrigation; and ends with an encyclopedia that lists over 100
water-conserving plants.

The Home Water Supplv: How to Find, Filter, Store, and Conserve It (Paperback) by &
Campbell
If you live in the country or suburbs, you've had, are having, or will have water problems. What's
yours? Not enough water? Too much? Tastes terrible? The pump quits? The water's
contaminated? No matter what it is, author Stu Campbell addresses it in this book, and offers
down-to-earth solutions in language understandable to all of us who aren't plumbers. Campbell
had coped with water problems in both the East and the West, from the many-state shortages of
the West to a cantankerous pump in Vermont. And he's probed the minds of experts -- dowsers,
well diggers, plumbers, electricians, and those who know about the flow of water deep
underground. In a friendly, knowledgeable manner, Campbell discusses your difficulties. He
provides concrete and money-saving answers to questions that range from locating water to
digging a pond to hooking up the plumbing in your home. You'll know when to try something
yourself, when to call a plumber or other expert.
Handbook of Water Use and Conservation: Homes, Landscapes, Industries, Businesses, Farms
(Hardcover) by Amy L. Vickers
As drought, pollution, and sprawl make water increasingly scarce, here is the first comprehensive
and authoritative handbook on water use and efficiency measures for all who are concerned
about efficient water use. "Handbook of Water Use and Conservation: Homes, Landscapes,
Businesses, Industries, Farms " (Waterplow Press, ISBN 1931579075) by noted water
conservation expert Amy Vickers is a 464-page hardcover handbook that describes water use
characteristics, water audit steps, and over 100 efficiency measures for homes, landscapes,
industries, businesses, and farms. Now in its second printing, the book provides estimated water
savings and related benefits (including energy savings) and costs for the measures and offers
many case studies. The book includes over 175 fact-filled tables, charts and photos, as well as
eight appendices, a full glossary and an index. This definitive and state-of-the-art reference on
water use, conservation, and efficiency measures is a "must have" for all professionals, libraries,
and specialists concerned with efficient water use and management-managers, planners,
engineers, architects, academicians, consultants, policymakers, landscapers, irrigators, builders,
and conservationists.

WATER USE &
CONSERVATION

,

6/30/08
To: Robbie Berg
From: Sheila Kirby
RE: Lesson Plan for Water Use and Conservation

Here is the first lesson I will use when I teach about water conservation to my 7~ and 8*
grade students at Judah Christian School this next school year. This visual demonstration
ofjust how very little drinkable water we have on our planet will make a strong
impression. They will be using a journal to write about this and about other lessons as
well.
I found our class this summer to be very informative and motivating. I am excited to help
my students learn more about limited resources teach them ways that they can make a
difference in our environment.
I hope this lesson is the type of thing you had in mind because I know that it is very
practical and it will be successfbl.
Thank you for your leadership.
Sincerely,
Sheila Kirby
kirbs@advancenet.net (home)
kirbys@iudah.org (school)
217.386.2874
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WATER USE AND CONSERVATION

FOR EDUCATORS LESSON PLANS

Grade Level: 7-10, can be adapted for elementary grades by summarizing simple facts in the article
and shortening the survey t o 3 days.
Subject: Environmental Science
Time Allotment: three 45-minute class periods, one week for home obsewations
Only about three percent of the world's water is available for drinking. As the world's population
increases, more and more people need this natural resource. However, like all natural resources,
there is not an infinite supply of water. In this investigation, students learn what it means to
conserve water. Using an H20 Diary, students will monitor their family's water use and propose
methods for home water conservation.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
%
. -

Students will be able to
Define vocabulary related t o water conservation
Summarize why not all the Earth's water is drinkable
Discuss the different types of water on Earth
Examine and calculate personal water use
Formulate a personal water conservation plan
Evaluate the effectiveness of water conservation plan

MATERIALS

*

Science Journal
3-5-gallon aquarium
3 gallons of water

r Measuring cup (24-ounce)
Green food coloring
Two 6-ounce see-through containers
Eye-dropper
Sand

a -tting
Up to Speed"
This material originally appeared in "That Magnificent Ground Water Connection," a resource
book for teachers produced by the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control
Commission. Reprinted courtesy of NEIWPCC.
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World of Water Activity Worksheet

H20 Diary: I-low Much Water Do You Us&

BOOKMARK THE FOLLOWING SITES

- --

-

-

American Water Works Assoclatton
htt~://www.awwa.org/
Rnd out about efforts to improve the world's drinking water quality and supply.
Water Use It Wisely
http:l/www.wateruseitwiselv.com~
Learn about methods you can use t o consewe water.
r United States Geological Survey
htt~://water.usas.qov/watuse/
Read the survey and find statistics on United States' water use.

r U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: Water
http://~~~.epa.qov~o~

Find out what the U.S. government is doing to educate people about water and water
conservation.
Water Conserve
htt~://www.waterconserve. info/
Use this search engine to gain access t o water conservation news and information.

r Sustainable Footprint
http:l/www,sustainablefootprint.ora/

Discover methods for sustainable development and the ecological footprint.

ACADEMlC STANDARDS

htt~://~w~.mcrel.~ra/c~m~endi~m/browse.asD
-

-

.

-

-

,

.

-

P

Science, Standard 1, Levels 11,111, and I V
Understands atmospheric processes and the water cycle.
Science, Standard 2, Level I1
Understands Earth's composition and structure.
e Science, Standard 12, Levels I11and I V

Understands the nature of scientific inquiry.
cc Thinking and Reasoning, Standard 1, Level I V

Understands and applies the basic principles of presenting an argument.

r Thinking and Reasoning, Standard 4, Levels I11and I V
Understands and applies basic principles of hypothesis testing and scientific inquiry.
r Thinking and Reasoning, Standard 6, Levels 111and I V
Applies basic trouble-shooting and problem-solving techniques.

PROCEDURES FOR 'TEACHERS:
BUILDING BACKGROUND
- - -

-

- -- -

P

STEP 1
Students read the article entitled "Getting Up t o Speed" on the water cycle and water conservation.
Review the content of the article.

setting WD to Speed

@
J

THEWATER
CYCLE
@e
AND WATER
CONSERVATION
,i*.

The water available to planet Earth is the same
water that has always been available and the only
water that ever will be available. Because water
covers three-quarters of the earth's surface, it
might appear that there is plenty to go around. In
reality, however, we have a limited amount of
usable fresh water.

\

Over 97 percent of the earth's water is found in
the oceans as salt water. About two percent of the
earth's water is stored in glaciers, ice caps, and
snowy mountain ranges. That leaves only 1 percent of fresh water that is readily available to us
for our daily water supply needs. Our fresh water
supplies are stored either beneath the ground, in
soil or fractured bedrock, or in surface waters,
such as lakes, rivers, and streams.
We use fresh water for a variety of purposes.
Nationally, agricultural uses represent the largest
consumer of fresh water, about 42 percent.
Approximately 39 percent of our fresh water is
used for the production of electricity; 11 percent
is used in urban and rural homes, offices, and
hotels; and the remaining 8 percent is used in
manufacturing and mining activities.*

If you think about it, water never stays in one
place for too long. Water is always on the move,
traveling on a never-ending, cyclical journey
between earth and sky. This journey is referred to
as the water cycle, or hydrologic cycle. During its

i

journey, water is continuously reused and recycled. It also changes form. It falls to the earth as
rain, snow, sleet, or hail and evaporates from the
earth back into the atmosphere as water vapor.
What form water takes and where it goes once it
reaches the earth depends on where it lands. It
might seep into the ground and move along slowly with the ground water to a nearby lake, stream,
or estuary. It might sink into the ground, be taken
up by a plant, move through the plant to its
leaves, and evaporate back into the atmosphere
(transpiration). It might land on a lake or pond
and spend a season or two freezing and thawing-that is, changing from liquid to solid, and
vice versa. It might land on a river or stream and
continue on to the ocean. It might be heated by
the sun, evaporate into the atmosphere, condense
into tiny droplets, and become part of a cloud formation. Eventually, the water in the cloud falls
back to the earth, and the journey begins again.

While the total amount of water on earth remains
constant, the availability of that water changes
with weather (for example, drought or flooding),
season, and human use. This problem is made
worse in situations where communities use water
from one location but release it into another place
after it is used. In Massachusetts, for example,
many communities in the Boston metropolitan
area drink water from the Wachusett, Ware, and
Quabbin Reservoirs located in central and western
Massachusetts, but discharge that water as wastewater into Boston Harbor.

* Water use statistics from the "National Water Summary 1987-Hydrologic Events and Water Supply and Use." US. Geological
Survey Water Supply Paper 2350.
(/
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G e t t i n g Up to Speed: THE WATER CYCLE AND WATER CONSERVATION

v
If we understand that we have all the water that
we will ever have, we can better appreciate why it
is so important that we keep our water clean. The
fresh water that is available for use by people,
plants, and animals must be clean. And to this
end, nature is very accommodating. The water
that circulates between the earth and the atmosphere is continually restored and recycled thanks
to Mother Nature's impressive bag of biological,
chemical, and mechanical tricks.
But sometimes human carelessness bogs down the
system, loading harmful and unhealthy substances
into the system at a rate that exceeds its natural
restorative capabilities.,When harmful substances
are discarded into the ~ n v i r o h e n tthey
,
may very
well end up as part of the water cycle. Nature can
also stir up some environmental problems as a
result of natural events such as volcanoes, earthquakes, and tornadoes.
When chemicals are released into the air from
smokestacks, for example, they might well return
to the earth with rain and snow or by simply settling. When harmful substances are discarded
onto the land or buried in the ground, they might
well find their way into ground water or surface
water, which may, in turn, be someone's or some
community's drinking water. In nature's water
cycle, all things are connected.
In many ways, we, as a society, have had to learn
about managing and caring for our water
resources the hard way. By the early 1970s, many
of our nation's water supplies had become foulsmelling and unhealthful. In 1972, recognizing
that we could no longer turn our collective backs
on the problem, Congress passed the Clean Water
Act, thereby setting in motion the beginning of a
concerted effort to rehabilitate the nation's
degraded waters. Taking our cues from Mother
Nature, we have over relatively few years developed biological, chemical, and mechanical technologies that effectively clean wastewater before it
Is discharged into waterbodles.

Keeping water clean is not just our nation's problem; it is a worldwide problem. Many other
nations are trying to manage their water
resources. Preventing water quality degradation
from occurring in the first place is certainly the
most cost-effective approach to water quality
management. The water quality in some areas of
the world has deteriorated to such an extent that
the cost of turning the problem around has
become prohibitive.

The issue of water conservation is not about
"saving" water-it is about having enough clean
water at any given time and place to meet our
needs. Gifford Pinchot, an American conservationist and politician who served as chief of the U.S.
Forest Service between 1898 and 1910, referred to
conservation as "The wise use of the earth and its
resources for the lasting good of men." The conservation of our water resources depends on our
wise use of these resources. Such wise use,
without a doubt, begins at home and in our
community.
As we attempt to meet the water use needs of a
growing population, issues of water quality and
quantity will gain increasing significance in years
to come. We cannot afford to take our water
resources for granted-not even here in the waterrich Northeast. Droughts, for example, are natural occurrences that can cause water shortages.
But human activities can cause water availability
problems as well. In some instances, communities
have had to seek other sources of drinking water
because their water supply well had been contaminated. For example, infiltration of gasoline from a
leaking underground storage tank into a ground
water supply well is all it can take to render a
well field unusable. Once ground water becomes
contaminated, it can take years or decades for it
to clean itself naturally.

G e t t i n g Up to Spee~J:THE WATER CYCLE AND WATER CONSERVATION
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To some extent, we all share responsibility for
ensuring the availability of a clean and healthy
water supply. We can try to reduce contamination
by keeping the water, the ground, and the air free
of pollutants as much as possible. We can use just
the amount of water that we need.
Industries can recycle their process water or pretreat their wastewater so that it is easier to purify
for drinking water and other purposes.
Communities can educate residents about local
water resources and work together to implement
land use strategies that will protect and sustain
water supplies into the future. They can develop
plans to handle water shortages without waiting
for a water emergency and can help residents dispose of harmful products properly by offering hazardous waste collection days. By behaving responsibly in our use of water, we can be sure that there
will be enough clean water when we need it.
It is only recently that environmental issues and
our interrelationship with the natural
been integrated into school curricula.
sense, teachers and students have become our
environmental educators, getting the wor
families and friends that we all share the
bility for protecting and maintaining our earth
current and future generations. This resour
book is designed to help students recognize
own ability to make a difference in conse
and protecting our water resources.

I

KEY TERMS
CleanWater Act
Conservation
Evaporation
Hydrologic Cycle
Transpiration
Water Cycle
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STEP 2
Students define the key term in their Science Ioumals: Clean Water Act, conservation, evaporation,
hydraulic cycle, and transportation.

LEARNING ACTlVlTY 1
World of Water Demonstration

Before the demonstration the teacher explains t o the class that the amounts of water are relative
quantities and are not actually proportions or amounts.

STEP ?I
Put 3 gallons of water in an aquarium. Explain that this water represents all the water on earth.
I n their science journals, students complete a 3-minute quick-write estimating what percent af this
water is:
r Ocean
Groundwater
r Rivers
Ice caps/glaciers
Freshwater lakes
a Inland seas/ salt lakes
Atmosphere
Share predictions.

Using a measuring cup, the teacher removes 20 ounces of water from the aquarium. Using food
coloring, color the remaining water i n the aquarium. The dyed water represents the world's oceans.
The water in the measuring cup represents all the water in the world that is NOT ocean water.
Pour 15 ounces of water from the measuring cup into clear container. This water represents ice caps
and glaciers. Because it is in the form of ice, it is not readily available for use so it has t o be
separated from the world's supply of fresh water.
The remaining 5 ounces of water in the measuring cup represent the world's available fresh water. Of
this water, only a small percent of an ounce composes the world's freshwater lakes and rivers. Use
an eyedropper t o collect this water and place it into a student's hand.
The water remaining in the measuring cup, after removing ice caps and glacier water and freshwater
lakes and rivers (about 4.5 ounces), is groundwater. Pour this water into a cup of sand and explain
that this water is what is referred t o as groundwater and that it is held in pore spaces of soil and
cracks in bedrock.

STEP 3
Students complete the World of Water activity worksheet.
The answers t o the drinking water percentages are: 0.419% total and 2.799% grand total.
Students review their estimates from the beginning of class and discuss their reactions t o learning
that there is such a small percentage of fresh drinking water in the world.

STEP 4
Concluslon
Students respond t o the following questions in the science journal:
1. Why isn't all fresh water usable? It's not often easy t o get to; it can be frozen or trapped i n
the soil; it is too polluted for use

2.

Why do we need to take care of the surface and ground water? Water b important for
less water there is available t o

o e

a
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World of Water
Activity Worksheet
Water Facts:
a Earth is called the water planet

Approximately three-fouahs (314) of the earth's surface is covered with water
The earth has many different types of water
Oceans

1 97.2% of total water

Ice capslglaciers

1 2.38%

Groundwater

0.397O/0

Surface water
(i.e. lakes, rivers, streams, ponds)

0.022%

Atrnos~
here

0.001%

Add up the percentages to find the amount of water available for drinking.
Groundwater
/

'

Surface water

+

Total Drinking Water
Add ice capslglaciers

+

Grand Total of the World's Available Drinking Water
Note: Only a small percentage of the world's water is suitable for human consumption. Not all ground
or surface water in lakes and rivers is easy t o reach or clean t o drink. Surface water is often
contaminated with microorganisms, caused by animal waste and sitting water. Ice caps and glacien
are difficult for humans, plants, and animals t o use. Some work is being done t o take the salt out of
ocean water (a process called desalination), but that is an expensive process.
This activity is adapted from Water: The Resource That Gets Used and Used and Used for Everything.
Poster: Middle School Version. United States Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia. 1993.

O 2006 EducationalBroadcastingCorporation. All rights reserved.

ENVIRONMENTALl
QUILT

Water Issues and Conservation Measures: Lessons for Teaching
Math, Science, & Reading
Eastern Illinois University Credit - 9 0 0 yoi/
by Paula Gordon

-

Environmental Quilt
Objective: The students will become more aware of the effects of water pollution on our
environment. When considering the issue of water pollution, we must realize that there are
several factors involved. Sewer systems, industrial waste, and agricultural waste are three of the
main sources of water pollution. Causes of water pollution seem almost endless. The salting of
icy roads in winter, oil tankers accidentally spilling oil into oceans and rivers, spraying trees and
crops with toxic chemicals, and the list goes on.. .... The end result is polluted water! !
Illinois Learning Standards:
1. Science - state goal 11: Understand the processes of scientific inquiry and
technological design to investigate questions, conduct experiments and solve problems.
2. Science - state goal 12: Understand the fundamental concepts, principles and
interconnections of the life, physical and earth/space sciences.
3. Science - state goal 13 : Understand the relationships among science, technology and
society in historical and contemporary contexts.
4. EnglishlLanguage Arts - state goal 3: Write to communicate for a variety of purposes.
5. EnglishLanguage Arts - state goal 4: Listen and speak effectively in a variety of
situations.
6. English/Language Arts - state goal 5 : Use the language arts to acquire, assess and
communicate information.
7. Fine Arts - state goal 26: Through creating and performing, understand how works of
art are produced.
Process Skills: This activity will fulfill the student's creative desire but will also use the process
skills of inferring and communicating.
Materials: list of countries and their water environmental problems
fabric squares (muslin or old sheet cut into squares)
permanent markers or fabric paint
Paper, pencils, and markers
Books about water pollution and ecology
Computer
Quilt batting and thread
Backing fabric to finish the quilt
Teacher Preparation: The teacher will need to gather various books about water pollution and
ecology. A search of the internet should be conducted to locate possible sources for the project.
Book marks should then be placed for the students to utilize for easy access. The teacher should
provide 6"-7" squares of fabric and the proper markers or fabric paints. A copy of provided list

of countries and their primary pollution sources should be reproduced for all children. After all
the students have completed their squares, the teacher will need to sew all pieces together and
finish the quilt for hanging.

Procedures:
I. The students will decide which country their will research and begin their search
through the various books or computers. They will locate that country's main source of
water pollution. Develop a plan to improve/solve the problem. Put the plan on paper
with each step explained in detail.
2. A sketch explaining the problem and solution will be drawn on the paper to be
approved by the teacher for accuracy.
3. The student will transfer that sketch onto the provided cloth square using the markers
or fabric paint making sure that the identified country is properly labeled.
4. The teacher will sew all quilt pieces together to make the finished quilt. The quilt will
be hung in the school's media center for the entire school to enjoy.
Evaluation: In the teacher's presence, the students will locate the country they researched on a
large atlas or globe. They will verbally share their information with the entire class as they share
their quilt square. A written report will be turned in for a final grade.
Extension Activities:
I. This project could also be personalized by researching the pollution that goes on in our
own towns or cities.
2. A guest speaker could be invited that could help the student decide what actions they
could take that might help preserve their own personal environments.
3. A research of Illinois' pollution problems could be conducted. Letters would be
written to the responsible company with follow-up correspondence to the
governor.
Australia: Sydney: Sewage Pollution
Canada: Acid Rain fiom U. S. factory emissions
Dominica: Soil Erosion/ River Pollutionh3ird Killing
Japan: Hiroshima: Industrial Pollution
Netherlands: The Roosendaal: Acid Rain
Ukraine: Chernobyl: Nuclear Power Plant Radiation Pollution
USA: Three Mile Island: Nuclear Power Plant Radiation Pollution; Alaska: Oil Spill
Belize, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mexico, Mali: Deforestation
Kuwait: Oil Well Burning Pollution
England: Windscall: Nuclear Accident

Resources on the Web:

Cleasa Water & Oceans: Water Pollution Information on water pollution, agricultural
runoff, industrial waste, and drinking water quality from the Natural Resources Defense Council.
144471,.r~r&.org
i.

Water I EPA U.S. Eilvironrnental Protection Agency Water Web Site. ... June 24-26: NationsE
Tribal Conference on Envit-onmental Management. Water Quality Trading Guide ...
~ r 7 t 7 vepiz.go1'
.
Sustainable Table: The Hssues: Waier PolButiom Sustainable Table Issues. Learn more about
Water Pollution. ... In the 2000 Natioamai Water Quality I~lventoryconducted by the
Environmental ...
~ v ~ snsfurnab1etnbZu.org
tu~.
Bibliography:
Water Poflutisnl ( T h e Books: Etavironrneat) (Paperback) by Rhesnda Lncas Donald
(Author) "Did you know that a dinosaur might have waded in the water you drink today'! ..."

bmore)
Let's go to stop water pollaatioll (Let's go series) (Unknaowrm Binding) by PIieltaaeE Chester
(Author)
Water Polllnti~nfImpac6 Books: Series) by Kathlyn Gay (School & Library BlEginditlg - Oct 1990)

Experi~naelt-brtsosa Watee. Poflnfil~ltiby D. Williams and D, Anglesea (Library Binding - Jun 1978)

OfGcer Snook: Water yoEIueioma (Unlcnown Billding) by Elaine Sevin (Author)
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Water Works

Name: Lindalou Hauersperger
Grade: Special Education
PBL High School
Background, Context and Purpose:

Water is the most important substance on earth because it supports life. All living orgaxlisms
depend on water to live, but there is only a fixed amount of water on the earth. In this lesson,
students are going to learn how water gets from the source to the tap
Standards Addressed:
Science: llA, 12A, 12B
Speaking: 3A, 4A, 4B
Writing: 3A, 3B, 3C
Social Studies: NCSS Standard, Md
Lesson Goals: (curriculum/standardsbased)
1. Students will Describe the water cycle and its relationship to life on Earth.(Example:
origin of energy that drives the water cycle, water supplies, and water conservation)
Lesson Objectives: (measurable performance)

1. Students will, when given the water-filtering materials, make a model of a water-filtering
system with 100% accuracy.
1. Students will, when given the water-filtering materials, determine through observation which

materials are the most effective filters with 90% accuracy.
Materials Needed:

"Lake" water (water with some dirt, twigs and leaves)
Each student team needs:
Instruction sheet
Recording Form
Plastic soda bottle cut in half
Cheesecloth
Cotton gauze pads
Paper towels
Coffee filters
Newspaper
Mesh screening

e Rubber bands
o Fine gravel
0

e
e
m

e

Sand
Plastic jar with lid
Spoon
Soil, twigs and leaves
PaperIPencil

The Lesson
Introduction: (getting attention, relating to past experience an&or knowledge, creating a need to know
sharing objective),
Show the students the lake water and ask them if they like to drink this water.
e Tell the students that most water in rivers, lakes and streams has dirt in it and that it has to be
0

cleaned before people drink it. Ask the students what kinda of harmful things are in fresh
water? Write down student responses on the board. (getting attention, relating to past
experience)
e Tell the students that water is cleaned by being treated. Ask the students if they know how the
water that is in their home is cleaned. (creating a need to know).
e Share with the class that they are going to learn one way that water is cleaned for people to use.
Methods: (including adaptations and extensionsfor dzferent needs of learners)
e Show the students the lake water again. Hand out materials for the water-filtering system, the

instruction sheet and the recording form.
e Review the instruction sheet and the recording form with the students. (Tlaeseforms have the
students writing a hypothesis and make predictions about the materials they are usjag. Review
the definition of hypothesis.)
o Allow students to begin working on the assignment.
e After students are done have them number the filtering materials from 1-6, one being the best
and 6 the worst.
e Make a chart on the board to each group's data.
o Have a student from each group come up to the board and record what their lstchoice, 2nd
choice, etc. for filtering materials.
r Make a graph of the findings on the board.
0 Ask the students to answer individually the question: What material filtered the water the best?
Why do you think that is?
Closure: (providing students with opportunities to reflect and express what they are learnina)
o

Review the findings from the graph and have individual students share with the class what they
learned in the experiment.
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Water Works Instructions

Water Works-Instruction

Sheet

Names:
Date:
Look at all the filtering materials that you have been given. Examine each material and
hypothesis with your group what material will clean the water the best.
Record your hypothesis here:

Procedure:
The top part of the soda bottle is going to be used as a funnel. With your partner, attach your
filtering material to the end of the funnel with a rubber band.
These are the materials that are available to use. Check them off as you have used them:

..

Cheesecloth
Cotton gauge pads
Paper towels
Coffee filters
Newspaper
Mesh screening

1. Place the funnel in the bottom part of the bottle, so that the filtering material is facing

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

down. Put a layer of gravel into the funnel. Then add a layer of sand over the gravel.
Set the filter aside.
Pour water into the plastic jar until it is three-fourths full. Add two spoonfuls of soil
and a few twigs and leaves to the water. Put the lid on the jar tightly and shake the jar
to make muddy water. This water is like the water in a river or lake.
Predict with your group members what you think will happen when you pour the
muddy water through the filter. Write down your prediction on your prediction
worksheet.
Pour the muddy water, very slowly into the filter. Observe the material that passes
through the funnel and into the base of the bottle. Record your observations.
Repeat steps 1-6 until you have used a%fthe filtering materials.

Record Sheet
What material filtered the water the best?

Compare your answer to your hypothesis at the very beginning of the experiment. How did you do?

Assessments Used
a Observations of the students' ability to make the water filtering system.
a Reading the students observation forms and observations of the whole-class graphs(Did

everyone choose similar materials and what is their reasoning?)

Extensions and Adaptations: (ideasfor enrichment and adaptations)
0

Students can write a paragraph about water treatment

a Students can research about water treatment plant in their area
m Students can color a picture of a water treatment plant
a Students can construct a puzzle of the water treatment plant or build a replication

Book Resources
Cole, J. (1986). The manic school bus: At the waterworks. New York, NY
Scholastic Inc. Mrs. Fruzzle takes the class on a field trip that lets the student experience
how water moves through water pipes.
Cole, J.(1996). The manic school bus: Wet all over. New York, NY: Scholastic Inc. Mrs. Fruzzle takes
the class on a field trip that brings the class through the water cycle.
Fiarotta, N., & Fiarotta, P. (1996). Water science. water k:
Great thinas to do with H20. New York
NY Sterling Publishing Co. This bmk has numerous experiments on water-surface
tension, dispersion, saturation and buoyancy.
Frank Schaffer Publications. (1997). Science made simple. Torrance, CA:Frank Schai3er Publications.
This is an idea book for teachers that discusses various science topics and provides worksheets
for the students,

Internet

Monroe County Water Authority: (1999-2001). Kids water fun. Retrieved on March 29,2002 from
http://www.mcwa.com/kids.htm.
All about water.
There are a lot of good activities and other sites for kids.
NJAWWA. (2002). Water treatment and distribution to.vour home. Retrieved on April 27,2002 fiom
htt~://www.n~iawwa.org/kidsweb/treatment/treatment-distrib-to-home.htm.

